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INTRODUCTION 

Maria Cristina De Amicis 

Artistic Director 
lstituto GRAMMA - L'Aquila 

Three modes of cultural acfion 

Popularisation 

For the Italian community of researchers and musicians, the Colloquium on Musical Informatics (CIM) is a 
unique opportunity for mutual exchanges in the area of computer music technology. Over the years, the 
responsabilities over the organization have been growing; musical and scientific topics have been increasing 
in number and broadening in scope; the size of the audience attending concerts and lectures has become 
significantly larger. In my view, this means that the aims pursued are of significance to contemporary society, 
and that they establish a real interaction between science and art, at many levels. The many University and 
private centers that have so far hosted the Colloquium, have all contributed to enlarge the table of contents 
offered to attendees, but they also managed to let a composite and dynamical discipline such as musical 
informatics be better known by the people. Among the many elements that have contributed the most to the 
popularisation, I want to highlight a particularly strong integration between scientific sessions and concert 
performances. These two elements, together, proved able to reach a heterogeneous audience, and to give 
the non-experts a chance to get deeper in the technical details. Clearly, by providing a venue for the meeting 
of researchers and musicians, CIM also highlights common grounds and directions, as well as the overall 
social relevance that the discipline is able to gain. 

Emergence 

Since the beginning, the very mission pursued in organizing the CIM has been one of presenting and 
discussing advanced research works in the field. Both scientific developments and the opening of new fields 
of application, make this event an opportunity to check the current vitality of scientific and musical search. 
The themes peculiar to the colloquium, as well as the array of musical directions illustrated in the concert 
programmes, let the significance of present directions emerge in their most innovative theoretical and 
technological forms. This mission renews every two years, based on the careful screening of scientific and 
musical contributions, handled by the CIM international committees. However, it gets also developed by 
casting most of the contributions against a specific theme of actual interest to the international community. 

Discussion 

As its thematic focus, the 13'* CIM features a special session on the didactics of computer music, where 
paper presentations will give way to a discussion among all the attending delegates. This particular themes 
was proposed not by chance, as it will allow the CIM to be smoothly integrated with this year's La Terra 
Fertile ("The Fertile Land"), a conference held every two years in L'Aquila, providing Electronic Music 
students from all over Italy (and abroad) with an opportunity for illustrating their compositional and 
musicological work. Research developments should find their own terms in suitable educational programs. 
Timely reviewing of the goods and bads of educational programs is absolutely appropriate in this field, as it 
allows teachers and researchers to better keep in touch with what is relevant for educational purposes. 

Personally, the organisation of CIM gives me one more opportunity to understand the vitality and the ideals 
that pervade the area of musical informatics. In preparing this event, I have already worked side by side, and 
incessantly, with Italian and foreigner researchers that share with lstituto GRAMMA the aim to offer a 
suitable venue for establishing closer connections between musical informatics and issues of relevance to 
contemporary society. I wish to sincerely thank all those friends, as I am confident that our work so far set 
forth the best premises for this meeting to become an opportunity of intellectual enrichment and insight. 

L'Aquila. September 2000 





PRESENTATION 

Nicola Bernardini 

President 
AIM1 - Associazione di lnformatica Musicale ltaliana 

Given its bi-annual cadence, the Colloquium of Musical Informatics has been a witness of changes in the 
field for over twenty years now - in such a time span, computers have evolved from a research instrument to 
an accounting tool and lately to a domestic commodity which manages most of our daiiy activites. 

In the music field, the change in computer technologies has been all the more evident: from very dedicated 
programs operating in the contemporary music field to the pervasive use in all aspects of musical production. 
As a logical consequence, the interest in computer music has grown both in terms of people and of topics. 
Teaching and communicating electronic and computer music technologies and algorithms - the special topic 
of this colloquium - has become therefore a crucial element of growth and development in a very wide range 
of musical activities. The selection of this special topic has not been, however, a mere matter of choice: the 
Italian conservatories are currently undergoing a substantial change in status and legislation towards higher- 
level education; in this critical turning point computer technologies are bound to play a major role - and this 
Colloquium intends to be a major discussion forum towards a modern and better solution to the many 
problems that teaching computer music poses. Furthermore, the city of L'Aquila hosts another bi-annual 
symposium: that of conservatory teachers and students of electronic music (appropriatediy called 'La Terra 
Fertile', 'The Fertile Land') which, this year, directely follows the Colloquium: the choice of the topic makes 
explicit sense in this context. 

However, besides the fulfillment of its institutional function (showcasing the latest advances in computer 
music research and production) this thirteenth Colloquium must tacltle several other pending questions. 

First and foremost (at least from my point of view), the changing role and functionality of our AIM1 
association. The pervasive spread of the commercial Internet and the use of computer networks in daily 
domestic activities has modified substantially the social composition of our associates and the way they use 
the association itself. The AIM1 mailing list has grown in activity both in qualitative and quantitative terms. 
and AIM1 functions more and better than ever as the coordinator of computer music activities in Italy. The 
status of AIM1 as an association, however, dates back to the beginning of the eighties and does not suit any 
longer its current functionality: it is important to take the opportunity of this extended meeting to make the 
appropriate changes. Also, computers are functioning more than ever as significant vehicles between 
different forms of art (under the one-size-fits-all 'multimedia' term): it is important that AIM1 opens up to these 
forms and these environments to gain a deeper insight in fields closely related to computer music. 

Another important topic of discussion is the complicated relationship between research and production of 
computer music. Traditionally, research and production in ltaly have followed closely interrelated paths, often 
leading to the very same people involved in both fields (and AIM1 has played a major role in coordinating 
both activites). In the last few years however, these two activities had parted - for the most obvious reasons, 
of course: difference in time scheduling and finalities, different financial mechanisms, changing needs, etc. 
AlMi - created by researchers, scientists and musicians - has followed more naturally the research path, 
while several Italian production centers have teamed up in the CEMAT (Centri Musicali Attrezzati - 
technologically-enabled musical studios) association. This separation has indeed been important to gain 
better focus in the specific needs of each activity: now, however, it is important to find a way to cooperation 
to avoid missing the important foundations that both fields provide to each other. In this context, the 
contribution of CEMAT to the malting of this Colloquium has been more than an (essential) financial help: it 
is a tangible sign of the interest in a renewed spirit of collaboration - and it will be important to use this 
occasion to tighten these bindings. 

As it can be seen, many hopes are set on this Colloquium: I wish to thank the Organizing Committee, the 
Scientific and Music Committees, the authors and participants for their invaluable contribute to its success. 

L'Aquila. September 2000 









Sound Compos i t ion  w i t h  Pu l sars  

Curtis Roads 
Center for Research in Electronic Art Technology (CREATE) 

Media Arts and Technology Program and Deparhnent of Music 
University of California, Santa Barbara, California 93 106 USA 

clang@create.ucsb.edu, www.create.ucsh.edu 

Pulsar synthesis (PS) is a method of electronic music synthesis based on the generation of trains of sonic particles. 
PS can produce either rhythms or tones as it criss-crosses perceptual time spans. The basic method generates 
sounds similar to vintage electronic music sonorities, with several important enhancements. The advanced method 
combines multiple pulsar trains and convolution with sampled aounds. Together with Alberto de Campo, the 
author has designed a program for pulsar synthesis called PulsarGenerator. Applications of pulsar synthesis in 
compositions by the author are noted. 

0 Introduction 

In July 1967 a young Britislr astrononrer 
detected in the s/y by chance a radio signal 
in tire foriir of a series of periodic ir~lprrlses 
spaced every 1.33730113 seconds. Tlre event 
was nret immediately witlr incredrrlity. Deep 
in space, an object beat lime with 
ntetrononric precisiorr. T11e arrival time of 
the in~pulses was so regular tlrat for a 
certain period it was beliei~ed that it was a 
message sellt by an atraterrestrial 
civilizatio~t, desti~red for otlter beings in the 
universe. - Luminet (1996) 

All forms of music composition-from the Geely 
improvised to the formally organized-are 
constrained by their sound materials. Thus the urge 
to expand the field of sound comes from a desire to 
enrich compositional possibilities. Much can be 
gained from the harvest of synthetic waveforms. Of 
special interest are those hybrids that crossbreed the 
richness of familiar sounds with unusual overtones. 

Here we describe a powerful method of digital 
sound synthesis with links to past analog 
techniques. This is pulsar syntlresis (PS), named 

after the spinning neutron stars that emit periodic 
signals in the range of 0.25 Hz to 642 Hz. By 
coincidence, this same range of Gequencies- 
between rhythm and tone-is of central interest in 
pulsar synthesis. 

PS melds established principles within a new 
paradigm. In its basic form, it generates electronic 
pulses and pitched tones similar to those produced 
by analog instruments such as the Ondioline (Jenny 
1958; Fourier 1994) and the Hohner 
Elektronium (1950), which were designed around 
the principle of filtered pulse trains. Pioneering 
electronic music composers such as Karlheinz 
Stockhausen (1955, 1957, 1961, 1963) and 
Goitfried Michael Icoenig (1957, 1959, 1962) used 
filtered impulse generation as a staple in their 
studio craft. Pulsar synthesis is a digital technique, 
however, and so it accrues the advantages of 
precise programmable control, waveform 
flexibility, graphical interface, and extensibility. In 
its advanced form, pulsar synthesis generates a 
world of rhythmically-smctured crossbred sampled 
sounds. 
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<Fig. 3; Typical pulsaret envelopes> 

Let us assume that w is a single cycle of a sine 
wave. From a signal processing point of view, this 
can be seen as a sine wave that has been limited in 
time by a rectangular function v, which we call the 
pulsaret envelope. An important generalization is 
that v can also be any shape. The envelope v has a 
strong effect on the spectrum of the pulsar train. 
Fig. 3 shows some typical pulsaret envelopes. A 
rectangular envelope (3a) produces a broad 
spectrum with strong peaks and nulls for any 
pulsaret. 

Fig. 3g depicts a well known configuration for 
formant synthesis, an envelope with a sharp attack 
followed by an exponential decay (Kaegi and 
Tempelaars 1978; Rodet 1980). This configuration 
can be seen as a special case of pulsar synthesis. 
Later we look at the effects of the pulsaret 
envelopes on the spectrum of the pulsar train. 

Keeping p and w constant and varying d on a 
continuous basis creates the effect of a resonant 
filter swept across a tone. There is, of course, no 
filter in this circuit. Rather, the frequency 
corresponding to the duty cycle d appears in the 
spectrum as a formant peak. By sweeping the 
frequency of this pedc over time, we obtain the 
sonic equivalent of a time-varying bandpass filter 
applied to a basic impulse train. 

1.2 Synthesis ncross time scales 
PS operates within and between musical time 
scales. It generates a stream of microsonic particles 
at a variable rate, across the continuum spanning 
the infrasonic pulsations and the audio frequencies. 

When the distance between successive impulses is 
less than about one twentieth of a second, the 
human hearing mechanism causes them to fuse into 
a continuous tone. This is the forward masking 
effect (Buser and Imbert 1992). As Helmholtz 
(1885) observed, in the range between 20 and 35 
Hz, it is difficult to distinguish the precise pitch of a 
sustained tone; reliable pitch perception takes hold 
at about 40 Hz, depending on the waveform. Thus 
forp between approximately 25 ms (corresponding 
to fp = 40 Hz) and 200 psec (corresponding tofp = 
5 H z ) ,  listeners ascribe the characteristic of pitch 
to a periodic sustained tone. 

As the rate of pulsar emission slows down and 
crosses through the threshold of the infrasonic 
frequencies (fp < 20 Hz), the sensation of 
continuous tone evaporates, and we can perceive 
each pulsar separately. When the fundamental f p  
falls between 62.5 ms (corresponding to the time 
span of a thirtysecond note at q = 60 MM) and 8 sec 
(corresponding to the time span of two tied whole 
notes at q = 60 MM), we hear rhythm. 

1.3 Pulsaret-width modulation 

<Fig. 4. PWM and PulWM waveforms> 

Pulse-widtlr modulation (PWM) is a well-known 
analog synthesis effect that occurs when the duty 
cycle of a rectangular pulse varies while the 





example, the ratio of the amplitudes of the first five 
harmonics of w is 5:4:3:2:1, this ratio is preserved 
independently o f p  and d, w h e n 4  ' fd. 

<Figure 6; Effect of the pulsaret envelope on the 
spechum> 

The pulsaret envelope's contribution to the 
spectrum is significant. Fig. 6 shows the specha of 
individual pulsars where the waveform MI is fixed as 
a sinusoid, and the pulsaret envelope v varies 
between three basic shapes. In the case of Fig. 6a, v 
is rectangular. Consequently, the formant spectrum 
takes the form of a broad sinc function in the 
frequency domain. The spechum shows shong 
peaks at factors of 1.5fd, 22.fd, etc., and nulls at 
harmonics of fd. This is characteristic of the sinc 
function. An exponential decay or expodec 
envelope (such as in Fig. 3d) tends to smooth the 
peaks and valleys in the spectrum (Fig. 6b). The 
hell-shaped Gaussian envelope compresses the 
spectral energy, centering it around the formant 
frequency (Fig. 6c). 

Thus by modifying the pulsaret envelope, one can 
alter the profile of the pulsar spectrum. 

3 Advanced Pulsar Synthesis 

The technique that we have presented thus far, 
basic pulsar synthesis, is the starting point for 
advanced pulsar synthesis. The advanced technique 
adds several features that take the method beyond 
the realm of vintage electronic sonorities. In 
particular, advanced pulsar synthesis is built on 
three principles. 

1 Multiple pulsar generators sharing a 
common fundamental frequency but with 
individual formant and spatial trajectories 

2 Pulse masking to shape the rhythm of the 
pulsar hain 

3 Convolution of pulsar trains with sampled 
sounds 

<Fig. 7; pulsar synthesis schema> 

Fig. 7 outlines the schema of advanced pulsar 
synthesis. The different parts of this schema are 
explained in the following sections. 

3.1 Multiple pulsar generators 

A pulsar generator has seven parameters: 

1 Pulsar hain duration 
2 Pulsar train fundamental frequency 

envelope fp 
3 Pulsaret formant frequency envelope fd 
4 Pulsaret waveform MI 
5 Pulsaret envelope v 
6 Pulsar train amplitude envelope a 
7 Pulsar hain spatial paths 

The individual pulsar hain.is the simplest case. To 
synthesize a complex sound with several resonance 
peaks, we can add several pulsar trains with the 
same fundamental frequency but with different 
time-varying formant frequencies fd. One envelope 
controls their common fundamental frequency, 
while hvo or more separate envelopes cnnhol their 
formant trajectories fdl, fd2. etc. 
One of the unique features of pulsar synthesis is 
that each formant can follow its own spatial path. 
This leads to complex spatial interplay within a 
single tone or rhythmic phrase. 





The convolution of a pulsar train with a sampled 
sound causes each pulsar in the train to he replaced 
by a filtered copy of the sampled sound. In 
convolution, each pulsar represents the impulse 
response of a bandpass filter. Thus timbral 
variations can derive from two factors: (1) filtering 
effects imposed by the time-valying pulsar train, 
and (2) overlapping effects caused by convolution 
with pulsar trains whose fundamental period is 
shorter than the duration of the sampled sound. 

<Fig. 10; filtering effects> 
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Fig. 10 shows the temporal and filtering effects of 
convolution in the form of sonogtams. The input 
signal (a) is the Italian word "qui" (pronounced 
"kwee"). It convolves with the pulsar train (b) with 
a variable infrasonic fundamental frequency and a 
variable audio formant frequency. The resulting 
convolution (c) combines the time structure and the 
spectra of the two signals. 

A database of sampled sound objects can he 
stockpiled for crossing with trains selected from the 
pulsar database. If the goal of the synthesis is to 
retain the time structure of the pulsar train (e.g., to 
maintain a specific rhythm), the sampled sound 
objects should be of short duration (less than the 
fundamental period of the pulsar train) and have a 
sharp attack (a rise time less than 100 ms). These 

constraints minimize the time smearing effects of 
convolution (Roads 1992, 1993h, 1997). Thus a 
good starting point for a sound database is a 
collection of percussion samples. The constraints 
can be relaxed if one seeks a smoother and more 
continuous texture. Samples with long durations 
superimpose multiple copies of the sampled object, 
creating a rippling sound stream. Samples with 
slow attacks blur the onset of each sample copy, 
smearing the stream into a continuum. Thus by 
conholling the attack shape of the sample one has a 
handle on the sonic texture. 

Sophisticated transformations involving rhythm and 
spatial mapping can be achieved through 
convolution. It is well-known that any series of 
impulses convolved with a brief sound maps that 
sound into the time pattern of the impulses. These 
impulses can be performed by a percussionist, or 
they can be emitted by a pulsar generator such as 
the one that we have implemented. If the pulsar 
hain frequency is in the infrasonic range, then each 
pulsar is replaced by a copy of the sampled sound 
ohject, creating a rhythmic pattem. The convolution 
of a rhythmic pattem with a sound object causes 
each impulse to he replaced by a copy of the sound 
object. Each instance of the sampled object is 
projected in space according to the spatial location 
of a specific pulsar's position in space. 

4 Composing With Pulsars 

To interact with PulsarGenerator in real time is to 
experiment with sonic ideas. In the course of 
experimentation, a composer can save various 
settings and plan how these will be used within a 
composition. The PulsarGenerator program can also 
record the sounds produced in a real-time session. 
This session can be edited by the composer and 
possibly convolved or mixed with other material. 

A final stage of pulsar composition is to merge 
multiple hains to form a composite texture. This is 
a question of montage, and is best handled by 
editing and mixing sofware that is designed for this 
purpose. Each layer of the texture may have its own 
rhythmic pattern, formant frequency envelope, 
choice of convolved objects, and spatial path. 
Working on a variety of time scales, a composer 
can apply signal processing transformations on 
individual pulsars, pulsar trains, and pulsar textures. 
These may include mixing with other sounds, 
filtering, modulations, reverberation, and so on. 

5 Musical Applications Of Pulsar 
Synthesis 

I developed pulsar synthesis in the course of 
realizing Clang-tint (Roads 1993a), an electronic 
music composition that was commissioned by the 



formant instrument running at an emission rate of 
6000 pulsars per second (corresponding lo the 
fundamental frequency of 2 H z )  consumes 



technique is the generation of multiple independent 
formant trajectories, each of which follows its own 
spatial path. 

As we have shown, the basic pulsar technique can 
be extended to create a broad family of musical 
structures: singular impulses, rhythmic sequences, 
continuous tones, tirne-varying phrases, and beating 
textures. The pulsar micro events can be deployed 
in rhythmic sequences or, when the density of 
events is sufficiently high, in sustained tones, thus 
allowing composition to pass directly from 
microstructure to mesostructure. 
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constant amplitude of 1. (d) Pulsar train with a "lcwee"). (b) Infrasonic pulsar train with a variable 
sinusoidal pulsaret. (e) Same period as (d), but the fundamental and formant frequency. (c) 
duty cycle is increasing. (f) The duty cycle and the Convolution of (a) and (b). 
period are equal, resulting in a sinusoid. (g) The 
duty cycle is greater than the fundamental period, Fig. 11. Control panel of the PulsarGenerator 
which cuts off the final part of the sine waveform. application by Alberto de Campo and Curtis Roads. 

Copyright Regents of the University of California 
Fig. 5. Pulsar rhythms. (top) Pulse graph of rhythm 2000. 
showing rate of pulsar emission (vertical scale) 
plotted against time (horizontal scale). The left- 
hand scale measures traditional note values, while 
the right-hand scale measures frequencies. (bottom) 
Time-domain image of generated pulsar train 
corresponding to the plot above. 

Fig. 6. Effect of the pulsaret envelope on the 
spectrum. The top row presents frequency-versus- 
time sonograms of an individual pulsar with a 
sinusoidal pulsaret, a fundamental frequency of 12 
Hz, and a formant frequency of 500 Hz. The 
sonograms are based on 1024-point fast Fourier 
transform plots using a Von Hann window, and are 
plotted on a linear frequency scale. From left to 
right, we see the sonogram produced by a 
rectangular envelope, an expodec envelope, and a 
Gaussian envelope. The lower row plots the spectra 
of these pulsars on a dB scale. 

Figure 7. Schema of pulsar synthesis. A pulsar 
generator with separate envelope controls for 
fundamental frequency, formant frequency, 
amplitude, stochastic masking, and spatial position. 
In advanced pulsar synthesis, several generators 
may be linked with separate formant and spatial 
envelopes. A pulsar stream may be convolved with 
a sampled sound. 

Fig. 8. Pulsar masking turns a regular train into an 
irregular train. Pulsars are illustrated as quarter 
notes, and masked pulsars are indicated as quarter 
rests. (a) Burst masking. The burst ratio here is 3:3. 
(h) Channel masking. (c) Stochastic mashing 
according to a probability table. When the 
probability is I, there is no masking. When the 
probability is 0, there are no pulsars. In the middle, 
the pulsar train is intermittant. Notice the thinning 
out of the texture as the probability curve dips in 
the center. 

Fig. 9. Sonogram depicting the effect of burst 
masking in the audio frequency range. The pulsaret 
is one cycle of a sinusoid, and the pulsaret envelope 
is rectangular. The b:r ratio is 2:l .  The fundamental 
frequency is 100 Hz and the formant frequency is 
400 Hz. Notice the subharmonics at 133 Hz and 
266 Hz caused by the extended periodicity of the 
pulse masking interval (400 H7.13). 

Fig. 10. Effect of coovoiution with pulsar train. (a) 
Sampled sound, the Italian word "qui" (pronounced 
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Abstract 

h7 recent papers the arrtl7ors introdlrced in the range uf 
acorrstical signals //re use of a po~8erjirl instrurnent for 
the ana!vsis and ~~rod~~ca t ion  of signals: the Laperre 
Tran.forrn, mapping a signal space into anolher one 
wliose .freqlrerzc.y a.ns is warped in a corrtrolled ltlnv. 
If'hile altering the oi~erall/requenc.v content of specified 
signals is iery tiseJ11 in n1an.v applicalions, rtrosl real 
world signals show time-varying fealures, e.g., b7 both 
their aniplihrde and frequency confmt. A second step, 
lherefore, has been lhal ofextendir7g the principles and 
the architeclrire of the Discrete Laguerre Transfomr to 
the tinre vaying case so lhat lhe freque17c.v content of a 
signal corrld be displaced over time to different ~~alrres, 
realizing therefore a tinre varying warping transform. 
This transform has nice featzires and high regiilarity, it 
allon~s peryecl reconstrrrctior7 and it car7 <ffecti~~e!y 
succeed ir7 reg~ilarizing real world sigr7als or it7 
modifiing in a controlled way some of their relajanl 
paranrelers. These features well match those of ordinar?, 
sound signals whose frrquenq conter7t is slow!v varying 
~ ' i t h  tirne, szicl? as intonation in sprech, glissando and 
~~ibrato in nrrrsic. It also 171eets r~rar?.vproce.ssing 17eeds.for 
a wide range of ~71,eep signals. In the paper, ufler brieflv 
recalli17g the rele~~ar~lfealures of the recenlly introdrrced 
transfor~n, nrany exanrples are givert, den~onstrating the 
wide range of applicatior7s far wlticll it seems to be well 
srrited. 

1 Introduction 

Most real Lime signals depart sigruf~cantly from the ideal 
model of a constant-pitch oscillating signal. Due to many 
different physical reasons; the underlying oscillatory 
features are mostly time varying. Also, some relevant 
information is bound to these features, such as the 
perception of a pleasant timbre, the internal texture of a 
sound, interpretation cues and communicative or 
expressive contents. A msform able to compensate 
against these effects or_ in t ~ u n  to add thesc Leatures 
would be without doubt a strong tool for the analysis. Uie 
representation and the mWcat ion  of sound signals. 

Sergio Cavaliere 

ACEL, Dipartimento di Scienze Fisiche, 
Universita "Federico 11" di Napoli, 

Complesso Universitario di M.S.Angelo: 
Via Cinzia 80126 Napoli 
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2 Frequency Warping and the Discrete Laguerre 
Transform 

Starling p i n t  of our work is the Discrete Laguerre 
Transform. I1 can be shown that by projecting a discrete 
time signal onto Ule orthonormal set of Lagucrre 
sequences [11[2] we obtain a new signal whose spectrum 
( e )  is simply the frequency-warped version of the 

source spectrum Sfe'" ) : 

,Y(r'"') = ~ , ( ~ ) < t ( d " ( " ' )  

Here A,(eJ"') is a normalizing factor. which, due to the 
unitary properly of the Lransform, preserves energy while 
passing from the source to the destination domain. The 
warping law 9(w) is a function of a single panmeter. the 
real pole of a first order all-pass filter section. The 
tral~sformation may be controlled by this parameter -- thc 
Laguerre paranicter - which allows a large degee of 
frecdom in the choice of the warping chancteristics. The 
authors used this transformation in conjunction with other 
transforms such as the Discrete Wavelet Transform and 
the Pitch Syncluonous Wavelet Transform. introducing a 
new class of orhogonal transforms having the advantage 
of arbitrarily allocating Uie analysis bands [3][4][1 I]. 
They have also pintcd out an entire new range of 
applications for the inkoduced transforms [8] [91[12]. 
Finally, the Laguerre Transform can be computed by 
conventional DSP methods. by means of the all-pass 
cascade structure depicted in Fig. 1. The time-varying 
structure generalizes that of the constant case. In the 
constant case all the filters A&) are equal to a single all 
pass function whose phase 9(w)  actually turns out to be 
the warping law described in the above. 

2 The Generalized Discrete Time Laguerre 
Transform 

n i e  Laguerre transform may be extended to its tinie 
varying version. For Lhis purpose, however_ we must 
introduce a new parametric class of sequences. namely 
the Time-Varying Discrete Laguerre Sequences 
[10][11][12]. These sequences generalize the Laguerre 
sequences in that they allow for modification of the 
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Figure 1. Sampled dispersive delay 

Since the input sequence 
im~lements the scalar oroduct 

Hence, the z-transform of the sequenc 

ta~oed delav iine in a structure that eeneralizes ~aeueme 



For a real signal x(lc) we have in the frequency and time 
domains, respectively: 

r:, (0) = s*(u). o , , (o) ,  

The 11-lh sample of the output sequence stored in the shili 
register is given by the sample of the y,(k) sequences, at 
time 1-0: 

where, 
(x, P") = Zx(10 P" 

is the orthogooal projection coefficient of the signal over 
the analysis set. 

S O  100  3 8 "  1 0 0  ? I n  3 0 0  i f "  ( 0 0  

Fig. 3 Frequency modulation by means of warping 

The A, (a)  are all-pass functions characterized by a pure 
phase response: Am (a) = e-Is-'"', where for iwl< z 

Fig. 4 A deeply swept sinusoid 

At the n-th stage we obtain: 

For signals which are close to be periodic, as happens in 
most sound signals, the resulting frequency warping for 
each partial may be analyzed in the following way. For 
each partial we fall in the simple case of a single complex 
exponential tone 

x(k) = e'"l , 

with 
S ( o )  = 2 d ( o  - o,)  for lo[< z 

Fig. 5 Tlie swept sinusoid is completely "regularized 

In this case. using the above inversion formula (7), we 
obtain for the output sample: 

This formula has a simple meaning when the all-pass 
sections are identical, with 6, (o)=B(o), r=1,2 .... In this 
case we have: i[n]  =el"'"' and the output is a 
complex exponential whose frequency is the image of the 
source frequency uo via lhe warping map Ko), as 
ekpected in this case of ordinary Laguerre Transform 
If different warping laws are applied at each stage by 
wing distinct values of the parameters b, then (9) 
corresponds to a phase-modulated signal_ whose features 
and spectrum depend on the 6',(a) laws. This signal 
corresponds to a frequency modulated sinusoid, 
depending on the choice of b,, as shown in Fig. 3. 
Frequency warping works properly even in case of drastic 
modification in the source frequency as shown for the 
linear frequency sweep in Fig. 4, which, after warping 
appears perfectly reduced to the single tone as in Fig. 5. 

5. Acoustical applications of the transform 

A firs1 example concerns vibrato removal. Once we have 
identified the law of frequency variation over time in a 
sound, we may compute the sequence 6. of values of the 
Laguerre parameters by means of which the vibrato may 
be removed. Actually warping the sound by use of this 
sequence of parameters allows complete removal of 
vibrato. as shown in Fig 6 .  In Fig. 7 we can see that the 
low frequency component (amplitude envelope) 1s 
practically unmodified under the warping transform. In 
fact the low frequency components, at the usual small 
values of the Lagnerre parameters, move along an 
approximately 45-degree stnigth line under the warping 
law. 
In other applications we may want to increase the depth 
of vibrato in order to add some expression to our sound. 
The same warping law may be added, but now the 
Laguene pameters  will be chose to have opposite sign 
and will be scaled by a proper coefficient in order to 
import any desired depth of vibrato: -kb.. Finally the 
same depth may be easily modified over time, as in fact it 
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Abshxcl 
This work investigates the possibility to characterise and identify through sound analysis, different 
tones produced by an acoustic music instrument when the player applies different technical gestures. 
We analysed flute recorded samples, where the different sound colours were obtained by consonant 
articulation in air-jet emission, legato, and noise coming from overblowing, plus a set o 
heterogeneous tones. We apply the concept of timbre space, owned by each acoustic instrument, 
and, in particular, we try to identify tones with different timbre due to different technical gesture. 
We also investigated if it is possible to summarise the acoustic perception of sounds with a limited 
number of parameters and characteristics 

1 Introduction expressivity can be represent in the Timbral Space as a 
trajectory. 

The word timbre is used to identifv the sound 
produced by a particular acoustic instrument. In the 
literature we can find works focused won this Psychic area Physic m a  

interpretation, [I], [2], [3] The concept of timbre sums 
up the whole set of psycho-acoustic experiences carried 
out by listeners, and for this reason it is hard to define 
parameters for measuring it. One direct consequence of 
this siiuation is the proliferation of descriptive and 
sectorial languages which aim to indicate timbre 
typologies. Oflen these languages are difficult to 
understand by non musicians. Moreover, there are 
projects about information retrieval of sound tones [4], 
which try to identify different tones, not only using 
descriptive labels, but by evaluation of parameters that 
represent the psycho-acoustic perception made by 
li~tmers - . .. . .. . 

% 
We can extend the concept of timbre over the set of F~~~ 1 of intemction bemen the 

different sound that can be produced by the same musician-and the instrument. 
instrument. Musicians use different techniques to 
obtain different tones that best represent their intentions 
and feelings. Lice nainters with colours and shades. 2 Timbre and Performing Techniques - 
musicians apply technical gesture in different way, 
which we indicate as "fechnical nuances". 

Our work starts form the consideration that if we 
can measure the effect of each technical gesture in the 
sound of one instrument, we shall be able to define a 
timbre space whose axes are parameters of the technical 
gesture and in which each tone is identified by a set of 
co-ordinates, this approach is depicted in Figure 1. 

Musicians select a particular set of nuances 6om the 
nuances space, and apply it to the acoustic instrument, 
which produce a particular sound that can be view like a 
point in the timbre space. This sound is perceived by 
listener and by the musicians himself who modifies the 
technical gesture according with the heard sound and 
his intentions. Evolution in sound productions due to 

The aims of this work are the followings: analysis 
of the physical properties of sound of the traverse flute; 
characterisation and identification of timbre modification 
produced by different technical nuances; highlighting of 
parameters that cbaracterise different technical 
performing gestures. The flute, l i e  other members of 
one family of wind instruments, is excited by air jet, 
flute players blow air inside a bole and hence the flow is 
6ee and bard to be measured it directly. For this reason, 
our work tries to estimate the excitation by analysis of 
only the acoustic sounds produced. 

We focused on the flute for two main reasons: 
primary because it bas a spectrum more simple than 
those of most of other acoustic instruments. Secondly 
there exist a relative steady vocabulary to i n b e  



air jet emission. Musicians were then asked to perfo plitude behaviiw in the attack interval, an&ation 
notes with a variable level of noise due to volunt the fundamental harmonic series are all c h a r a c t d c  

rblowing. Furthermore, musicians odified by this technical gesture. Sub-partials seem to 
ple of notes with legato, the distance evail in the attack and in the decay zone of each note 

o notes was fkom a semitone to a hile the ratio behveen them and the fundammtal does 
musicians had the fkeedom to exolore depend on loudness but is more a d laver 

aracthstic. Moreover, we were able to identky- 
alow between the signal attack envelo~e and 



considered meaningful. This was partially 
demonstrated by the reconstruction of these two 
properties upon steady sections of flute tones gives 
realistic synthetic samples. 

1 I 

Table 1: T i e  intervals behveen SBF and note onset in 
seconds. *' samples with involuntary vibrato 

4 Noise As a Performing Gesture 

In this group of analyses, with the word noise, we 
mean the effect of overblowing made by musicians, and 
that can be modulated by him. In general players and 
listeners refers to this quality of sounds spealcing of 
clearer or dirtier samples. Both consonant articulation 
and air overblowing modify the excitation jet that enter 
inside the flute's lube by the labium, but the second one 
modify the air flow during the whole performance of the 
tone, not only during the first wave's front moreover it 
can be changed with continuity up to the end of the note. 

In this set of samples, the ratio between fundamental 
and partials and between fundamental and sub-harmonics 
decrease if noise level raise. We found a reduction of 2.5 
dB with high presence of noise. The fundamental is the 
less amplified harmonic component while partials of 
higher order are the more intensified, this consideration is 
confirmed by the evaluation of spectral envelope 
calculated on the detera~inistic component derived from 
the originals by the software SMS-tool developed by 
Sema [I 11. 

We calculated a modified version of SGC and IRR 
where amplitudes of all frequencies were involved, and 
the parallel between ours result and values in literature 
[4], give us a first evaluation a b u t  the ratio of noise 
inside the sample weather or not its amount changes 
within the sustain phase of the note. Original SGC and 
JRR on sinusoidal and original sample, as well as their 
modified version on deterministic sample give all similar 
values. We concluded that the noise due to overblowing 
does not modify the distribution of energy between 
harmonic components. 

The presence of a richer spectrum give us the 
possibility to identify some regions where the mean 
energy is lower than in the neighbourhood at about 
5 kHz, 10 ktIz and 14 ItHz. These region are present in 
all the samples but in this case they are more visible. 
Even if in these areas there are harmonic components, 
noise intensified less these partials than all the other. 

We evaluated MFCC coming from a 29 filters bank 
and applied upon them the PCA. Projections on the axis 
realised with the only first principal component (that 
explain up to 90% of the variance) show a similar &end to 

the one perceived by listener when hearing samples of 
this typology of noise. Usually if noise level increases 
non-linearly inside the note, a saturation phenomenon 
happens: maximum noise position is heard before the real 
max level is reached, see Figure.3. 

In spectral energy reconstruction, we highlighted the 
sensibility, both in the original and "residual" samples, 
of this first component to the minimum areas we referred 
in the previous paragraph. In order to focus PCA to slow 
varying components we used also less that the 29 
MFCC, but these analysis did not bring any fi~rther 
information. 

-06; 50 I 
100 150 200 250 300 

Figure 3: Projection on the first PCA axis, FFT frame 
number in abscissa 

5 Performance with Legato 

The legato technique is the more complex gesture we 
analysed, because it is made by sum of micro-gesture 
that modify continually the acoustic impedance and the 
excitation pattern. Samples were made by couples of 
notes, in the &st two octaves, which tonal intervals go 
from 1 up to 6 semitones. Musicians apply legato to 
pass between notes softly, without stop in air emission 
and without silence insertion. 

We saw that during the passage from the first note to 
the second one, signal envelopes showed drop of energy, 
that became wider and deeper as the tonal distance 
grows, while the acoustic impressions remain quite 
similar to each other. In the CGS and JRR time 
evolution we identify a similar behaviour which 
evaluation can be used to estimate the tonal interval 
without refers directly to note's pitch. 

In spectral domain, the legato technique brings some 
interesting characteristic: partials belonging to the first 
note of the couple tend to pursue in the second (we 
measured up to 80 milliseconds continuation). If the 
tonal intervals is less than 4 semitones, which means no 
more than 130 Hz gap between partials of same order 
belonging to the couple, they resolve to their analogues, 
but if the semitones became 4 and the couple is in the 
second octave, partials resolve to nearest harmonic 
component also if this one belong to different harmonic 
series: fundamental family partials to sub-harmonic 
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Abstract 

Ecological issues in computer-based sound modelling have so far been referred to the peculiar potential of 
granular synthesis. This paper outlines a different approach, using real-time iterated nonlii~ear functions. 
Based on the mathematical modelling of system dynamics, it illustrates for the generation of textural and 
environmental sounds hardly obtained with other methods. The question is raised as to how we establish a 
useful connection between the system dynamics and the perceptual attributes of sound textures. 

A short overview is provided of synthesis by iterated nonlinear functions (Functional Iteration Synthesis). 
Examples are discussed of synthesized sound textures heard as different kinds of rain, thunderstorm, acoustic 
turbulences and other phenomena. 

Overall, the approacb outlined here may open to new experiments in electroacoustic music, and the 
creation of synthetic, but credible, auditory scenes in multimedia applications and virtual reality. 

1. INTRODUCTION In a sense, this line of research takes on older issues in 

The modelling of perceptual attributes of complex auditory 
images requires a number of ecological considerations. 
Here, I would like to discuss the computer generation of 
environmental sound textures, in terms of an ecological 
approacb on sound modelling. 

In the digital sound synthesislprocessing community, 
ecological considerations have so far been mainly referred 
to sound design by granular synthesis (for example [I]). In 
the following I illustrate a different path, using iterated 
nonlinear functions as a sound synthesis engine. I will 
discuss examples including sonic textures reminiscent of 
rains, thunderstorms, and phenomena of acoustic 
turbulence. 

The first part of the present paper, provides an overview 
of iterated nonlinear functions synthesis, and illusl~ates a 
particular model. The second part focuses on the relevance 
of nonlinear dynamics to an ecological approach on sound 
modelling, emphasizing the dependency of system 
components in terms of their context and overall emergent 
behavior. 

While it builds on recent work in digital sound 
synthesis with iterated nonlinear functions [2][3][4][5][6], 
the present research is also inspired to work in auditory 
scene ai~olysis [7]. However, it is more concerned with the 
holistic dynamics of sound synthesis algorithms than with 
an explanation of psychoacoustical details. The assumption 
is that one can study complex perceptual and cognitive 
phenomena by creating a perceptually viable simulation, 
and that for this to be possible nonlinear dynamics is 
especially valuable. 

computer music research, such as pursued, a.o., by Jean- 
Claude Risset, i.e. the simulation of instrumental sounds 
based on psychoacoustical considerations. The present 
work enlarges that view to the synthesis of credible 
auditoly scenes and their global emergent properties. This 
turns to be useful either in compositional work, or in sound 
design for multimedia and virtual reality. 

2. SYNTHESIS BY FUNCTIONAL ITERATION 

Consider these definitions: A c 'R (a set of "init values'' for 
some mapping process); G c Rm (the parameters in the 
mapping), and B c !Ii (a set of samples in the generated 
digital signal). And consider the cartesian product A x G c 
R x 93"'. Let our map, F, be defined as 

F :  A x G  + B 
(x, {ai)) + F(x; {ail) 

wbere ( { o ; } a , . . , a )  This represents a parameter- 
dependent Function which maps from A to B, with a, as a 
set of time-changing parameters. By fixing a set of m real 
parameters (a point in G) we have: 

f : A +  B 
x + f(x) 

where f(x) = F(x; 01 ... 0,). If B c A, then we can implement 
an iterated map process of by iteratively applying f to itself 
for n times. Finally, considering gi a sequence of points in 
G, and provided that xo,; E A and gi E G, we get a sequence 
of maps f;. A  discrete time series is generated wbere each 
sample is the n-th iterate of the same function using 
different parameters: 





effects, should be left to interactive experiments (this is 
why a highly interactive real-time implementation is 
necessary in musical contexts [5][15]). Only oposfei-iori it 
becomes possible to fix some values and delimit phase 
space regions of special interest. That is the case with the 
sound examples illustrated in the following section. 

What is significant in this approach, is that it provides 
the opportunity for a perceptual modelling of textural 
sound events based on a time-domain synthesis method. It 
is common understanding that sonic phenomena of textural 
nature - such as the sound(s) of the rain, cracking of rocks 
and icehanks, thunders, e l e c ~ c a l  intermittent noises, the 
sound@) of the wind, various kinds of "sonorous powders", 
burning materials, rocky sea shores, certain kinds of 
insects, etc. - are best modelled by microstructural time- 
based design strategies, rather than spectral modelling 
strategies (see examples in [8][16], and musical 
considerations in [17][18], where, anyway, granular 
synthesis methods were employed). 

It seems very appropriate that the effects generated with 
FIS require wholistic and largely indeterministic controls. 
The cmcial element is that the approach provides cues as to 
take into consideration the dynamical relationship of as 
many elements contributing to such sonic events as 
possible. By establishing a structural link between those 
elements, it represents an approach of ecological validity. 
By considering the elements in their emergent sound 
properties, it provides a style of perceptual modelling (as 
distinct from, say,pltysical wodellb~g). 

6. SONIC TURBOLENCES AND 
THUNDERSTORMS 

However "chaotic", the output of iterated nonlinear 
functions cannot he likened to fitlered white noise, 
however complex the filter system can be. The rate of 
change in the waveform of signals such as white- or IlfL 
noise is too fast for the ear and finally result into a 
sustained, non-articulated sound. 

Sounds obtained with the iterated sine map model, 
instead, feature an internal articulation of their own, with 
random fluctuations which are anyway slower than white 
noise. Phase-modulations and amplitude curves are 
somehow "built in", they are innate to the system 
dynamics, and result into a micro-level activity which is 
useful in order to approximate environmental sound 
textures. In a real auditory scene, moving sources and 
reflecting surfaces cause all sorts of interferences among 
signals, which are for the ear as a peculiar element of 
realistic sound ambience. The rate of change in the 
amplitude of the generated signal usually ranges between 
shorter than 1110th of a second to seconds. Which means, 
also, that applications can rely on the emergence of 
amplitude shapes "internal" to the sound (only some fade- 
in and fade-out is necessary to avoid discontinuities when 
the sound starts and ends). 

The output signals obtained by visiting at random the 
phase space of the model, are heard as acoustical 
turbulences, very low-frequency (and even sub-audio 
frequency) rumbling sonorities. The actual frequency 
contents depend on the orbital velocity. Higher velocities 
result into larger bandwidths. Some effective but 
indeterministic control on the bandwidth is possible with 
carefully studied control functions or signals for r and lo. 

Taken per- se, the low-frequency narrow-band noise of 
the iterated sine map model is a good starting point to 
model the perception of textures of, e.g., boiling water, 
sulphureous or volcanic areas, and the wind flapping 
against thin but large plastic or aluminum plates. 

With higher-order iterates (e.g. 11 > 8), the signal 
waveform shows interesting correlations at multiple time- 
scales. Energy is scattered around in small, phase- 
modulated wavepackets of different lengths and amplitude 
(the sound is rather reminiscent of a large fire). With a 
high-order band-pass filter, it would be possible to isolate 
the energy at a particular time-scale. The effect would be 
that of a granular texture with a specific density of sonic 
microevents. However, more interesting is to submit the 
output of the iterated process to a simple 2""rder high- 
pass filter: by gradually lowering the cut-off frequency, 
sound droplets of larger and larger size are introduced, 
similar to the accunlulation of raindrops when a rain 
shower is starting. What changes is the "sonic 
perspective", i.e. the auditory effect due to a change of the 
listener's position as relative to the physical phenomenon. 
There evidence emerges of an ecological view on sound 
modelling: what is modelled is the sonic effect of the 
mutual interplay of the physical components in conte.rt. 

With rain-like sounds, it is important to introduce some 
perceptual cue as to the different surfaces impacted upon 
by the raindrops. This can be done by choosing the 
appropriate number of iterates, n. Upon listening, larger 
values of 11 result into more resonant materials, while 
smaller values are more reminiscent of "deaf', very 
compact surfaces. 

Fultllermore, by visiting the extreme regions in the 
system phase space (I- 5 4), we can control the perceived 
size of droplets, resulting either into a drizzling or a 
driving rain. As the droplet size gets larger, eventually a 
hailstorm is approached. 

In this process, taking the cut-off frequency close to 
zero is like letting all energy at the different time-scales in 
the signal pass the filtering, resuming the characteristic 
turbulence of the "natural" state of the iterated sine map 
model. However, this time the sound texture is phase- 
modified by the high-pass, and might result into a 
surprisingly realistic thunderblot. 

With just a few changes in the parameters value, that 
which so far was described as (various types of) rain or 
hail, becomes more similar to the sound of frying oil, or to 
boiling water burbles. In order to come closer to such 
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ABSTRACT and D,, D,, D., are the rigidity factors which are given by: 

Starting from measurements of the physical properties of pi- h"E. D, = D, = 
h3 E, h3G,, 

D,, = - 
ano soundboards, as they are found in the literature, we devel- 120 - wzuvl 12(1 - I ,~W,,) '  12 

~ .. 
oped a finite-difference nkmerical model parameterized on actual 
boards. The underlying equation is the equation for bending waves where E=, Ev an: Young's modulus, u=, v~ are Poisson's ratio and 

in a thin (orthotropic) plate, where the displacement of the plate is G*v is the shear 

normal to the propagation of the wave. The numerical stability 
has been assessed by means of the von Neumann analysis, which 1.2. Algorithm 
gives limiting values For the sampling frequencies as fhe physical 

In order to treat equation (1) by means of the finite-difference parameters are varied. 
We have focused our nttention on mechanical impedance (magni- method, we changed the continuous variables into discrete vari- 

tude and phase), in the frequency range 20-5WO Hz, and our nu- ables, so the displacement z changed in this manner: 

metical results match the experimental measurements quite well. 
For the purpose of modeling the piano sound, it is convenient to 
look at the conductance G, which is the real part of the mobility 
(reciprical of mechanical impedance). After some initial experi- 
mentation performed on a square table, the board has been shaped 
after a grand piano board (Steinway D-274). with the right ori- 
entation of the wood-grain for the case at hand. The model gives 
also the possibility to look at changes occumng if we modify some 
parameters such as thickness, density, damping factor (of the soun- 
board) number of ribs, and so on [I]. 

We also improved our model changing the boundary condi- 
tions from clamped ends to semi-hinged ends, to better simulate 
the real situation. 

Then our model has been tested in this way: we set the phys- 
ical parameters on standard values and with semi-hinged ends we 
found the first four modes of the soundboard of the Steinway D- 
274; they are very similar to experimental measures both quantita- 
tively and qualitatively. 

1. UNDEIUYING EQUATION AND ALGORITHM 

1.1. Underlying equation 

The wood of a soundboard is strongly anisotropic: the Young's 
modulus along the direction of the grain is much larger than the 
cross-gmin modulus. So we had to consider the esuation for bend- 

z(x ,  y, t )  -+ z ( i A z ,  j a y ,  n h t )  + z( i ,  j, n )  (2) 

where i ,  j and n are positive integers. 
Moreover, to study the properties of the soundboard we added 

a damping force term having form -RAzAydz/dt  (where R is 
a damping factor) and a transverse driving force F = F( i ,  j, n )  
which simulates the transfer ofenergy from the string to the sound- 
board through the bridge. Then we obtained the following finite- 
difference equation: 

where 

- , r  - ' r  
ing wives in an orthotropic plate, that is [2]: 

a3 = -D.(Aty 
a4 = - D , ( A ~ ) ~  

aZz  a"= a4z a4 z (1 + O ) P ~ ( A Z ) ~  ' (1  + O ) P ~ ( A Y ) ~  ' 
p h 7  at- = -D.m-(D,w,+Dvuy+4DDV)-- 

az2a2/2 Du;7-i a5  = -(D,v, + D,U. + 4 ~ , , ) ( a t ) ~  8) (1 + P ) P ~ ( A = ) ~ ( A Y ) ~  ' 
where z = Z ( Z ,  y, t )  is the displacement of the board in the 

direction normal to the plane xy, h is the thichess, p is the density 





Figure 4: hia~n!tude ilf th* meshwicsl ilnpcdencc mcasured for rwn dil- 
fcrcnt tnlucr of thicknecs of a grmd piano soundhoard: A =I0  mm and 

Figure 3: Conductance for a squm hoard 1 x 1 m2, with 12 ribs large 
A2=0.02 m and same standard parameters of fig.2; measured in (0.3 m. 
0.3 m) for two different values of the damping factor: R = 500 kgl(m2 X 

S) nnd R = 200 kgl(m2 x s). 

G depends also on the position of the driving point: so it is im- 
portant lo h o w  the behaviour of G in various points of the bridge. 
and our model gives ihe possibility for this kind of study. 

In fig. 3 we report the results for the conductance for two val- 
ues of the damping factor R. The damping factor is the most diffi- 
cult quantity to estimate, hut, as we can see, it does not change the 
average value of conductance and the positions of the resonances 
but only the quality factors of the resonances. 

2.3. Variation of parameters 

The model gives us the possibility to look at the changes produced 
bv modifications of Darameters such as thickness, density. number . . 
of ribs, and so on [I]. We repon in fig. 4-5 two examples of this 
kind of study for a board shaped after a grand piano soundboard 
(Steinway D-274), with the right orientation of the wood-grain for 
the case at hand (around 45 degrees -see fig. 7 and remember that 
the grain is along z axis). 

3. GRAND PIANO SOUNDBOARD MODES 

To test the validity of our model we searched the first modes for 
the soundboard of the grand piano Steinway D-274. First of all 
we improved our model changing the boundary conditions from 
clamped ends to around "semi-hinged ends", to better simulate 
the real situation 171. Then we fixed the physical parameters on 
standard values [8] and from the plot of the magnitude of the mo- 
bility function (fig. 6) we found the positions of the resonances. 
Afterwards, with a sinusoidal driving force at the frequencies of 
the resonances, we could find the displacement of our board in a 
single mode. In fig. 7-10 we can compare our results to experi- 

Figure 5: Magnitude of !he mechanical irnpedence measured for two dif- 
ferent values of density of a grand piano roundboard: p = 400 kglm3 and 
p = 800 kglm3. The different avarege behaviour in the range 500-15W 
Hz is due to the different wavelength respect the distance between the ribs: 
if the wavelength Is lower than such distancC the stiffness effec!s of the ribs 
are less impononl. 

mental measurements (Chladni figurer)[8]: they are very similar 
both quantitatively and qualiiatively. 

Figure 6: Mobility for the grand piano measured in (2078). with semi- 
hinged ends and 17 ribs large Az=2.45 cm; slnndard parameters [a]: 
p-dl8 K m3 h=8.5 mm. E, = 1.2 x 1 0 ~ ~ N l m ~ .  E, = 2.7 x 
101oN/m! G L 1.85 x 1QBNlm2. E,.t = 2 x 1010Nlm2 and h,.t=lO 
~ n ,  R=lO kgl(sx m2) (arbitnry). 
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Abstract 

Musical signals contain both deterministic and stochastic components. The deterministic part 
provides the pitch and the global timbre of a sound; it is in a sense the fundamental structure of the 
sound. The stochastic part contains the "life of a sound", that is all the micro-fluctuations with 
respect to an elechonic-likelnon-evolving sound and noises due to the physical excitation system. 
These micro-fluctuations with respect to a pure harmonic behavior can be reconstructed &om the 
power spectrum. A well-suited analysis and resynthesis tool of voiced sound spectra was 
introduced in [5]  and [6], i.e., the Harmonic-Band Wavelet Transforms (HBWT). 
The most attractive feature of the HBWT model is that resynthesis coefficients can be substituted 
in fmt  approximation by white noise with proper scale-dependent energies [4]. At a more refmed 
level one must take into account the little but non-zero correlation of the HBWT analysis 
coefficients of voiced sounds. This requires a pre-filtering of the resynthesis coefficients by 
means of AR filters. Furthermore an elementary waveform (wfs) model is employed for modeling 
the physical excitation system. 
This method can be seen both as a musical tool for sound synthesis able to provide synthetic 
sounds with a natural timbre dynamic and as a compression technique. 

1. Introduction 
One of the most challenging aspects of sound 
analysis and representation is the definition of a 
good model for the noisy part of sounds. In other 
words we need a good representation of those 
components of sound whose specha lie out of the 
frequency support of the partials. 
In [4] we proposed a model for the particular case 
of voiced sounds, i.e., sounds with a harmonic 
spectrum, based on the Harmonic-Band Wavelet 
Transforms (HBWT). Thanks to the mathematical 
properties of the HBWT, the synthesis of signals 
with pseudo-periodic l/f -like power spectra is 
straightforward and these specha are very good 
approximations of those of real-life voiced sounds. 
In that model the only thing we needed was to 
control the energies of white noise coefficients, 
according to very few parameters derived from the 
analysis of real sounds. 
in a more detailed perspective, the HWBT analysis 
reveals the existence of a little but not zero 
correlation between the coefficients. An AR 
analysis and resynthesis model, employing white 
noise as AR filters excitation and reproducing the 
above-mentioned loose correlation can substitute 
the hivial white noise coefficient model. As a 

further refinement of the technique we take into 
account scale-dependent time evolution of the 
resynthesis parameters. Also, our model cannot 
reproduce the excitation system of some 
instruments. in these cases we consider a second 
type of noise model, based on elementary 
waveforms (wfs) techniques [a]. 
The model does not fit the harmonic components. 
We preserve the restricted set of analysis wavelet 
coefficients corresponding to the narrow bands of 
the harmonics in order to have perfect 
reconshuction data for the deterministic part, i.e., 
the harmonics amplitude and their time envelopes. 
The attacks and decays are preserved as well. 
The experimental results concerning all these 
refmemenis of the HBWT analysis and synthesis 
technique are the subject of this paper. In section 2 
we make a short review of ordinary wavelets and 
Harmonic-Band Wavelets. In section 3 we review 
the pseudo-periodic llf model as developed in [4]. 
In section 4 and 5 we present the new developments 
of the synthesis method kom the methodological 
and experimental points of view respectively. In 
section 6 we draw our conclusions. 
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Abstract 
Everyday narratives can be modelled and simulated 
using system dynamics tools, providing the basis of an 
emotional1 thematic approach to computer music 
composition. The same tools can then be used to 
model and simulate the interplay between musical 
thematic manipulation and structure. The generative 
compositional system is illustrated based on one 
narrative example. 

Introduction 
This paper stems from a concern about what appears to 
be a diminishing sense of music as a dramatic art in 
much current computer music. A grounding 
assumption is that the creation and control of dramatic 
tension through thematic juxtaposition is a worthwhile 
artistic goal in narrative art forms [I]. 

For the sake of example, computer music is narrowly 
defined here as being computer generated and intended 
for reproduction rather than performance. 
Characteristics include the abandonment of tonality 
and acoustic instruments as the basis for musical 
language. The emphasis is on timbral transformation 
and microtonal textures [2].  The compositional 
approach outlined in the paper could also be used to 
generate music based on other styles, or combinations 
of styles. 

Recent work bas dealt with applying system dynamics 
modelling to srructlrre in computer music [3]. This 
work is summarised in the text when looking at the 
structural aspects of music. Milicevic [4] argues that 
the ideal reception of music is neither structural nor 
metaphorical, but lies in the dialectic between the two. 
The approach presented here extends my recent work 
by reflecting this view [ 5 ] .  

System dynamics 
System dynamics thinking involves the application of 
non-linear models to simulate complex narratives [6]. 
The techniques have been popularised through 
commercial modelling packages such as Vensirn, 
Poiversii?~, and Stella. Simulation is based on influence 
diagrams, stocks, flows, and feedback loops. The 
application to music is limited to date [7]. 

System dynamics models rely on a three step process: 
drawing the structure of the narrative or situation being 
examined; making assumptions about the nature of the 
relationships behveen parts of the structure; and 
running the model in compressed time to illustrate the 

interaction of various parts. These tools can check 
assumptions about the sirnation being studied and run 
'what i f  scenarios to test different approaches to 
problems. As such, they provide a means to understand 
the dynamic experience of computer music. 

In the structureirelationship model (figure I) built 
using Stella software, the double lines with an arrow 
represent the direction of flows of information (like 
verbs). A box is an amount or stock of something (like 
a noun). The single arrow lines illustrate feed back or 
influence connections. The 'clouds' indicate zero 
activity. Relationships behveen parts are influenced by 
adding either graphs or formulas into the circles in the 
diagram to reflect assumptions made. This takes place 
'behind the scenes' in the software by entering a lower 
level. 

Once assumptions are added, the narrative can then be 
simulated in any timefnme. Output is graphed based 
on any part of the model selected. This process allows 
the user to trial several strategies by altering the 
driving formulas. Graphed outputs provide the results 
of the interplay between parts, or the behaviour of a 
single part. 

In figure 1, the example narrative being modelled is a 
variation on a drifting goals archetype. This is 
encountered in everyday life where there is a need to 
move kom a current situation toward a vision of a new 
situation. The contrast between the two states creates 
tension that can either force one to lower the vision, do 
something innovative to change the current situation, 
or fragment the tension through avoidance, willpower 
or devoting energy to other tasks (urgency). 

The narrative here can have many outcomes. For 
example, in a positive outcome, the initial vision may 
he lowered slightly and there will be a period of 
turbulence due to tension fragmentation before the 
current situation rises to the level of the vision. Of 
course, the model can be tweaked any number of ways 
to replicate lesser outcomes or disasters. 

System dynamics and music 
Linking system dynamics modelling to music 
composition requires the modelling of the structural 
aspects of music (tension and relaxation) and the 
thematiclemotional drivers that provide the input to 
this structure. I will deal with the structural aspects 
first [a]. 
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Music is a time hased art form grounded in the 
experiential flow of events and relationships similar to 
other narrative art forms such as plays. Like other 
narrative art forms, it has a dynamic slzape of inreresr. 
The @na~nic rlrape of'interes~ in most classical and 
popular drama, large-scale western art music. and 
popular song has a main climax about hvo-thirds to 
three-quarters the way through the work. This is 
played out within the framework of introduction, 
complication, climax, and resolution. Abstract music 
as narrative does not achieve dynamic interest through 
verbalivisual discourse, but through auraliphysical 
discourse. Both approaches are kinetic but differ in 
that stories deal with the explicit and music is the 
province of the implicit. 

The control of tile strucNral dynamic of a musical 
work hased on the manipulation of zmir), and ~~ariefy of 
aural thematic material is a cornerstone of the 
development of conventional composition technique in 
music. Without a systematic and explicit way of 
illustrating this in real-time, acquiring this skill in 
computer music is usually by and error. This is 
not helped by the structural dynamic of computer 
music often heing self-referencing rather than to an 
external referent such as tonality [9]. 

Since it is a co~~~positianal aid, the model (figure 2) is 
hased on the col?~poser's perception of how they would 
hear the work. It maps the dy~ranlic shape ofinterest 
(right hand side) based on unityivariety manipulation 
(left hand side) as an abstract of the music. 

The model is hased on certain assumptions. First, that 
music as dynamic srructirre is a representation of a 
personal experience of time [lo]; second, that this 
experience is only knowable through thepercepriorl of 
sound events [ I  I]; and finally that the modelling of 
these events interactively in real-time will approximate 
the experience. 

The structural outputs (from TotU&V or the total of 
unity and variety on figure 2) are hased on Pressings 
notion [12] that there are hvo main types of change. 
'Rear-range~~~enr change occurs when time is expressed 
through motion or changes of position in unchanging 
sound objects. For example, through notes or recurring 
sound complexes. Attribute change occurs when time 
is expressed through alterations in the attributes of 
sound objects, such as parametric alterations in the 
qualities of a sound'. The 'momentary interest' stock on 
the diagram incorporates the novelty interest factor. 

The dv~~amic shape of'birerest (figure 2 )  is the end for 
the structural aspects of the flow of events in the 
model, and the assumption is a perfect correlation 
between this and the contour of tensiorl and relarario~i 
in the piece. A limitation in the model is assuming that 
all listeners will he as fully cognisant and musically 

attentive and as informed as the composer; an 
assumption many composers have made historically. 

We now have to get information into the model 
througli thematiciemotional drivers that provide :he 
information to simulare the shape of interest (bigure 2. 
inputs to TotU&V). 

Entering and abstract of the music into the model relies 
on composers being able to auralise individual 
thematic elements of the composition in the first 
instance as they would do traditionally (or enter them 
in when a composition is completed). A parallel is an 
author being able to map a story imaginatively before 
setting words to paper. On the model (figure ?), this is 
done by entering information into the thematic inputs 
to TorU&V. Graphs are drawn for each theme so that 
each timeframe is decided based on what musical 
information proceeded it: whether information is the 
same or different to what has happened before, and to 
what degree (see example in figure 3). Inputs to 
TotU&lJ (happy etc.) then indicate a contribution to 
either unity or variety at any given interval through 
heing either a negative or positive figure, with zero 
allowing for no contribution (no theme present). 

Figure 3 
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To this point, the approach relies on composers taking 
a thenlatic approach to generating computer music, yet 
makes no assumptions about what themes may be 
made up of in terms of auditory material, or how they 
may relate to each other. Understanding this requires 
the linking of theme with emotion, and the original 
narrative (figure 1) to an auralisation of it. i.e. the 
structural and metaphorical aspect of music needs 
linking in the model. 

As an implicit art form, music is primarily sensual 
rather than conceptual. To bridge this gap, conceptual 
notions must be translated into aural experience. This 
is made possible through the coding of emotion in the 
manipulation of musicai thematic material. 





Analysis of the influence of expressive intention in piano performance of 
classical music 

S. Canazza - G.  D' Arduini -A. Rod& 

Music performance is often viewed as part of a system of communication whose leading actors are the composer, the 
performer and the listener. Ambiguities in musical notation allow a player considerable freedom in deciding how to 
interpret the music content. Musicians modify lightly (introducing microvariations) the nominal value of the acoustic 
parameters to communicate moods and feeling. This work compares the values of acoustic parameters note by note in a 
series of piano performances characterized from different expressive intentions; moreover, the same type of analysis has 
been carried out relatively to the pedal's use 

1 Introduction 

Many investigations explore how musical structure 
influence music performance [I]. There are a few studies 
on how musician's expressive intentions are reflected in the 
performance ([Z], [31, [4]). In this context, expressive 
intention is taken to mean how a musician's inspiration 
varies according to certain adjectives that have been given 
before each performance. 
This area of investigation is stimulating ever greater 
interest not only from the scientific and cognitive point of 
view, but also from the applied one, both in terms of 
automatic music performance [5] and, more generally, in 
multimedia systems. Moreover, the study of musical 
performance and interpretation raises problems that go 
beyond the specific area of musicology, running into the 
wider field of non-verbal expressive communication 

performer may perform a piece differently in 
separate occasions. 
Many studies about musical performance have 
demonstrated that musicians use small variations to 
communicate those aspects of the musical structure 
they wish the listener to perceive. These variations 
refer to deviations in timing, articulation, amplitude, 
etc. in relation to a literal interpretation of the score. 
Each expressive deviation introduced by the 
performer can be brought back to the expressive 
motivation that caused it. The first source of 
motivation deals with musical structural aspects such 
as phrasing, hierarchical structure of the phrase, 
harmonic structure and so on. The second involves 
those aspects that are indicated with the term 
expressive intention and which refer to the 
communication of moods and feeling. 
Paying attention to the second source of expressive 
deviations, this work compares the values of acoustic 
parameters note by note in a series of  piano 
performances; the aim of this work is to convalidate 
the preceding results of a strong correlation between 
the variations of these parameters and the musician's 
expressive intention [6]. Sound synthesis obtained by 
the model are used to validate the results of analysis 
following analysis by synthesis method. 
Moreover, a further analysis concerning the use of 
the piano's pedals and its correlation with the 
player's expressive intention has been carried out. 

u 
Fig. I :  Music ns system of cornrnunicationjrom composer to listener 2 Description of the experiment 

Five professional pianists were asked to perform an 
excerpt (fig. 2) from Wolfang Amadeus Mozart's 

involving various aspects of human perception. Sonata KV545, I1 movimento Andarzte 171. 
Music performance is often viewed as part of a system of 
communication whose leading actors are the composer, the 
performer and the listener (fig. 1). 
The performer uses the expressive means of his own 
musical instrument to communicate to the listener the 
contents of the music. Ambiguities in musical notation 
allow a player considerable fieedom in deciding how to 
interpret the music content. Thus, the same musical score is 
performed differently by different performers, or the same 
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Fig. 4 - 5: graphs of mean bey velocig of expressiiie 
intentions for the left and right hand 

Once mbre the analysis has pointed out a correlation 
between the obtained values and the pianist's expressive 
intention. The performances hard and heavy have the 
highest values of key velocity, light and dark the lowest. 
For the left and the right hand similar results have been 
founded. Moreover the key velocity of the right hand 
turned out to be lightly correlated with the excerpt's 
performer. 

3.3 Legato 

The parameter Legato has been defined as the ratio between 
the duration and the 101 (Inter Onset Interval) of the note. 
New separated analyses have been carried out for the left 
and for the right hand and again the analysis showed a 
correlation between the obtained values and the pianist's 
expressive intention. 

Fig. 6 - 7: graphs of mean Legato of e.rpressive 
intentions for the lefr and right harid 

The greatest value of legato has been measured in 
heavy and passionate performances, the smallest in 
flat and light. The legato values, both for the left and 
the right hand, turned out to be correlated also with 
the pianists. 

4 Analysis of dumper 

In the study of the pedal use (seldom considered in 
literature) the parameter "mean pedal" has been 
considered. Each variation of the pedal position is 
recorded with value in the scale 0 - 127; the 
parameter "mean pedal" stands for the mean value of 
pedal in the performance. 
The Damper and the "Una Corda" have been 
separately analyzed. For both pedals the mean-value 
analysis has showed a correlation between their 
employ and the musician's expressive intention, and 
no correlation with the player. 
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Abstract 
In this paper a system that is designed to extract the musical score from a MIDI performance is described. The proposed system 
comprises of a number of modules that perlorm the following tasks: identification of elementary musical objects, calculation of 
accent isalicnce) of musical events, beal induction, beat tracking, onset quantisation, streaming, duration quantisation and pitch 
spelling. The system has heen applied on 13 complete Mozart sonata performances giving very encouraging results. 

1. Introduction 

A system tliat aucmpts to extract the musical surface 
(i.c. a symbolic represcntation of notes in terms of 
quantised onsets and durations, and correctly spelled 
pitches) from a polyphonic MIDl performance is 
herein described. This system was developed as a 
means for obtaining the scores (in a symbolic machine- 
readable format) of a large number of performed piano 
works. In general, however, score-extraction 
techniques are indispensable for a plethora of 
applications that process performed MIDI input (e.g. 
music notation pacliages, interactive musical 
pcrforniancc systems etc.). 

The proposed system comprises of a number of 
modules that perform the following tasks: 
identification of elementary musical objects, 
calculation of accent (salience1 of objecls, beat 
induction, beat tracking, onset quantisation. streaming, 
duradon quantisation and pitch spelling. The aim of 
this paper is to highlight a number of issues relating lo 
scorc extra~.iion and to give a quite broad 
understanding of problems relating to the development 
of and interaction among components that are 
necessary lbr score extraction tasks. Figure 1 givcs an 
overall outline of tlic score extraction system. 

The above syslem has becn applied - to this date - 
to thc midifilcs of 13 complete sonatas by W.A.Mozart 
pcrfol-mcd hy a professional Vicnnese pianist. The 
system performs well in tlic above tasks (see, for 
instance, musical excerpt in ligure 3b); mistakcs can be 
corrected either interactively during the score- 
cxtraction process or manually after the symbolic 
representation has bccn generated. 

2. Salience of Musical Ol?jects 
As a first taslc elementary ~liusical 'objects' are 
identified in the MIDl lilc and corresponding acccnt 
values are calculated for each of them. 

2.1 Identification of Elementary Musical 
Objects 
Musical 'ahjecls' sucli as chords, arpeggiated chords, 
trills. tnordcnts etc. are initially identified in the raw 
niidiiile. It is hypotlicsised that sucli collections of 

notes are perceived as 'wholes' before being brolien 
down to their constituent parts. 

It is necessa-y, as a first step, to determine i~herr a 
number of independent notes are close enough to be 
considered constituenls of a chord. Empirical research has 
shown that two tones are heard as being s)'nchronous if 
their onset differences are less than roughly 40 ms - for 
more than two tones this threshold is higher but usually 
not more than 70 ms [51. We have used the threshold of 
70 ms to convert the MIDI data into chords. 

r MIDI File 

I Primary Music Events I 
1 Saliencc Profile I 

beat lcnown or 

Rent Induction 1 'I' 
--- 

ye$ 1 

I 
Prediction of Next Bcat 

........., 

Duration Quantisation 

last beat? 

Figure 1 Overall score extraction systcm (pitch spelling 
is a separate module). 





likely that this section will be tracked correctly as well Points where the beat tracker has gone wrong can he 
as the prediction function will be very sharp. The beat- corrected interactively by the user; after a particolar'beat 
tracker usually recovers from mistakes as soon as is corrected the system is allowed to track the beat again 
strong musical events indicate the correct beat (there from that point onwards. 
are cases however where the beat-tracker goes astray). 

8 ,  

a. Original score 

b. Score extracted from performed midifile by the system described in this paper 

c. Performed midifile imported and notated in commercial notation software 

Figure 3 Beginning of second part of Menuetro I, Sonata KV282 by W.A.Mozart: a) original score, b) extracted score 
by the current system, and c) the midifile imported and displayed by a music notation software package. 

4. Time Quantisation 
Once a beat is detected, an attempt is made to quantise 
all the onsets and durations of notes within the range of 
this beat and its preceding beat. 

4.1 Onset Quantisation 
Onsets within the range of two successive beats are 
quantised by selecting the time grid (multiples of 2 and 
3) that fits best to the observed onset values. Rather 
than 'moving' the observed event onsets to the closest 
points of thc quantisation grids and then selecting the 
grid for which the minimum deviation error is 
computed (as many commercial quantisers do), 
quantisation is applied to each inter-event interval. The 
last intel--event interval in the beat equals to I minus 
the sum of the previous quantised beat fractions (this 
way a round-off error is avoided). A goodness value 
that is inversely related to the deviation error is 
attached to each subdivision level. The quantisation 
subdivision level that gives the highest goodness value 
is selected (further discussion on the quantisation 
problem can be found in 141. 

4.2 Duration Quantisation 
The actual offsets of notes are of hardly any use in 
quantisation, especially Tor a percussive instrument such 
as the piano (even more so if the pedal is used). 
Performed durations o f  notes (at least for piano) are 
usually much shorter than the nominal score values; for 
instance, in figure 3c, quantised durations are much 
shorter than in figure 3a and there are many additional 
rests. Calculation of note durations has thus been based in 
the current system on an elementary 'streaming' algorithm 
whereby notes within a beat are split into independent 
streams (voice parts) and then durations are considered to 
be equivalent to the inter-onset intervals for the notes of 
each stream. 

The streaming algorithm is based on the Gestalt 
principle of proximity and simply tries to find the shortest 
streams that connect all the onsets within a beat (figure 
4). Crossing of streams is not allowed. The number of 
streams is always equal to the number of notes in the 
largest chord. The solution to this problem is not trivial 
and appropriate searching techniques are required for 
developing an efficient algorithm. The current elementary 
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Abstract 
Tl~is paper shortly rel~ie%~~s sortte recent ~sorkfroni our 
research project concer~zi~ig llte de~ieloprnent and 
erperil~~entitig of' algorithms for erpressii~e nzolleinerll 
ana1)isis. Tl~e niefhod and coa~piita~ionol models are 
bispired to several sources, incl~rdiiig R~rdolf Labail's 
Tlzeoly of Ejrort. Tile paper describes some of the 
o~~goiizg e.rperi??~er~ts and reslrlts. Tlre irltir~late goal is 
to corztribtite toward a deeper ~ozdersta~~dirzg of tlre 
relations befiveell gesture, nr~rsic, and 11isrml 
languages, arid enable aaists n~ith corrcept~ral as +11ell 
as s)tslern fools for interactive perjornlonce. 

1. Introduction 
Our research aims at developing computational models 
and computer systems able to analyse human 
movemeot in the perspective of expressiveness, 
emotional content, ICANSEI (Hashimnto 1997). In a 
broad perspective, research on "affective computing" 
(mainly in USA) and on "KANSEI Information 
Processing" (KIP) in Japan are consolidated research 
areas. In the scenario of our research project, we are 
aiming at a sort of third way, where research on 
expressivity and artificial emotions is reconsidered in 
the framework of European culture (Camurri 1999). 
A gesture or a sequence of gestures can he performed 
in different ways and nuances, in order to convey 
differeot emotional and expressive content. The 
gesture "raising a hand" can be performed, for 
example, with differeot velocity andlor shape nuances 
of the trajectory. 
In our research we first try to identify the crucial 
parameters that can be used to express emotional 
content. Then we study ways in which they can he 
used, and we select which of them can he studied 
reliably through sensors and computer systems. Our 
goal is to enhance man-machine communication by 
adding a new channel: expressivity. This level of 
communication may he useful for musicians, 
choreographers, actors to develop multimedia content 
for interactive performances wit11 enhanced degrees of 
expressiveness. It is not only a gesture, recognised 
from a gesture vocabulary, to tiigger a response in an 
interactive computer system, but also the way in which 
it is performed, its expressive content. 

2. The EyesWeb System 
In order to collect the movement data and to analyse 
them, we use our EyesWeh software system. It can use 
one or more videocameras, accelerometers, and other 
sensor systems. Sensor data are then processed 
according to user-defined patches, i.e., nehvorks of 
modules. Results are available as MIDI or TCP/IP 
outputs. EyesWeh allows the user to access, through a 
visual environment, a wide lihrary of software 
components (called blocks) and to connect them in a 
nehvork performing various kind of operations (e.g., 
video signal processing, feature extraction, math and 
logic processing, etc.). Further, the real-time kernel 
supports different types of software modules (bricks in 
the visual language), including "active modules" and 
memory management (Camuni et a1 2000). The 
system can he enhanced adding new hlocks easily and 
it has been used also in several live performances. 

3. Experimental Setup 
In order to test the algorithms developed in the project, 
we created, with the help of professional 
choreographers, a library of dance fragments, called 
nticroda~tces. Each microdance is performed with 
different expressive content, for example "fluid" or 
"rigid" and also "neutral" (i.e., trying to avoid any 
expressivity). In this way we can test the differences 
among the same dance fragment performed with 
different expressive content and the similarities among 
different fragments performed with the same 
expressivity. 

4. The  Parameters 
One of the most important steps of our research 
concerns the individuation of significant parameters of 
human movement that can he studied by a computer 
system. This has been accomplished trying to translate 
concepts from different movement disciplines into 
mathematical quantities. For example some of our 
experiments were inspired by the TIleoqi of Effort 
(Lahan and Lawrence 1947). 
Usually, in the case of data collected through a 
videocamera, a measure is associated to each frame, 
e.g., limbs position or area occupied by the body. In 
order to study expressivity, however, it is necessary to 
study how the extracted measures vary in time, for 
example tluough derivative or FFT transform. 
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7. Discussion 
The paper raises issues and new perspectives on the 
integration of music and movement languages. For 
example, the director of the performance in a live 
electronics (Vidolin 1997) co-operates with dancers or 
music perfomers during the performance. Parameters 
based on qualitative analysis of movement such as 
those presented in the sample experiments in this 
paper, may be a step toward deeper interaction 
metaphors. We can conceive sophisticated examples of 
interaction in which the communication between a 
dancer or a music performer and the active space can 
evolve, basing for example on learning, imitation, 
dialogue: the interaction metaphor can therefore vary 
from the "musical instrument'' to the "orchestra 
conduction", up to different kinds of dialogue and 
"social interaction". The role of the composer can 
become as "the moulder of a characterlagentiactive 
space", of "the perception system" of such a 
characterlactive space the dancers interact with, and 
can program its "learning capabilities". The composer 
can define in this way music objects as active entities, 
deciding which degrees of freedom he leaves to the 
performer, and for which kind of interaction and 
evolution of the music object. This does not imply 
necessarily degrees of randomness or stochastic 
processes in the interaction process. 
Models of expressivity may contribute to new 
paradigms in composition and performance. Ow 
hypothesis - and one of the motivations to our work - is 
that models of artificial emotions and expressivity 
might be both a conceptual and a realisation platform 
to investigate new paradigms. For example, theories of 
the composer Gerard Grisey define a music domain in 
term of living entities: his view on sound as itre vivant 
rather than object seems conceptually close to our view 

on emotional agents as living beings during a 
performance. 
Ow choice of Laban's Effort Theory is another crucial 
point in our approach to face these issues. 

8. Conclusion 
Research on expressivity is in its infancy. 
Nevertheless, the preliminary results we obtained in 
the ongoing experiments outlined in this paper and in 
others are encouraging. For example, the simple 
algorithms outlined in this paper seem to provide 
reliable data on the amount of qualities of movement 
like "smoothirigid", "slowlfast", "explosive". Further 
ongoing work includes extensions of our movement 
libraries, improvements and comparison of algorithms, 
further experiments and testing with dancers, actors, 
and musicians. A close work with psychologists is 
planned in order to compare the performance of our 
computational models with those of human observers 
of the movement. 
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play the 'instrument' among themselves, but also 
interact with people on the other side. 

Composer Tod Machover created the Brain 
Opera [2], which explores a variety of multiuser- 
oriented interaction techniques. The Brain Opera 
connects a series of hyperinstruments designed for 
the general public with a performance and a series 
of real-time music activities on the internet. 
Audiences explore tlie hands-on instruments as 
preparation for the performance, creating personal 
music that makes each performance unique. 

George I<. Shortess in his "Doonvays of 
Meaning" (1996) explored the boundary between 
inner and outer experience by allowing viewers to 
generate voices using colored cord networks. 
Viewers moving in the room cast shadows on the 
photocells embedded in the installation and 
changed their resistances. When changes occurred, 
MlDl signals were sent to a variety of audio 
devices. The audio outputs were then mixed and 
played through the speakers in the room. 

Finally, the Shape of Sound exliibition series 
[3] was aimed at creating dynamic environments 
with the audience defining its relationship to the art 
at any given moment. The artists involved came 
from both audio and visual backgrounds and 
collaborated to create multi-sensorial, immersive 
experienccs which were often described as 
"ambient". The aesthetic empllasis of the work was 
"the fluid integration of wide-ranging elements. 
rather than juxtaposition and contrast". 

3 Motivation 
The 11iterElasti~ue system is aimed at creating 

an environment of educational play. Visitors can 
use the eRopes as an intuitive interface to control 
the installation. In order to construct this 
environment. we began by defining our model of 
interaction. We chose to work in the domains of 
music, visuals, and poem, and defined the system's 
responses for a variety of situat~ons (e.g., idle state 
vs. a single eRope vs. several eRopes active at the 
same time). 

In order to encourage users to explore the 
various aspects o i  the installation. we attempted to 
provide evocative content by designing an unusual 
combination of visuals and dynamic textual 
elements, as well as coinoosine a set of emotive 

4 Interaction Design 
The Lnterelastique system provides real-time 

response to the users, maintaining the perception of 
action-reaction for both participants and observers. 
The goal of lnter~lastique is not only to provide 
users with an innovative mode of control, but also 
to encourage collaborative learning through the 
installation. For example, a group of users pulling 
several eRopes simultaneously can ackeue more 
complex musical and textual transformations than 
would be possible with just one person. 

In an effort to develop a new way of 
interacting with musical and textual elements, we 
mapped the system's audiovisual output to the 
following emotions (determined by the response 
curves of tlie signals From the eRopes): Anger, Joyl 
Sorrow, and Surprise. 

Anger is mapped to strong, irregular 
movements of the eRopes with large amplitude 
swings over time. Joy is recognized as a smooth, 
continuous movement of the eRopes with a rising 
speed of modulation. Sonow is expressed by slow 
continuous changes in tension with an overall 
decline in modulation speed. Finally, surprise is 
mapped to the collaborative interaction such that, 
soon after one of the eRopes is triggered, several 
others follow in a similar manner. 

All of these parameters affect the audiovisual 
elements presented to the visitors. These are: 
triggering of various musical and textual elements 
from pre-composed libraries, speed and direction of 
tile text movement on the screens. color and 
intensity of the visuals, text sizes, controlling audio 
levels and filters, etc. The interactions are paytially 
pre-scripted, but the interaction manner is lefl 
completely up to the users, dependent on the way 

- 
musical patterns. We then conducted user tests in The inter~lastique software (fig. 1 )  has been 
order to refine the system's content. A brief designed using the Lingo programming language. 
overview of the Design and Testing process with additional Visual C++  nodules for serial port 
follows. 

access, MlDl playback, and visual effects 
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Abstract 
In this work we present a method for controlling the mutable musical expressiveness in an abstract way, not necessarily 
related to the acoustic parameters. Our approach integrates symbolic and audio processing in a real-time networked 
environment. We present a mapping strategy allowing to move in the control space and varying the expressiveness in a 
coherent way. All the variations computed by the model on the symbolic representation are successively managed by 
the signal processing sub-system which coherently transforms the sound by combination of different audio effects. The 
signal processing engine works in real time to render the desired expressive audio variations. The model is used 
interactively in a networked environment. The user controls the expressive character of the performance by moving 
wikhin an appropriate control space. 

1 Introduction 
In multimedia products, textual information is enriched 
by means of graphical and audio objects. A correct 
combination of these elements is extremely effective 
for the communication between author and user. 
Usually, designer's attention is put on graphics rather 
than sound, which is merely used as a realistic 
complement to image, or as a musical comment to text 
and graphics. With increasing interaction in multimedia 
systems, while the visual part has evolved 
consequently, the paradigm of the use of audio has not 
changed adequately. In the usual interaction with audio 
media, transformations on audio objects are not 
allowed. A more intensive use of digital audio effects, 
will allow to interactively adapt sounds to different 
situations, leading to a deeper fruition of the 
multimedia product. It is advisable that the evolution of 
audio interaction leads to the involvement of expressive 
content. Such an interaction should allow a gradual 
transition (morphing) between different expressive 
intentions. 
Recent researches have demonstrated that it is possible 
to communicate expressive content at an abstract level 
by changing the interpretation of a musical piece. In 
human musical performance, acoustical or perceptual 
changes in sound are organized in a complex way by 
the performer in order to communicate different 
emotions to the listener. The same piece of music can 
be performed trying to convey a specific interpretation 
of the score or the situation, by adding mutable 
expressive intentions. In a similar way we could be 
interested in having models and tools which allow to 
modify a performance by changing its expressive 
intention. In (Canazza el  al. 1998, 1999) wepresented 
models which are able to modify the expressive content 
of a performance in a gradual way. 
We aim at using these models in applications of 
multimedia products; in particular, an extension of 

these models is presented, focused on auralization and 
web based applications. 

Intcnrions 
Cbntrol space 

r # E F -  
morphing level 

Audio proc. 
audio levcl 

Fig. 1: Scheme of the system 

2 Controlling expressiveness 
For an effective, control on expressiveness, three 
different levels of abstraction are needed. 
The control space is the usel. interface, which controls, 
at an abstract level, the expressive content and thc 
interaction between the user and the audio object of the 
multimedia product. 
In order to realize morphing among different expressive 
intentions we developed two abstract control spaces: 
the first, perceptual paramebic space (PPS), was 
derived by multidimensional analysis of various 
professionally performed pieces ranging from western 
classical lo popular music. The second, synthetic 
expressive space, allows the artist to organize his own 
abstract space by defining expressive points and 
positioning them in the space. In this way, a certain 
musical expressive intention can be associated lo the 
various multimedia objects. Therefore, audio is 
modified in its expressive intention, borh when the user 
focuses on a particular multimedia object (by moving 



have turned out  



Fig. 2: Mapping between natural control space (see PPS in 
Canazza &Rod&, 1999) and Krerrtpo parameter. 

The basic audio effects involved in the expressive 
processing are: Time stretching, Pitch s l~f lb lg ,  
Envelope scaling, and Spectral processing. The 
rendering of the deviations computed by the 
expressiveness model ("high-level" effects) may imply 
the use of just one of the basic sound effects, or the 
combination of two or more of these effects, as shown 
in Table 2 and as detailed in the following: 
Local tempo processing (variation of 101 and D M )  is 
realized by computing different time-stretching factors 
for the attack, sustain, and release of notes. 
Legato control relies on time stretching for changing 
the duration of the note, and on spectral interpolation 
between the release of the actual note and the attack of 
the next note, if overlapping occurs due to time 
stretching. More details on the management of local 
tempo and legato processing can be found in (Canazza 
et al. , 1999). 

4 Audio Processing 
All the variations computed by the model on the 
syrnbolic representation are successively managed by 
the signal processing sub-system which coherently 
transforms the sound by combination of different audio 
effects. 
The signal processing engine works in real time to 
render the desired expressive audio variations. It is 
based on a sinusoidal model analysis/resynthesis 
framework, a technique suitable for high quality sound 
transformation and higher level attribute recognition 
such as notes, grace notes and staccato-legato or 
vibrato. The input of the system consists of a digitally 
recorded performance with neutral expressive intention, 
and of a symbolic segmentation of the performance 
representing the musical-level attributes like note 
onsets, and offsets. This allows the definition of a joint 
description for sound and performance levels, and 
modifications in the symbolic level are reflected to the 
signal level through the audio processing techniques. 
To this purpose, a finite state automata (here called 
"Effect Manager"), responsible for the selection, 
combination and time scheduling of the basic audio 
effects, computes in real time low-level frame-rate 
control curves related to the desired expressive 
intentions. These time-varying curves are then used to 
simultaneously control the different audio effects 
during morphing. 

High Level Audio 

Spccuul Proccrring 

Organired Conrml of 
Principal Sound Effccw 

Fig. 3: Expressiveness-orientcd high level audio eifects (on 
the right) are realized by means of an organized control of 
basic audio effects (on the left). 

6101 T i e  Stretching 

6 L  T i e  Stretching & Spectral Processing 

GDRA Time Stretching 

61 Spectral Processing & Envelope Scaling 

SEC Envelope Scaling 1 
Fig. 4: Basic audio effects involved in each high level audio 
effect. 

The m~isical accent of the note, which is related to the 
amplitude envelope centroid, is usually located on the 
attack of notes for expressive intentions like Iighr or 
hea~,y, or on the release for intentions like sofi or dark. 
This parameter can be controlled by changing the 
position of the apex of a triangle fitted to the original 
energy envelope, and by scaling the energy of frames to 
fit the new target tliangle. 
Il~tensiry control can be obtained by scaling of 
amplitudes of the harmonics. However, an equal scale 
factor for each harmonic would result in a distortion of 
the instrument characteristics. To preserve tlic natural 
relation between intensity and spectral envelope, a 
method based on accurate interpolation of spectra 
relatives to different intensities is used. From the 
analysis of performances with different expressive 
intentions, he mean spectral envelopes for maximum 
intensity I A , ~ ,  minimum intensity I,,,,., and intensity of 
the natural performance I,,, are obtained for each note 
(Figure 5, upper frame, shows a single note). An 
interpolation schema is then designed in terms of a 

map F: R + RH , where H is the number of 
harmonics, so  that for a desired intensity change 8, 
F (61)=[r,r2 . . . r ~  ] gives the magnitude deviations r,, , 
h=I..H, to be applied to each harmonic of the reference 
spectrum (i.e., the one relative to the intensity I,,,). For 
the purpose of having a parametric model to represent 
the behavior of the sound spectrum, Radial Basis 
Function Networks are used (Drioli, 1999). T o  resume 
the principal characteristics, R B M s  can learn from 
examples, have fast training procedures, and have good 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper focuses on experiments concerning the use of 
mobile robots in music theatre artistic productions and on 
their hardware and software implementation in concrete 
human-robot and human-virtual characters interaction. 
Such experimental work aims at understanding how 
expressive content can be conveyed through the 
movement of robots and interacting with them (e.g. robots 
interacting with dancers, artists, musicians on a stage): a 
particular focus is on the expressiveness raising not only 
from the movement of a rohot (i.e. its style of movement), 
but also from a global, multimodal interaction between a 
robot and an artist (e.g. a music performer or a dancer). 
From this point of view, the integration of music and 
movement is also a crucial issue presented in the paper. 
As a concrete example of the work we carried out, we 
discuss the development of techniques for expressive 
movement synthesis starting from the lessons learned in 
experimenting the systems developed for a multimedia 
artistic production we partecipated with Virgilio Sieni 
Dance Company (L'Ala dei Sensi, Ferrara, November 
1999). 

1.INTRODUCTION 
One of the main goals of our research is to explore 
paradigms of expressive interaction between humans and 
robots in the framework of multimodal environments in 
music, theatre, museal exhibitions, and art installations. In 
a previous work (Suzuki et al, 1998). we experimented a 
small mobile robot on wheels (the Pioneer 1 from 
Stanford Research Institute) as a semi-autonomous agent 
capable of communicating by means of several channels, 
including sound and music, visual media and its style of 
movement (smoothinervous, tailwagging, fastislow, etc.) 
with the visitors of a museum exhibit on contemporary art 
("Arti Visive 2", Palazzo Ducale, Genova, October 1998). 
In another experimental setup, we developed a "theatrical 
machine" for the performance of "Spiral", by 
I<.StocM~ausen, for trombone and radio output. The radio, 
audio amplifier and loudspeakers were installed on top of 
the robot navigating on the stage, thus creating effects of 
physical spatialization of sound due to the movement of 
the rohot during the performance (trombone Michele Lo 
Muto, live electronics Giovanni Cospito, Civica Scuola di 
Musica, Sezione Musica Contemporanea, Milano, June 
1996). 

In this paper we investigate how the physical interaction 
of performers, dancers and robotic scenery can participate 
as a component of the music language. Interactive visual 
media and robotic scenery are therefore part of the 
compositional project of music theatre works, art 
installations, multimedia concerts. The paper explores 
these directions by presenting the performance 
environments developed for the multimedia performance 
"L'Ala dei Sensi" (literally, "The Wing of the Senses"), 
held in Ferrara (Italy) on November 1999. 

Figure I .  T/re agent-robof in the a n  installatiori at tlre 
"Arti lfisive 2" tr~useal exhibit, Palazzo Ducale. Genova, 
Ocr 1998. 

2. THE MULTIMEDIA PERFORMANCE "L'ALA 
DEI SENSI" 

We carried out experiments in the above described 
directions in the framework of the work 'Z'Ala dei Sensi" 
(Ferrara, Italy, November 1999). "L'Ala dei Sensi" is a 
multimedia performance consisting of a percourse on the 
theme of human perception from different perspectives. It 
aims at explaining scientific principles (on human 
perception mechanisms) by means of the language of art 
(dance, music, visual arts). Each episode focuses on a 
specific scientific issue which is explained and 
demonstrated in a performance. 
The episodes involving interactive dancelmusic 
performances also made use of a small mobile on-wheel 
robotic platform Pioneer 2 from Stanford Research 
Institute. Our EyesWeh system for real-time gesture 
analysis and for the design of gesture-music interaction 
has been used (Camurri et al, 1999; 2000). together our 
wireless technology for movement sensors, visualisation 
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also doubled in real-time by this special system based on in particular onto the synthesized movement, are another 
synchronised multiple videocameras. crucial research issues. A deeper discussion of these 
Figure 2 shows the overall hardware architecture. aspects can be found in (Camuni, in press). 

3. DISCUSSION 
The main emerging issues from our experience in "L'Ala 
dei Sensi" are summarized in the following points. 

3.1 Expressive movement o r  expressive interaction? 
That is, in an artistic performance involving a robot 
moving on stage, can expressiveness arise from the 
movement of the robot itself or is it needed the interaction 
of the robot with one or more human interpreters? In fact, 
from the pe r fomkce  in "L'Ala dei Sensi" it resulted that 
a set of quite simple movements such as the "ordered" 
(near straight line constant speed movement) or the 
"disordered" movements were judged expressive and 
artistically interesting when performed by the robot 
interacting with the dancer and not by the robot alone. The 
dancer's ability to create an expressive performance 
conveyed expressiveness to robot movements. Therefore, 
it seems that the focus of future research should concern 
interaction and the mechanisms that malce interaction 
expressive rather than on searching for expressive styles 
of movement. However, we have to remark again that the 
styles of movement utilized in these initial experiments 
were quite simple. An hypothesis is that further studies on 
expressiveness in human movement, taking into account 
the results obtained so far on the analysis side (Camum, in 
press) together with the application to expressive 
movement synthesis of theories such as Laban's Theory of 
Effort, and with the utilization of more versatile robotic 
platforms, can lead to more effective and expressive styles 
of movement. This might allow a robot to move itself on a 
stage, alone or with other agents (robots, humans, virtual 
clones), conveying anyway in itself an expressive and 
artistically interesting content to the audience. 

3.2 Synthesis of expressive movement in a mnltimodal 
perspective 
The experiments carried out in "L'Ala dei Sensi" were 
mainly devoted to the synthesis of expressive Inovenlent 
and expressive interaction in a multimedia performance. 
The movement features analysed in real-time from the 
dancer were intentionally only a subset of those available 
from our system. As well, the synthesized movements of 
the virtual characters were very essential. This was a our 
choice due to (i) the need for a measurable experimental 
setup, and (ii) the resources available for the project. 
These aspects can he enhanced in future projects, with 
more complex interaction between real and virtual 
dancers. Further, the relationships between gestural and 
musical channels still need research efforts. Open 
problems concern for example extending the models for 
integrating expressive movement synthesis and synthesis 
of expressive content in other modalities like music and 
visual media. Furthermore, the mapping strategies of 
expressive mq!timodal input onto multimedia output, and 

3.3 Expressive autonomy 
If a robotic agent is involved in an artistic performance 
can it make autonomous decisions? That is, has the robot 
to carefully follow the insmctions given by the director, 
the choreographer, the composer, or is it allowed some 
degree of freedom in its movement? 
This question can be extended to agents in general, 
Including visual and music agents. 
In the first section of the robot-dancer interaction of 
"L'Ala dei Sensi", the robot was an interpreter (that is, 
with some expressive content) of a predefined score of 
movements designed by the director. A number of 
rehearsals was devoted to obtain what the director wanted. 
Further, in most music and theatre performances, the 
performer's expressiveness is directed to transmit the 
expressive content that the director or the composer 
intended to communicate. 
In general, an agent involved in a performance can have 
different degrees of expressive atrlononzy. We define as 
expressive autonomy the amount of degrees of freedom 
that a director, a choreographer, a composer (or in general 
the author of an application including expressive content 
communication), leaves to the agents in order to make 
decisions about the appropriate expressive content in a 
given moment and about the way to convey it. Expressive 
autonomy is therefore somewhat different with respect to 
atrfonornjj as intended in Artificial Intelligence and 
Robotics: in fact, expressive autonomy doesn't concern 
the amount of built-in knowledge the agent contains nor 
its capabilities to make decisions on its own on the basis 
of the feedback coming from its physical sensors. 
For example, if the agent has to strictly observe the 
directives given by a director, then it will result not 
autonomous from the point of view of expressiveness. 
That is, it is not allowed to make an autonomous decision 
about the expressive content to convey to its audience: 
such decision is made by the director. In the case of a 
robot, if during a performance the robotic agent is asked to 
perform in an elfeclive and expressive way a sequence of 
movements (and possibly music and visual media) that the 
director predisposed' and that has been repeatedly tuned 
and trained with the system during a number of rehearsals, 
then the robot is only minimally expressively autonomous 
or it is not expressively autonomous at all. 
Of course, this is not always the case: if, as it happens for 
performers, some degrees of freedom are still present and 
the agent is flexible, versatile and rational enough as an 
interpreter, intervening when necessary to add nuances to 
its behaviour coherently with the performance, then the 
agent is expressively semiautonomous. That is, it plays the 
role the author or the director assigned to it, but it can still 
make decisions for example about the way of conveying 
the expressive content. For example, an expressively 
semiautonomous robot could choose what behaviour or, in 
particular, what style of movement it can show in order to 
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Preservative transfer of sound and paper documents 
onto digital support. 
Exploration of paradigms to design on-line music This paper addresses a few problenls related to archives suitable for high-level inquiry. 

transferring b ~ t o  t l~e digirnl dorllnin the informotion of . Exploration of new approaches to the optical nroltirr~edia docrmierzts. Indeed, it is desirable to ren1i:e recognition of music scores. 
arclri~~es easier ro access nrtd allowing a rllore widespread More widespread dissemination and integration of frrririo~l of the corltenrs. 111 this 1-espect, the problenl of musical knowledge and resources. 
n~~tonlati:ing as nllrch as possible rhe rrarlsfer and Development of tools for useful multimedia 
I-erriei~al operations is crrrcial. After n brief sketch of rile consultation and interaction. 
work-if-progress activities being done in cooperarion by Study of techniques to formalize and answer 
Cornplrrer Scierztists and Ml~sicologists, sorne temporal queries in the field of music. 
prelinlinnr) resltlrs ~jill be preserlred in the fields of 
ntlrlrinredia darabnses, oprical rrlrcsic recogniriorl artd A reason for preserving digital copies of musical 
presenarh'e trnrlsfer of so~r~~r l  docnnie~its. sources lies not only in the danger of losing the 

information conserved in traditional analog form. but 

1. Introduction 

The transfer into the digital domain of the ir~forntntio~t 
of heterogeneous multimedia documents, such as texts, 
images and sounds. is intended to achieve two main 
goals. First of  all. it is desirable to realize archives 
endowed with easier and faster access capabilities, as 
well as allowing a more wtdes~read fruition of  the 
information contents without risk of damage for the 
original, possibly fragile. sources. Second, it can 
support further information processing, such as that 
required in order to answer complex queries coming 
from domain-specific users and amateurs, or in order to 
automatically produce related documents (e.g., music 
transpositions. Braille scores, etc.). 

In particular. to design a useful digital archive. it is 
necessary to address the following problems: automatic 
systems for placing material in the archives are needed, 
because the operation would otherwise be too long and 
costly to do manually; suitable representations have to 
be defined to capture and interrelate all the relevant 
items of musical, graphic and textual information; more 
efficacious ways have to be found to retrieve the desired 
material in answer to user requests. 

This paper sketches a brief outline of the WOI-k-in- 
progress activities being done in cooperation by 
Computer Scientists and Musicologists of the 
University of Udine within an interdisciplinary project 
supported by the region Friuli Venezia Giulia. 
Furthermore, a few preliminary results in the fields of 
multimedia databases, optical music recognition and 
preservative transfer of sound documents. 

also in the cultural and educational potential of 
extending the fruition of archives and libraries to a - 
larger community of users. Unfortunately, the 
technology is not yet available for reliable systems of 
recognition, because of the high percentage of error in 
the reading and conversion of the musical information, 
which compels us to manually insert the data, with 
obvious expenditure of resources and energy. 

2. State of the art 

A critical problem that the sound archives face world 
wide is the disproportion between the amount of 
material to be properly documented and the available 
staff resources. Experience tells that the digital transfer 
and basic accessioning processes require at least the 
triple time of the duration of original sound documents. 
Only specialized institutions, therefore, can afford to 
aim at setting up structured data bases. Several 
institutions. therefore. would have a vital interest in all 
technologies leading to a more detailed segmentation of 
the archived material without increase of time for 
accessioning. Such technologies would, of course, also 
favorably assist in the retrieval of already archived 
material by researchers. Today the technology offers 
powerful devices for audio processing (24 bit AID 
converters, 191- kHz samplers, 8.5 GB optical 
supports). Such systems, however, need correct 
protocols for a good exploitation, in order to avoid 
possible damages or, even worse, the loss of the 
original document, which is often available in a single 
copy of bad quality, [3, 131. Unfortunately, the 
continuous t e c h n o l o ~ i c a l  evolution hinders the - 

The main purposes of the project can be summarized as definition of standards for AID conversion, preservation 

follows: strategies. restoration, document manipulation. 





is introduced by the fact that the textual information can 
be r e ~ i r p o ~ - n i l y  related to the sound data in several 
different ways, according to the meaning of the textual 
data. For instance, suppose we are interested in a music 
sequence where a particular instrument. say a c r l l o ,  
plays a "crescerrrlo frorrz piarrissir~ro to forris,sirrlo". [B]. 
Then, we know that two properties hold for the whole 
sequence: (i) the cello plays and (ii) what is being 
played is a "crescer~do .froriz piarrissirrzo to forrissinlo". 
On the other hand, whereas property (i) also holds for 
any part of the sequence, it is no longer true that 

(musical notes, characters, other graphic symbols). This 
is an extremely critical phase in recognition. 

3 .  Recogrlitiorr ofrite nrrtsical notnriorr: the elementary 
parts are processed and classified by a recognition 
module, c.g., based on pattern recognition or neural 
networks. The outcome of this processing phase can 
then be interpreted at a higher level and any 
inconsistencies w.r.1. the available n prior-i k r~o~ , l edge  
can be exploited in a feed-hack loop in order to improve 
the results of the previous steps. 

property (ii) holds for any piece of sequence too [71. During our initial work, we have mainly been concerned 
with the design and development of segmentation 

I t  is worth noting that some of  the above issues. techniques ispage 2) and with a preliminary recognition 
precisely those related to different temporal aspects in of a few symbols of the musical notation (stage 3,. 
multimedia databases, have not yet been satisfactorily More specifically, here are main steps on each 
addressed in the literature on databases. Nevertheless, milsic page: 
they can be addressed by defining a temporal multimedia 
obiect-oriented model. ~ ' h i c h  can be imnlemented bv t 

means of object-oriented and object-relational database I 
technologies, such as  the Java langunge extended to 
manage persistent objects and the database management 
system DB2 by IBM. 1 

I 3.2. Automatic music recognition I 
I 

! 

I 
A consolidated approach to the recognition of a great I 

i 
I 

variety of documents can be decomposed into three ! 

phases (see Fig. 2 ) :  I i I 
I - -  

scolr 1 I i i 
I 
! / Posible devices I Fig. 3 - Stave recognilion in llie Horrgli space. 

ailon IO convey ai mcvani 
n f o r n t l ~ " ?  i 

I 
I Symbolic represnbiion 1 

1 

Fig. 2 - Main functional modules for the oplical 
recognilion of music scores. 

Fig. 4 - Hc~rizoi~lal projection and bounding boxes. 

a)  Srn1.c recogniriori via Hough transformation (Fig, 3): 

1. lrrrape orqrr isir ion arzrl prcprocessirrg: the source 
(paper) document is converted into a digital image by 
using either a scanner or a camera; then the image is 
processed by special purpose tools (pre-segmentation). 

2.  Irirngr segnrerzrrrtiorz: the elementary parts that best 
represent the content of the document are recognized 

an important step in order to get a reference frame. 
b) Stoi'e r-erizo~'cl/, to focus on the music symbols. 
U) \!r?nicrrl segr~rerznrtiorr of the staves. 
And then. after focusing on a hounding box within a 
single stave or bar unit (Fig. 4): 
d) Recogrliriorr of c lef i~,  by horizontd projection plus 
specific techniques. 



3.3. Other aspects of musical interest [ 6 ]  S .  Christodoulakis. L. Koveas, Mlrlri~rrcdin 11 
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Abstract 

This paper presents a novel incthodology for content-based in- 
dexing and retrieval of music documents. and a prototype im- 
plementing the methodology. The main assumption of our work 
is that classical techniques for textual infonnation retrieval can 
be applied also to the music domain, providing that they should 
be tailored to this specific medium [I], [2]. In particular, the 
probleni of identifying thc "lexical units" of tlic music language 
is addressed, together with the problem of dealing with variants 
in these lexical units. We proposed a methodology for fully au- 
tomated processes, which provide: Segmentation of melodies in 
their lexical units that we called musical phrases, nonnalizatian 
of musical phrases into a conilnon stem, indexing, retrieval, and 
construction of an hyper-media with links among music docu- 
ments and phrases. We developed a prototype system based on 
our technology, which is available on the web. The prototype 
allows the user to query the system through performing a short 
melody excerpt and to hrowsc the collection following links of 
"hyper-music". 

Introduction 

The growth of Web and the advent of search engines have 
been letting researchers in inany disciplines to use and know in- 
fonnation retriewl (IR) technologies since early nineties. How- 
ever, rcsearch work in IR and operational IR system implemen- 
tation dates back to early fifries when computers allowed to 
automatically process abstracts and bibliographi~ records. The 
main aim of a IR system remains the same - to retrieve in rcal- 
time the very small set of documents being relevant to user's 
queries fiom a very largc collection of unstructured documents. 
Retrieval is content-based since the matching berwecn queries 
and documents taliek place on the basis of their own semantic 
contcnt. 

The reason why IR techniques can be used for~nusic retrieval 
is the fact that IR has dealt with (multimedia) content-based de- 
scription and searching since its early days. However, even if 
IR techniques may usefully be extended todiFerent media, the), 
should be tailorcd to any specific medium, and integrated with 
its specific processing techniques. The latter applies to music 
as well -hence, the combination with automatic music process- 
ing techniques is necessary. As a consequence, the potential 
for applying somc of the standard principles of text information 
retrieval to music representations has been investigated, as pro- 
posed in [3]. We present a novel methodology for content-based 
indexing and retrieval of lnusic docun~ents, and a prototype im- 
plementing the mcthodology. 

The  me tho do lo^ 
Our methodology is based on the assumption of a duality 

between the two domains of textual and music IR. In particular 
we supposc that, in both domains, i t  is possible to identify the 

lexical units of the respective languages that allows to describe 
the document content. While it is clear what is a lexical units in 
text, i.e. a ~vonf, and which are the separators between lexical 
units, e.g. blanlir, conrnlas, or dots, the same does not apply to 
music. 

Music lacks of explicit separators. On the other hand, mu- 
sicologists, like [4] and [5], proposed a number of theories on 
inusic structure, which are besed on the segmentation of the 
continuous How of events that constitutes the melody of a com- 
position. Through the application of these models, it can be 
then possible identify the lexical units of music and introduce 
separators. Once lexical units of the melody, which we called 
rnlrriculphrare.r, are identified it is also possible to go further 
with the parallelis~n and explore the analogous of "stemming" 
in textual IR. Since musical phrases may appear with many vari- 
ants, as in textual documents the same root may result in dif- 
ferent words (i.e., from "muse" we have "music", "musician", 
"musicologists" and so on), we propose a method for conHnt- 
ing, through normalization, similar musical phrases into a com- 
mon stem. Aftcr segmentation and normalization, the duality 
can be utilized by directly applying techniques developed for 
textual LR to music IR, providing that segmentation and nor- 
inalization have to be applied both on music documents and on 
music queries. The process is depicted in Figure I. 

Figure 1 :  An illustration of the mctliodalogy 

Our methodology consists of three main automatic mcth- 
ods - segmentation and normalization. indexing and retrieval, 
hypcr-music construction. Automatic segmentation takes placc 
on machine-readable notation-based scores which are trans- 
formed into contcnt descriptive lexical units. Normalization 
conAatcs lexical units into a common stem. Segmentation and 
normalization take place on both whole music documents and 
final user's music queries. The role of musical lexical units in 
documents and queries is the one taken on by keywords of tex- 
tual documents and queries. Indexing of documents creates mu- 
sic indexes being used at rehieval-time to lnatcli queries against 
the documents themselves. Hyper-music construction creates 
links among documents and lexical units to allow the final user 
browsing a hyper-media being made of music documents and 
queries. The prnronpe that implements the methodology was 
called SMILE, which stands for aSyste~n for A4usic infomation 
retrieval Environments. 





where d ,  q represent the document and the query respectively, 
d, f a r e  the corresponding vectorial representations, and I/Z/I is 
the norm of i. 

As the cosine function normalizes the RSV to the query and 
document lengths, the sizes of document and query have been 
controlled, and long documents have then the same chance of 
being retrieved than short documents. The t f i j  x idJ, weight- 
ing scheme gives higher RSVs to documents within which 
query descriptors occur with high inha-document frequency 
(tf;,) and low intra-collcction frequency (n,). This means that 
the relevance o f a  document has been estimated as directly cor- 
related to the number of times query descriptors occur within 
the document, and inversely correlated to the number of docu- 
ments indexed by them. 

As the cosine function normalizes the RSV to the query and 
document lengths, the sizes of document and query have been 
controlled, and long documents have then the same chance of 
being retrieved than short documents. The t f:j x idf, weight- 
ing scheme gives higher RSVs to documents within which 
query descriptors occur with high intra-document frequency 
(f f,,) and low intra-collection frequency (n,). This means that 
the rclcvance of a document has been estimated as directlv cor- 
related to the number of times query descriptors occur within 
the document, and inversely correlated to the number of docu- 
ments indexed by them. 

The RSV function can be applied also between pairs of docu- 
ments since both queries and documents are represented as vec- 
tors. We can therefore compute the cosine between two docu- 
ment vectors to estimate the similarity between the document 
contents. Moreover, the RSV function can be applied also be- 
tween pairs of descriptors since the latter can be represented as 
vectors of documents. Indeed, let us consider the A' x K matrix 
consisting of document vectors as rows. The transposed Ei x N 
matrix consists of descriptor vectors i, = ( w ~ I ,  ..., wjnr), and 
therefore the cosine of the angle between descriptor vectors can 
be computed. Such a cosine estimates the degree to which two 
descriptors occur within the same sub-set of documents, and 
then the cosine can bc used to compute a preliminary estimate 
of potential relationships between descriptors [7]. The latter 
way of computing similarities between music documents and 
descriptors will be the starting point for hyper-music construc- 
tion as illustrated in the next section. 

Hyper-music Construction 

A retrieval sysrcm based allows for extracting from a collec- 
tion a sub-set of docu~nents judged as relevant for he final user 
information needs. However, it may be the case that the user 
finds very few relevant documents within the rehieved set. A 
method to partially overcome this problem is the construction 
of links between documents and phrases. 

If links are available, the user can make up for the lack of rel- 
evant docu~nents by following links from retrieved documents 
citller to non-retrieved ones, or to phrases used by the system 
to index them. In the former case, the user may be able to re- 
trieve additional, perhaps relevant documents. In the latter case, 
the user should be able to choose one of these phrases and then 
to retrieve new, perhaps relevant, documents being linked by 
them. Because the lack of relevant documents may occur again, 
the user should be able to cany navigation on through links 
among documents or phrases. Links have then to be constructed 
also between similar phrases, that is the ones used by the sys- 
tem to index the same documents. because the user should be 
able also to access to new phrases when he cannot find any ad- 
equate phrase describing his nceds. The complete process en- 

compassed by our methodology, which integrates querying with 
browsing, is depicted in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: The process ofhyper-music construction: documents 
are represented by "squares" and phrases are represented by 
"circles" 

To make the navigation process possible, the construction of 
links among documents and phrases is required to make up the 
lack of relevant documents. Once these links are constructed, 
they can be used to set a network, called "hyper-music", of mu- 
sic documents and phrases. which the user can browse. The size 
and cumplexity of link construction make manual consmction 
infeasible and then automatic methods are required. In this Sec- 
tion, we sllow how the methods for automatic melody segmen- 
tation and for automatic indexing can be combined together for 
auto~natically constructing hyper-muslc. The idea is based on 
four key considerations: 

e the phrases being extracted by segmentation can be used 
as content descriptors like index terms do for textual doc- 
uments; 

phrases can be used to build linle between documents us- 
ing co-occurrence information, i.c. the more two docu- 
ments share the sAnle ohrases. the hieher the chance of 
building a useful link between them; . similarly. documents can be used to build links between 
index phrases using co-occurrence information; 

e finally, bidirectional links can be build between docu- 
ments and their most relevant phrases. 

Automatic hyper-music conshuction hence allows for insert- 
ing four types of link - DD, DT. TD, or TT - depending on 
the me of linked nodes - D (document) or T (phrase). Each 
type of link corresponds to one possible way of expanding the 
initial user's music query. Links are weighted since phrases 
occur within documents with a t  f x idf-based weight, and doc- 
uments (phrases) are linked to other documents (pllrases) by 
means to the cosine-based RSV. Link weight provides with a 
threshold to decide whether a link should be inserted. Thresh- 
old can be either the weight itself, or the rank to which a docu- 
ment or a phrase is placed into a list ranked by weight. A DD 
(TT) link is inserted between documents (phrases) if the cosine- 
based measure of similarity, or the rank of document (phrase) is 
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What makes the primary difference benveen our 
species and all others is our reliance on cultural 
transmission of information, and hence on culhlral 
evolution. Animals do interchange information but in a 
biological rather than a cultural context. Bird mating 
calls certainly fall under the category of sonicly 
transmitted information that is specific to a given 
species, but those species have limited intelligence and 
undoubtedly no bird culture. This does not mean that 
animals have no minds, it simply means that b~l hlrrizarl 
standnrds those "primitive" minds produce no cultural 
history. 

Dawkins' meme has a peculiar but powerful role to 
play in our understanding of human culture. This is the 
way he defines it: 

hut rather i t  is rooted in the transaction that occurs 
between the music and the audience. To eveluate 
music is to find the quality of transaction benveen the 
musical configuration and its cultural response. If that 
response is positive, meaning ecologically prudent for 
the given cultural environment, then it may he called 
creation. On the other hand. an innovation that is just 
randomly new and not holistically related to the 
environment, will certainly produce a negative cultural 
response. 

In order to expand the audiences for computer 
music it is necessary to look at the minds of the people 
who constitute those audiences. Why in the minds? 
Because the minds are the habitats of the memes. 
Minds are in limited supply, and each mind has onlv a .. . 

Examples of memes are tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, limited capacity for the support of memes; therefore, 

clothcs fashions. wavs of makine oots or of buildine there is considerable "competition" among memes for 
. . - .  - 

arches. Just as genes propagate themselves in the gene entry into as many minds as possible. This competition 
pool by leaping from body to body via sperm or eggs, so is the major selective force in the infosphere, just as it 
memes propagate themselves in the meme pool by is in the biosphere 
leaping from brain to brain via process that; in thc 
broadest sense. can be called imitation. If a scientist One way to look at music. is through the memetic 
hears, or reads about, a good idea, he passes it on to his competition among musical compositions for admission 
colleagues and students. He mentions it in his articles into the minds of the audiences. Randomly presenting 
and his lectures. If rhe idea catches on, i t  can be said to new musical pieces (potential memes) to these minds 
propagate itself. spreading from brain to brain. [ I ]  can be compared to.  lav vine bv the rule of evolutionarv 

The important rule for memes. as for genes. is that 
they must constantly replicate. This replication is a 
mindless process not necessarily for the good of 
anything; replicators that are good at replicating 
flourish-for whatever reason. Meme X spread among 
the people. because X is a good replicator. [ 2 ]  

Let's take a moment and look at the case of one 
particular meme-the success of a four-note meme at 
the beginning of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony. 
Certainly, it has much less to do with the absolute value 
of its pitch-set "internal" design: i.e. the way a musical 
piece is compositionally structured, and much more to 
do with the design this meme presents to the worid. 
What is important is its phenotype. the way it affects 
the minds and other memes in a particular socio- 
cultural environment. 

It is very logical to assume that humans 
intelligently create musical pieces (potential memes) 
rather than producing them as random innovations. 
But, looking at the state of affairs in computer music, 
one sees more examples of innovations than creations. 
Let me clarify the distinction. The quality of computer 
music. and for that matter the quality of anything does 
not depend exclusively on its structural organization. 

. - - .  
biology lcnown as !he sun,il~nl of thefittest. It is well 
known that this game is ruthless and will in its process 
discard the vast majority of its participants. Being the 
only intelligent species on this planet, it is certainly 
wise not to play by the rules of the very game that 
created us. If we continue to do so. we may easily 
become a casualtv of the same mindless evolutionarv ~, 
process. For that reason, it would he preferable to turn 
this game around to our advantage, redefining it 
slightly, and call it the strwh8ol of ihe wisest. Since 
humans have the brain that is capable of intelligent 
thinking, it would be a tremendous waste not to use it in 
determining our own future, and the future of our 
music. How can this he achieved? 

Wrestling with this problem may appear to he an 
insurmountable task, but the situation is not that 
hopeless albeit. For the sake of clarity, let us imagine 
continuation of our inquiry as an academic course in 
music composition. In this case, instead of teaching 
our students the elements of compositional shucture 
such as counterpoint, harmony, orchestration. etc., we 
would teach them the basics of understanding the sonic 
entities towards which human minds show increased 
interest when listening. .4fter the completion of such a 
course in music composition, our students would then 



. . 
in brain's long-term memory. Then, that reconstruction The way human brain handles this comparison- 
can be efficiently processed and compared with the based process is grounded in the workings of neural 
similar incoming information, giving it the most mappings that correlaie to a specific sonic event. For 

the sake of simpliciry, iet's say that there is a sound of 
an oboe  lav vine A 4 4 0  Hz. Now, in most of the 



be compared to. If humans are able compare, then in music? The answer: Computer music composers 
return, they will be also able to evaluate. If this themselves. The only computer music composer that 1 
evaluation process keeps going on, that probably means came across who publicly performs other composer's 
there is a growing interest in what is going on. This computer music is Neil Rolnick. And here we amve 
still does not mean by any means that a musical again at the inescapable conclusion that we are playing 
com~osition containine reoccumne  att terns of some our music for ourselves. - 
sort and their transformations will be a guaranteed 
recipe for the creation of a successful music. It simply 
means that unless there is a point of reference, which 
may be just about anything previously digested and 
recognizable to the ear-minds of the audience, there is a 
significantly much lesser chance for produced musical 
piece (a meme) to catch on and make people react with 
positive feelings. How successfully one may play with 
music patterns will, in the end, always remain a matter 
of human musical talent. 

It very important to understand that it is no 
accident that the music memes which replicate tend to 
be good for humans-not for reasons of our biological 
fitness, but for whatever it is that we hold dear. This is 
an unsettling observation for a person, who believes in 
absolutes. However, the situation should not be viewed 
as totally desperate. Let me again put everything in 
computer music terms. It is amazingly fascinating to 
see what Super Collider, Csound, Cmix, Kyma, Sound 
Hack, Lemur, and countless TDM, VST and MAS 
plug-ins can do to sound samples, as well as what 
MAX can do to musical structure when applied to 
fractals, neural nets, fibonacci numbers, solar systems, 
palindromes, permutations, interpolations, pitch-sets, 
and population growth algorithms. It is crucial to make 
sure that those fascinations that we hold dear, do not 
remain the exclusive possessions of the composers who 
indulge themselves in playing with their technological 
marvels. It is extremely important that the audience 
also get to share some of our unique thrill. There must 
be some significant overlap behveen what the composer 
holds dear and what the audience holds dear. 

This is a very demanding and difficult task to put 
into reality, but if it is not done soon, the computer 
music memes are not going to find their habitats and 
replicate themselves any further beyond the narrow, 
technically-oriented facilitators. Unless established 
compositional approaches are changed, the question 
will still remain: Do we compose only for our 
idiosyncratic selves or for the audiences of our culture? 

On the other side of this argument Charles Rosen 
claims that survival of any music is independent of the 
audience's response. 

The music that survives is the music that musicians want 
to play. They perform it until it finds an audience. 
Sometimes it is only a small audience, as it is in the case 
so far for Arnold Schoenberg (and I am not sure if it will 
ever be a large one), but he will be performed as long as 
there are musicians who inslst on playing him. [4] 

As much as I personally disagree with Rosen's basic 
assumptions about survival of the music, I can pretend 
for a moment that Rosen is right having the following 
question rise: Who are the performers of the computer 

Isn't it obvious that it is not feasible to continue 
clinging to the notion that music is exclusively a form 
of personal self-expression through which the composer 
produces a piece of music without regard to the 
response from its socio-cultural environment. 
Paradoxical notion of releasing musical memes in front 
of an audience and saying: "Take it or leave it, I did 
not write my music for you at all, but I want you to 
listen to it anyway" makes vary little sense. Evolution 
works on the same principle-the survival of the 
fittest-in which case-99.99% of the answers to the 
question raised above is certainly going to be "LEAVE 
IT!!!" On the other hand, if a composer is interested in 
a socio-cultural response to herihis music, it could 
make a wise decision and figure out what are the 
perceptual and cognitive mechanisms that make 
audiences to like something. Using the proposed 
approach may certainly prove to be more successful in 
sharing the computer music with people who don't 
know what word MLDI means. 
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learning to play musical instruments in the formal 



2 Modes of Interaction 
Interaction with the Musical Fireflies occurs in two 
distinct modes - the Single Player mode, where 
players convert numerical patterns into rhythmical 
structures, and the Multi Player mode, where 
collaboration with other players enhances the basic 
structures Into polyrhythmic compositions. 

2.1 Single Player Interaction 
Each Musical Firefly is equipped with two default 
drum sounds that are operated by two buttons. When 
a Firefly is first turned on, it awaits the input of a 
rhythmic pattern from the buttons. The left button 
records an accented beat and the right button records 
a non-accented beat, using the same drum timbre. 
After two seconds of  inactivity, the Firefly plays back 
the entered pattern in a loop, using a default tempo - 
%=go. This activity provides players with a tangible 
manner of entering and listening to the rhythmical 
output of any numerical pattern they envision, which 
leads towards an immediate conceptualization of the 
mathematical-rhythmical correlation. For example. 
the numerical pattern 4 3 5 2 2 would be entered and 
played hack as follows: 

(* =Accented note played by the left button 
o = non accented note played by the right button) 

During playback players can input a second layer of 
accented and non-accented notes in real-time, using a 
different timbre. Each tap on a button plays a beat 
aloud and records its quantified position so that the 
beat becomes part oirhe rhythmic loop. Pressing both 
buttons simultaneously at any point stops the 
playback and allows the player to enter a different 
pattern. 

2.2 Multiplayer Interactio~l 
When two Fireflies that are playing different patterns 
using different timbres "see" each other (i.e. when 
their infrared signals are exchanged) they 
automatically synchronize their rhythmic patterns. (A 
similar interaction occurs when the firefly insects 
synchronize their light pulses to communicate in the 
dark). This activity provides participants with a 
richer, more complex rhythmical composition and 
allows for a fun and interactive introduction to 
polyrhythm. For example, if one Firetly plays a 7 
beat pattern ( 8  o o o 0 o o) and another plays a 4 
beat pattern (a o o o) then the players can hear the 
process of divergence and convergence as the 
patterns go in and out of phase every 28 beats, the 
smallest common denominator: 

While the two Fireflies are synchronized, players can 
also initiate a "Timbre Deal" in which inslrument 
sounds are traded between the devices. Pressing 
either the left or right button trades both layers of the 
accented or non-accented timbre respectively. Each 
Firefly continues to plays its original pattern but with 
one button triggering the two new timbres that were 
received in the timbre deal. This provides players 
with a higher level of musical abstraction 
conceptualization since they now can separate the 
rhythmical pattern aspect of the beat from the specific 
timbre in which it is being played. Because the 
Fireflies network is richer after the interaction (i.e. 
each instrument now contains four different timbres,) 
the system can also encourage collaborative play 
where players are motivated by trading, collection 
and playing games by sending and receiving different 
timbres from different Fireflies. 

3 Hardware and Software 
The Firefly's casing is made of a 7.5"x5.5"x2.5" 3- 
D printed fabrication, which is designed to be held 
with both hands while tapping the top-mounted 
buttons. The buttons are connected to two AD 
converters on the embedded "Cricket" 191 - a tiny 
computer that is responsible for the musical 
algorithms. 

Figure 1. Two touch sensors on each Firefly are connected 
to a central microprocessor with infrared capabilities, 
which also sewer as a driving force for the MIDI board. 
amplifier, and speaker. Each Firefly requires a power 
source of 6 AA battenes. 

The Cricket, which is mounted at the front of the 
Firefly, is based on the Microchip PIC series of 
microprocessors. It can receive information from a 
variety of sensors and is equipped with an infrared 
system that allows for communication with other 
Crickets. The Cricket is programmed in a dialect of 
the Logo programming language. Application 
programs can he downloaded to the Cricket via its 
infrared communications port, allowing for players to 
easily rewrite and download applications and data to 
the Firefly. The entered rhythmic patterns are 
converted into musical messages using Cricket Logo 
general MIDI commands 1101. These are sent through 
the Cricket's serial bus port to the "MidiBoat" [ I l l  





and relationship with the musical application. 
Tapping real buttons and listening to the music 
coming from distinct physical sources also helped 
players to comprehend and follow the trading 
interaction in a more coherent manner than listening 
to computer spealters, especially when more than two 
Fireflies were playing simultaneously. 

The observations and discussions also led to the 
identification of several deficiencies in the interaction 
design. Although carefully considered, the timbre 
trading function turned out to create some non- 
coherent consequences especially for novices who 
fbund it confusing. These prevented the full 
internalization of the desired educational value. In 
addition, trading timbres, a discrete operation that 
does not provide long-lasting interaction, led players 
to lose interest in the interaction after a few taps. 
Both these deficiencies are addressed in the Future 
Work section. 

Subjects also expressed their wish to interact in larger 
groups that are comprised of several simultaneous 
players. The current application allows 
synchronization among up to three players and timbre 
trading between onlv two nlavers at a time. This - . , 
limitation is imposed by the line-of-sight infrared 
technology. In order to provide a full multiplayer 
experience new tecllnologies and applications should 
be developed. 

6 Future Worlc 
Several hardware and software improvements are 
currently being investigated for the Fireflies. In terms 
of hardware we are exploring the possibility of 
implementing radio frequency transceivers that will 
allow for a group of up to twenty players to interact 
simultaneously. This will obviously require the 
development of new applications that will take 
advantage of the enhanced mulriplayer possibilities. 
Other hardware enhancements that are being 
considered are improving the speaker acoustic 
qualities by using different materials and enclosures 
as well as embedding a sample-based recording chip 
that will allow players to record and playback their 
o\vn sounds. This will hopefully add a new dimension 
to the personalization of the instruments. 

We are also looking to enhance the musical 
application in Single Player as \yell as Multi Player 
modes. The new interaction will include recording 
and playing back oC pitch-based sounds in addition to 
the pitch-less percussive sounds that are currently 
being used. This \\.ill hopefully allow for a richer 

implementation of continuous rhythmic manipulation 
that would allow players to edit their entered patterns 
and explore new rhythmic variations. In the 
multiplayer interaction, we are currently 
experimenting with longer performance oriented 
collaborations like providing players with the 
possibility to record patterns using their 
collaborators' timbres and allowing participants to 
receive other players patterns, edit them and create 
their own variation before sending them back to the 
group. 
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interviews with women and men working in technology, 

as well as young women's Internet sites. Now that so 

many families own computers, especially in the United 
States, an increased number of children know much 

more about the Internet than do their parents. 
Distributing the information is not the problem; the 
dilemma is showing these young women that they, too, 

may have every ability that yonng men do in arts and 
technology. 

WOW'EM is divided into nine sections: 
Inrelvie~vs and Viewpoints, Schools, Homework, 
Hardware and Sofnvare, ElectranMedia. TeleTalk, In- 
Forms, No Boys Alloived!, and Techno Teachers. 

InterviektsNiewpoints features prominent 
women and men in the intermedia arts. These pages 
include conversations with professionals from the fields 
of recording engineering, electrc-acoustic composition, 
graphic design, and video art. Experts tell their stories: 
what do they do for a living, how they got started, and 
their educational background. 

The Scl~ools section allows users to explore 
topics such as choosing a high school or college, 

summer workshops, and international research centers. 
Departmental contact information is provided whenever 
possible. 

Honzework provides information on applying 
for internships and writing a risumb. Short articles 
appear in the "What Do I Do" section. Professionals of 

all ages-from recent college graduates to widely 
respected international figures-have described their 

jobs and backgrounds. 

Sofnvare/Hardware begins with an extensive 
list of major audio and video hardware companies and 
includes contact information and product listings. This 
section also lists software and applications in the 

sections called "Digital Audio," "MIDI," "Software 
Sound Synthesis," "Digital Video and Imaging," and 

"Authoring Tools." These sections also contain articles 
explaining basic concepts of these software categories. 

ElectronMedin provides information from 
many areas including books, recordings, museums, 
scores, and educational and artistic videos and DVDs. 

The section "Electronic Music" covers the history of 
electro-acoustic music, significant books (including 
history and aesthetics, composition, MIDI, sound 

synthesis, and various composers), recordings, and 

scores. The "Visual Media'' pages focus on 

fundamentals such as multimedia history, along with 
performance spaces, festivals, and museums (both 
online and traditional). "Related Areas" include 

subsections on "Dance," "CD-ROM," and "Film." 

TeleTalk teaches users how to use the Internet. 
Beginning with a brief overview of the Internet, the 

pages also defme basic principles of electronic mail and 
file transfer protocol (FTP). This section also discusses 
the design of personal web pages, plug-ins, and other 

current developments. 
In-Forms addresses five main areas: 

professional organizations, magazines, distributors, 

festivals, and web sites. 

No Boys Allowed! is a section devoted 
exclusively to women's issues. Articles by and about 
women working in music and visual art, as well as 
women's studies and gender areas, appear in this 
section. This seclion also includes biographies of 

women composers and visual artists, competitions, 
study grants, and other material on women's issues. 

Additionally, a reprint of Pauline Oliveros' article "And 
Don't Call Them 'Lady' Composers" appears in this 
section. 

Techno Teacher's is the newest addition to the 
site. Primary and secondary educators are requested to 

post innovative projects and cuniculom suggestions. 
This section is the only section devoted to teachers 

rather than to students. 
Table 1 shows a selection of the contributed 

articles available in WOW'EM. 

Section Contributor 

Hardware and Sofhvare 

Hornework 

How To Release Your 
Music 

Electronic Composition 

KymSenano 

Judith Shatin 
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Abstract 

This paper aims at giving an historical and reasoned survey on the activities and the outline of the 
electronic and computer music course in the Italian Conservatories, now denominated "Extraordinaq 
Permanent School in Electronic Music". It represents the main educational structure in Italy for this 
specific field, even if not the only one. The paper will try to give an overlook: 1) on the history of the 
Conservatories' courses, particularly on their very beginning (between the late 60" and the early 70"'); on 
the context of their birth, marked by the Utopian idea of a new and renovated musical and compositional 
world, a well-spread and deeply-rooted idea at that historical moment, in which electronic music had a 
fundamental role; on the figures of their early teachers, mostly quite important pioneers in the Electronic 
and Digital Music; 2) on the actual status of the courses, and (if possible) on their capability and specific 
attitude in encouraging and developing non strictly-compositional activities. This is, perhaps, the main 
expansion front of electronic music teaching in Italian Conservatories, above all after their recent school 
reformation towards a University-status: the perspectives of this develop, which has come out yet in some 
past didactic conferences, will he discussed, considering the present shape of the course internal program 
(as established by the state recognition) and its previous history. 

1. History 

1.1 The experimental beginnings 

In lacking of a specific university-degree in music 
education (the Accademia di S. Cecilia in Rom 
excepted, an institution for perfecting in music), in Italy 
the Electronic Music state teaching is practised in the 
Conservatories of Music (Conservatori di Musica). Such 
structures attends to the musical teaching for the very 
beginner as well as for the composer, who has engaging 
himself to reach a personal language by following the 
tracks of the most important and advanced 
compositional experiences in this century. As a part of 
this last field, Electronic Music was introduced in such a 
didactic system since the second half of 60'~, when the 
Conservatories were less then 20, rather then the present 
70 ones. This penetration rose in spite of - or better, 
thanks to - an outdated (1933) general study-prospectus 
(which is still in force); it was initially accomplished 
according to the opened formula of free experimental 
courses (whose teachers were often already in office 
with different teaching-rolls), and took place aside 
others didactic experimentation in composition, whose 
need was felt at that time so urgent to jump over the 
ministerial study-prospectus. In a so utopian and 
strongly experimental compositional environment, the 
electronic music was then widely considered the 
fulcrum of the engine that was pushing ahead the 
musical thought, and so a pivotal component in building 
and ripening the compositional figures of the future. 

Some Conservatory headmasters, in spite of their solid 
hut traditional formation, realized this crux, and their 
broad-minded consciousness about this was a central 
factor in the starting of electronic music courses. 
The very first course was activated by the "L. 
Cherubini" Conservatory in Firenze (scholastic term 
1965-66) thanks to the availability of the headmaster 
Antonio Veretti (who let Grossi draw and print a 
graphically-beguiling call-poster) as well as to the 
outstanding dynamic and experimental attitude of Pietro 
Grossi, who was its first teacher and became available 
to transfer his own studio (Sttrdio di Foiio/ogia Mtrsica/e 
di Fiereme - S 2F M, founded in 1961 and well- 
equipped within 1963) inside the Conservatory (on this 
singular figure see: F. Giomi, M. Ligahue, L'ista~zte 
zero. Coni&?rsa-ioni e rrj7essiorii con Pietro Grossi, 
Firenze, SISMEL-Edizioni del Galluuo, 1999). Pietro 
Grossi (Firenze, 1914), cellist and composer, is a 
pioneer of electronic and, above all, digital music in 
Italy, inaugurating at the end of 6 0 ' ~  early researches 
for controllability and producihility of sound events by 
digital computer of great factories and university 
departments. In such a field, he promoted the foundation 
(1969) of the Musical Computing Department of 
CNUCE-C.N.R. in Pisa, still existing; moreover, he 
attended to the organization of the first International 
Meeting for Experimental Studios in Electronic Music 
(XATMaggio A.iiisicnle Fioreiitiiio, 1968). The Firenze 
Conservatory was able to profit by digital computing 
machines since 70" (in 1973 the teaching-roll was 
meanwhile assumed by Albert Mayr, an important 



previous external studio activity, in which didactics had Marcello Abbado, was - during 70"'- one of the most 
already a certain significance. In this studio mostly productive and updated in Italy, so editing an own 
geometricallv-planned ~roiec ts  were worked out (f. e. ioumal named Tecnomusica. One of the promoters of 
;he EL 2 5  priiect - 19(;7, built on a sinusoidal-glis;andi ;his course \\,as a pivotal figure for the'didactics of 
net, that grows from the focuses of an ellipsis) electronic music sucl~  as Guaccero (Palo del Colle, 
according to Zaffiri's interest in geometric shapes; but 1927-Roma, 1984): although he formally never thought 
also researches on sound poetry and ambient music electronic music, he continually stimulated his students 
were there devel to deepen the study 
The year after (1969-70), the electronic music course in and future potent 
the "G. ~ e r d ; '  ~onscrvatory in Milano began his producing ;round electronic music ,kade the binh bf 
acti\,itics, thanks to the spirit of enterprise of his first the electronic music courses in Pesaro and, later, in 
tcacher. .4ngelo Paccagnini: engaged composer, he was Frosinone (1974-75, Giorgio Nonoli as teacher, still in 
at that time director of the famous Ce11o.o di Fu~~ologio roll) possible; a brochure from the Cer~rro dl hl~asico 
della RAI di h l ~ l o ~ ~ o ,  founded in 1955 by .Madema, Sperinre~~rale in Roma (rounded by Guaccero in 1972) 
Berio and others, but then already outdated in its informs us about some seminars on electronic music he 
instrumentation, notwithstanding the considerable gave at the "F. Morlacchi" Conservatory in Perugia, 
compositional outcome Luigi Nonn was achieving there. where a real course started only in 1979: a VCS3 
Documentation of this binh was published in the 1969 synrhesizer (used by Guaccero in his electronic 
Conservatory year-book and illustrated as a prominent improvisation groups), bought by the institute for the 
and up-to-dating event: the whole class was ablc to seminars, is still existing in that Conservatory. 
work inside the Ce~rrru di Fo~~ologio thanks to a special The following new courses will be in h e  order: "G.B. 
convention. In ten years of teaching, Paccagnini Marrini" Conservatory ~n Bologna from 1971-72 (the 
(unformnately dead in June 1999) developed projects in teacher was almost unceasingly till 1991-92 Gianfelice 
co-operation with external universiry- and culturcll Fugazza, cellist and evpen in electronic musical 
panntrs, mostly in the field of psycho-acoustics and instruments), \\*hose course was initially named 
psychology of music, and in that of primary-educational "Musical instruments" (an evidence of the open didactic 
applications of electronic music, working even inside experimentation of this early period, not closed in 3 



compositional profile). Then, the year after (1972-73), 
"B. Marcello" Conservatory in Venezia and "C. Pollini" 
Conservatory in Padova; in the former, the teacher was 
for three years the famous orchestral-conductor 
Giuseppe Sinopoli, whose lessons were necessarily 
theoretic because of the lack of any suitable 
instrumentation. On the contrary, the Padova course was 
able to benefit of a co-operation with the local 
University Computing Centre, which the Ce~ltro di 
Sonologia Conlptltarionale was officially in 1979 bom 
of. Protagonist of this agreement and teacher in the 
course till 1979-80 was Teresa Rampazzi (Vicenza, 
1979), pianist, attendant at the Darmstadt Ferienhrse, 
promoter of C.S.C. and, above all, another Italian 
pioneer in electronic music within the Ntlove Proposle 
Sonore goup, active from 1965 to 1972 with an own 
studio attended by some future researcher in C.S.C. (De 
Poli, Tisato, Vidolin.. .). Later on, also the Venezia 
course was able to join this agreement under the 
teaching of Alvise Vidolin (Venezia, 1949, teacher from 
1975-76 till today, electronic perfom~er of great 
experience and importance especially for the later 
electronic works of Luigi Nono), so starting its early 
real productions. 

1.2 Growing of the courses. The law context within 
the Conservatories 

These early years went by without a precise law context 
and a unifling study-prospectus, until a law ordinance 
about experimentation in Conservatory of Music was 
issued in 1974: it ratified a three-years extraordinary 
course (in accordance with 1969 agreement upon the 
programme behveen the Milano Conservatory - 
Paccagnini and the headmaster Jacopo Napoli -and the 
central Minishy), a final after-examination certificate 
and the possibility of entries for extemal-to- 
Conservatories students. But this regularization didn't 
cause a wide flourishing of new courses: besides the 
above-mentioned in Frosinone, a new course started in 
1974 in tile Conservatory "L. D'Annunzio" in Pescara 
(Riccardo Bianchini as its teacher until 1979-80, then 
Michelangelo Lupone from 1980) under Firmino 
Sifonia's headmastership; unfortunately, this course was 
closed in 1981 because of the burglary of the most 
important equipment of the studio (two modular Moogs 
and a professional tape recorder); aftenvards, the course 
in Pemgia Conservatory was activated in 1979-80 
(Luigi Ceccarelli as teacher, today still in roll). This can 
he evidence that the experimental pushes in the previous 
years were authentically independent of any 
bureaucratic recognition. 
The law context got worse between 1982 and '83, when 
two Ministerial ordinances degraded the course to an 
annual auxiliary one, so preventing it from granting a 
final certificate and from accepting external students. 
Notwithstanding this, a new course (in the "P. da 
Palestrina" Conservatoly in Cagliari) was bnm in 1984. 
It's important to lay stress on the untiring (didactic as 
well as productive) exchanges between electronic music 

teachers, who recognized soon themselves as a unitary 
group. All this led to realize Musica ex Macl~iita, the 
first Meeting of Italian Electronic Music Courses, which 
took place in Firenze from 22 to 26 April 1980 in 
accordance with a programme (co-ordinated by the 
Florentine course of Albert Mayr) of reports and 
listening sessions. 
A new and more solid recognition as "Extraordinary 
Permanent School in Electronic Music" (1992, with 
1994 improvements in examination programme, which 
has been due to a collective teachers' initiative from the 
first meeting La terra fertile) has made possible new and 
evident outcome for the courses: six new professor- 
ships (Latina, 1992; Catania, Ban, 1993; Parma, Sassari, 
Trieste, 1999); a wide up-to-dating of the equipment in 
every course, due to the great progress (also in terms of 
costs) of digital technology; an incredible flourishing of 
public events (concerts, congresses), carried out by 
Conservatories themselves or in co-operation with 
important organizations (the biennial International 
Meeting "La Terra Fertile", created in 1994 by 
Conservatory of L'Aquila and Istituto Gramma as a 
reference point for Italian electronic music courses, 
must be especially mentioned); a large number of 
various professional figures (sometimes international- 
prises winners), active in different musical fields such as 
composition, direction and assistance in the most 
important European Research Centres, musicology, 
performance and so on. 

2. Present Status. Perspectives 

At the present time, 18 courses (with an aggregate of 
about 200 students) are activated in the Italian 
Conservatories. Their list (with respective teachers) 
follows: Firenze (1965-73, Grossi; 73-91, Mayr; 91-92, 
Lelio Camilleri; 92-97, Alfonso Belfiore; 98-2000, 
Paolo Zavagna). Torino (1968-82, Zaffiri; 82-86, 
temporary posts; 86-, Ruggiero Tajk). Milano (1969-80, 
Paccagnini; 80-85, Bianchini, previously teacher in 
Pescara from 1974; 8 5 ,  Riccardo Sinigaglia). L'Aquila 
(1970-75, Evangelisti; 80-, Lupone, in 1980 and '81 
also teacher in Pescara). Pesaro (1970, seminars; 71-80, 
Branchi; 80-, Giordani). Bologna (1971-73 and 74-92, 
Fugazza; 92-, Camilleri). Padova (1972-80, Rampazzi; 
80-92, Belfiore; 92-, Nicola Bernardini). Venezia (1972- 
75, Sinopoli; 7 5 ,  Vidolin). Roma (1974-80, 
Evangelisti; 80-87, Brancbi; 87-, Bianchini). Frosinone 
(1974-, Nnttoli). Perugia (1979-, Luigi Ceccarelli). 
Cagliari (1984-89, Bemardini; 89-92, Roberto Doati; 
92-95, Serena Tamburini; 95-, Francesco Giomi). Latina 
(1992-99, Doati; 99-, Francesco Galante). Catania 
(1993, Agostino Di Scipio; 94-, Alessandro Cipriani). 
Bari (1993-, Di Scipio). 1999: Parma (Giovanni 
Cospito), Sassari (Tamburini), Trieste (Doati). Many 
teachers have been student in previously some courses: 
Mayr was student under Grossi's teaching; Doati, 
Camilleri, Giomi and Ligabue (present Musical 
Computing teacher in Firenze) under Mayr's; Nottoli, 
Ceccarelli and Giordani under Branchi's; Lupone, 
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Abstract 
In this paper a new system for real time sound synthesis and processing is proposed. The system is 
based on a standard PC1 full length card that can be used as a standard add-on hoard in a PC or as 
a standalone unit. 
The hoard consists of four ADSP-21060 by Analog Devices clustered in a multiprocessor 
architecture sharing up to 512 Mb of DRAM, 4 Mbytes of Flash memory, two high speed serial 
interfaces to provide real-time control and an expansion module site to allow incorporating digital 
audio interfaces. 
The system can he programmed using C standard or assembly languages or by the Csound 
language downloading the operating kernel in the memory of the processors. 

1 Introduction 
It's a matter of fact that computer music evolution is 
possible as a result of the maturity of certain 
technical components like Digital Signal Processors 
(DSPs). 
The low processing power available few years ago, 
was the first limitation to real time execution due to 
an intrinsic delay between the setting of the 
composition parameters and the presentation of the 
result. 
Nowadays the underlying technologies have 
improved. DSPs processing power exceeds 
mainframe computers of the recent past and new 
filtering algorithms allow to manage a wide variety 
of music synthesis applications. 
The composer can rely on systems for building and 
for executing music while using them with 
traditional instruments. 
Who needs to develop a system for real-time 
processing must takes in account the following 
requirements: 
1- a sufficient level of interaction between the 

system and the composer 
2- a total absence of delays during the execution. 
While the first requirement needs the development 
of dedicated user interfaces the second one can he 
satisfied by a high processing power. 
The latter can be achieved combining several DSPs 
into a single system. At the same time the algorithm 
will he broken into sequential steps, each processor 
performing one of the steps in an "assembly line" 
and interacting with each other through a single 
shared global memory, accessed over a parallel bus. 
The proposed system goal is to offer the support for 
the most common methods of sound synthesis [1,2], 

like the additive synthesis, the subtractive synthesis, 
the PCM synthesis, the frequency modulation 
synthesis and the synthesis by physical models. A 
calculation subsystem composed by four processors 
connected in a multiprocessor architecture allows to 
obtain 1 Gflop of computing power. 
System inline programming will he performed 
through the Csound language who became a 
standard "de facto" in the computer music 
environment. 
It allows to implement all of the synthesis methods 
known today, hut it allows adding new sofhvare 
modules for new processing algorithms too, thanks 
to its modular structure. 

2 SHiilrC DSPs 
One of the biggest, bottlenecks in executing DSP 
algorithms is transferring information to and from 
memory. This includes data, such as program 
samples from the input signal and the filter 
coefficients, as well as program instructions. Super 
Hamard Architecture (SHARC) by Analog Devices 
[3] is an improvement of the Harvard Architecture 
based on separated memories and buses for data 
and program instructions. 
Two areas of improvements are important: the 
instruction cache and the 110 controller. 
The instruction cache is a small memory that 
contains about 32 of the most recent program 
instructions. In typical DSP algorithms, like FFT 
or filtering, most of processor execution time is 
spent doing loops. If we previously relocate part of 
the data in the program memory, after the first 
transfer necessary to load instructions in the cache, 
additional loops program instructions are fetched 





3.1 The PC1 interface Bv a hieh nerformance UART controller. four 

To support the required transfer rates to and from 
the multiprocessor subsystem the hardware uses 
the S5920 high performance PC1 slave controller 
from AMCC 141, with data sheams up to 132 Mbls . 
The complex PC1 bus signals are converted through 
the bridge S5920 into an easy-to-use 32 bit bus (the 
Add-on bus) which operates asyncronously with 
SHARCs bus. This allows the PC1 based host 
con~puter to access all shared system resources like 
DRAM and FLASH memory, peripherals and 
internal DSP configuration registers. 
Since the bridge is designed to interface to several 
different types of microprocessors, some glue logic 
has been added using a Programmable Logic 
Device (PLD) behireen SHARC processors and the 
bridge chip. 

3.2 Multiprocessing 

As we mentioned previously, the SHARC's on-chip 
multiprocessing arbihation logic provides 
interfacing to a variety of microprocessors, so no 
other hardware was needed to control bus accesses 
and timinggs 
To maximize system performances, all inter- 
processor communications (IPC) take place via the 
ADSP-21060's four 40 Mbls link ports, removing a 
IPC bottleneck created by using non deterministic 
shared busses or the PC1 bus. The on-board link 
ports are connected in a clustered point-to-point 
configuration. 
A total of twelve SHARC links are taken oft  board, 
providing 480 Mbls maxirnum interconnectivity to 
adjacent DSP hardware. Additional boards can be 
cascaded by interconnecting link communication 
ports (System Bus) available at the expansion 
connector located at the top of the board via a flat 
ribbon cable to create multiple board processing 
arrays. 

3.3 The memory 

The memory subsystem uses a shared memory 
architecture with a standard DIMM module and a 4 
Mbyte FLASH PROM to keep the code necessary 
to boot the whole board via the root processor, 
when the hoard is used as stand-alone unit. All 
those resources are mapped into SHARCs 
addressing space and into the PC1 memory space, 
so they are accessible by the PC1 based host 
computer. 
To provide control and timings for the DIMM 
module, a second PLD \\'as used. 

3.4 Serial interfaces 

Also the hvo asyncronous serial communication 
controllers available for remote interfacing are 
memory mapped in SHARC's addressing s6ace. 

- .  
MIDI protocol co~npliant units can be easily 
connected to the system to control SHARC 
behavior while real-time control is requested. 
RS-232 protocol for remote console control can 
also be programmed. 
A second 12 Mbls USB controller make the system 
compatible with the last generation Pentium based 
boards serial standard. JTAG connectors are 
available for code development, system debugging, 
and program loading. 

3.5 Audio interface 

The system provides an expansion module site that 
allows it to incorporate digital audio interfaces (SP- 
DIF or ADAT protocols) or 110 converters like 
audio codecs. The six synchronous serial ports 
available on board connectors can drive up to 32 
digital audio channels, to allow sound sources 
localization and moving through 32 loudspeakers 
settled on an half dome around d ~ e  listener. 

4 Software architecture 
Two programming modes are possible, each one 
working at a different level of interaction with the 
user. 
The low level interaction allows the use of Analog 
Devices assembly language or C language to 
implement algorithms and compile the object code 
[ELF executable] to be loaded into the SHARC 
DSP. Code coinpilation and loading can be 
executed by tools supplied by Analog Devices as 
well as by other tools \ire purposely developed; it is 
also possible to develop custom interface tools for 
PC, using suitable libraries, available both for 
Windows 9x and Linux. 
The high level interaction allows to directly use 
CSOUND programming language. A software 
package for the system has been developed taking 
as a model the CSOLJND language developed at 
MIT by Bany Vercoe, and available on most 
operating systems. The system is then capable of 
reading CSOUND-written files, achieving great 
flexibility. expandability (related to the possibility 
of implementing new modules) and, furthermore_ 
compatibility with the large amount of available 
material; we must also consider that easy-to-use 
features and popularity made CSOUND become 
almost a standard among musicians. 
CSOUND uses two types of files: the "orchesha" 
file, and the "score" file. The orchestra file contains 
the definitions of all instruments involved; an 
instrument is an algoritlm for sound synthesis or 
sound processing, described using predefined 
opcodes like oscillators, filters, etc. appropriately 
connected together. Every opcode, when executed, 
calls a processing module. It is possible to easily 
add user-designed modules to the existent modules. 
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Abstract 

This paper presents an ongoing research prototype - Music via Motion (MvM), which aims to 
create an interactive audio-visual augmented environment to provide the users real-time control of 
musical events using their physical movements. 

1 Introduction 
There are many associations between music and 
movement, especially in dance and film music, 
where synchronisation is also an important issue 
[XI. In many cases, such as in a ballet performance, 
there is much interaction between the conductor 
(and hence the orchestra and the music) and the 
dancer (the movement) who may lead or follow 
each other to produce a coherent performance. 

MvM is designed to be a dynamic real-time 
performance tool and is a motion sensitive system 
intended to track meaninghl activities in the visual 
domain and translate/niap them onto musical 
events. 

There has been considerable research of sensor- 
based gestural control for interactive performance: 
for example the AtoMIC sensoriMID1-interface 
from IRCAM [I] and the DIEM Digital Dance 
system [12, 13, 141. In this project, we attempt to 
minimise the constraints on movement imoduced 
by body-mounted sensors by using small and non- 
i n w i v e  devices and concentrate on applying 
techniques from computer vision 12, 6, 7, 151. This 
enables freedom of movement for the participants, 
whether dancers, actors, musicians or the audience 
itself. 

There has been an increasing growth of interest in 
this research area. [4] presents a comprehensive 
background survey of related projects, including 
STEIM's BigEye [3] and Rokeby's Very Nervous 
System [17, 181. 

This paper outlines the MvM prototype and 
discusses interesting applications of the system, 

including a perfomancelinstallation design with 
dance, costume design and music. Future 
directions, including a multiple camera set-up, are 
briefly discussed. 

2 Music via Motion (MvM) 
MvM makes use of input kom a video camera, and 
processes video frames acquired in real-time. The 
software detects and tracks visual changes of the 
scene under inspection, and makes use of the 
recognised gestures to generate interesting and 
'relevant' musical events using an extensible set of 
predefmed mapping sub-modules. The prototype is 
portable, can be set-up easily in a public 
environment and is designed to be intuitive and 
user-friendly to minimise the time needed for 
familiarisation. 

MvM uses a differencing tracker to detect motion. 
The tracker is sensitive under a range of lighting 
conditions and it is convenient to use since the user 
does not need to wear any sensors or markers. 

2.1 Modules 

MvM consists of five main modules: 

* A data acquisition module, which is 
responsible for communication with the 
imaging hardware. 

0 A motion-tracking module, which detects 
visual changes. Currently MvM uses a 
differencing tracker, involving the 
subtraction of the current frame from the 
previous frame to detect changes between 
contiguous frames. 



window, -highlighting the areas with detected Figure 1. Active regions - - 
movements 

Several visual feedback sub-svstems of MvM are 
The system is intended to be lightweight, portable currently under development, to provide users with 

and efficient. It is implemented in C++ with a graphical representation of what the system sees 

M~crosoft Vrdeo for Windows (VFW) and it has and detects, so that they can make any necessary 
been successfully tested with various commercially adjustment when controlling and interacting with 

available VFW compatible frame-grabbers. MvM. Future work includes background music 
~nrludino weh cameras with oarallel and USB generation usins video-data from surveillance 

cameras, and virtual ' 

interfacing inside an 
environment [5,7,9, 10, 1 

With this system, the user can be both the audience 
and the performer. controlling the events in visual 
and musical doniams Currently, MvM has been 
equipped with several mapping hnctions, including 
a simple d~stance-to-MIDI-events mapping with 

~ ~ 

nian! configur~blr. par;lilicrcrs, such as scale typu. 
pircli ranse and uilicrs. I';ir3rneiers of rnoiion such 
3s prosimin. imjeciur\. vc'loc~i) ~ n d  dirc:ri.>n ciin 
a ~ s b  be h.ack;d and mapped onto musical bv MvM technolbw. 



* Composers can explore new compositional 
frameworks, offering real-time conhol. 
with a collection of pre-composed short 
musical segments. 

There may also be applications for music 
therapists. to encourage movement, using 
this motion-sensitive system to provide 
interactivity and creative feedback. 

Figure 2: Dance with MvM 

3.1 COIN (Coat of  Invisible Notes) 

This is an ongoing project. exploring a creative 
application of the MvM technology with costume 
designs. dance and music. A particular feature of 
the costumes is that they are reversible and can be 
split apart into sections allowing the users to re- 
nsse~ilble and re-co~figzrre them so as to design 
their own image and to achieve different \'isual 

effects. These various changes in turn will be 
detected by MvM and will be used to alter the 
character of the musical responses. 

In tune with the costume design, which will make 
use of everyday objects, the composition of the 
music will feature sound derived from these and 
other similar sources. The intention of the music is 
to bring familiar sounds into the performance so as 
to encourage the audience to perceive them 
differently in this artistic context. The relationship 
between music and sound will be explored. with the 
aim of expanding the audience's conception of 
music. 

Musical phrases will be composed for use with the 
MvM sohvare so that certain forms of physical 
movement will result in distinct musical responses. 
The phrases,\vill be designed so as to be completely 
re-co~ljig~rrable (as with the costume) so that the 
performers/audience may re-arrange coherent 
musical structures from the musical materials that 
have been prepared. Phrases \?*ill contain melodic 
and rh$unic  elements, sampled sounds. and 
electronically mutated versions of everyday sounds, 
which will allow for humorous or ironic 
juxtapositions. 

4 Future Development 
The MvM system is currently being extended to 
hack visual activities in more than one view. with 
multiple cameras. A distributed MvM system with 
a music server is currently undel- development, 
which will offer additional control and features to 
the interactive environment. 

Camera A 

Figure 3: MvM set-up with two cameras 

Figure 3 illushates a hvo cameras set-up. Camera 
A could control the pitch and dynamic (as the 
default basic setting, discussed earlier) and camera 
B could c0nh0l the MIDI output channel (selection 
of sound). The music server collects the resultant 
sheans  from all the motion trackers and performs 
the musical mapping functions. With this setting, a 
userlperfom~er couldplfl)!,, a violin when slhe is near 
to the main camera, but play a set of timpani when 
s h e  is located further away from the camera. With 
multiple cameras, other enhancements may include 
stereo vision and 3D tracking. 
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Abstract 

This paper describes a system which manipulates music to be used in a film score. Given a 
musical theme and information which describes a scene (emotional content and timing and 
importance of events), the software can create a variation on the theme which conforms to the 
scene. 

1 Introduction 
Scorebot is a tool for a composer to use to aid in the 
realization of a film score. It is a musical assistant 
whose primary function is to compose variations on 
themes which fit specific scenes. Its decisions are 
by no means f ia l .  It is up to the end user to decide 
whether certain variations will actually be used, or 
even to do further work on the variations to make 
them conform to their own vision of the score more 
accurately. 

The ultimate goal of this project is to develop a 
software program that automatically composes a 
film score based on input about timing of visual 
events and subjective mood changes. Such a 
program would be useful to producers and directors 
from any musical background when a quick and 
easy solution is required. This application can take 
input i?om a composer, but it would also work 
effectively without explicit musical input. 

Scorebot, at its core, is an original database 
application which stores and allows manipulation of 
data on hvo levels: the 'higher' functions which 
manipulate or generate the musical elements that 
will evoke certain moods, and the 'lower' functions 
which control data related to specific projects (the 
timing, mood, and thematic information that forms 
the basis for the actual score). 

The higher functions will be carried out by a 
potentially endless number of external programs, or 
'agents' which may be running on the same or a 
different machine. Each agent will be responsible 
for a single task, such as: shortening or lengthening 
a musical phrase to fit a scene; or, altering a 

musical phrase to evoke a different mood. These 
external programs will be required to conform to a 
protocol for communicating with the main Scorebor 
engine. 

The lower functions will form the basis of the main 
application and will be responsible for storing the 
information and managing the communication with 
the external programs. An Object Oriented ( 0 0 )  
approach is preferred because it encapsulates both 
the data structure and the functions which operate 
on that data. 

Together these elements comprise a compositional 
tool which can compose variations on themes 
which are designed to be dropped into a soundtrack 
and fit perfectly. 

It is also understood that film is not the only 
medium for which this application may useful. 
Other visual media, or even audio media (any 
situation where music is required to accompany 
some k i d  of non-musical presentation), can 
benefit. Perhaps the most important of these 
moving forward is interactive media where music is 
required to respond to unpredictable input. 

2 Theory 

'Many prominent composers increase the quantity 
of their musical output by employing musical 
assistants.' [9] Scorebot is just such a musical 
assistant, employed to increase a composer's output 
by helping the composer to develop themes. 

Film music is particularly well-suited to a computer 
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Additionally. the framework must provide an 
Application Programmer's Interface (API) for 
functions, to be defined by the user community. 
which will manipulate the musical information. 
This API must pass to the function non-musical 
information (a scene) for reference and musical 
information (a theme) for manipulation. It must also 
accept as return data the modified musical 
information and store this in its database as a 
variation on the theme. 

A modular approach is preferred. On the larger 
scale. this will keep the main, essential functioning 
of Scorebol (storage. input and output of 
infomiation) separate fiom the individual processes 
which manipulate musical information. By doing 
so, management of the Scorebot application will be 
facilitated and more efficient extension of the 
application \\'ill also be possible. 

On a smaller scale, keeping the individual musical 
manipulation functions separate from each other 
will allow composers and developers to focus on 
discreet elements of musical manipulation and mix 
and match functions for a virtually infinite variety 
of manipulation. 'Composition problems are 
notoriously difficult to define precisely and 
completely, so satisfying one composer's needs may 
not lead to a universal solution. Sometimes it is 
better to provide a flexible toolkit ...' [9] 

There are a number of ways in which the API can 
be realized, but. in the interest of simplicity and 
flexibility. it will he important to limit the 
discussion to those techniques which are easiest to 
implement. both in terms of the development of the 
Scorebot application itself and the extension of the 
application by composers and developers. 

In terms of flexibility. it is desirable that external 
functions can be written in any language. Each one 
should be a separate application which is executed 
by the main Scorebot application. Therefore the 
Scorebor application will need to be \witten in a 
language which can execute and receive data from 
esternal programs. 

It would also be possible to have applications run as 
daemons (a 'background process that performs a 
system-related task' 171) which would mean that 
execution would be much faster because 'start-up 
costs' would be eliminated. This not ideal. however 
because it would unnecessarily complicate the 
development of Scorebor functions. 

In the interest of simplicity, the passing of data 
between Scorebor and its functions will be done 
locally, initially through the file system. This 
should increase efficiency of Scorebor development 
because developers will not have to be versed in 
communications protocols or the inb-icacies 
daemon programming. If running functions on 
external machines later became desirable, a future 
incarnation of Scorebur could use an existing 
protocol, such as HTTP, to exchange information. 
HTTP would have the added advantage of allowing 
the external programs to be run behind a web 
server, in which case the question of whether to run 
it as a daemon or an application (which needs to be 
executed each time it is run) could be a decision 
entirely left up to the function programmer. HTTP 
also provides a number of mechanisms through 
which to communicate with external applications 
including the Common Gateway lnterface (CGI), 
Java Servlets, and many more [/I] 

Scorebof will write a file to the file syslem. then 
execute the program chosen by the user. This 
program will then rewrite the file and return an exit 
status to Scorebor. indicating its success or failure. 
Cornmon p r o ~ a m m i n g  style would dictate that this 
be a '0' on success. and another number. 
corresponding to an error code. on failure 

The file will list the musical information defining 
the theme to be worked on and the visual 
information defining the scene to which it is being 
applied in some standard format which can easily 
be read by the function. The function can simply 
append its new musical information to the file. 
which would then be re-read by Scorebof after it 
has determined that the function executed 
successft~lly. This new musical information. 
produced by the function. can be stored as a 
variation on the original theme. which can then be 
previewed by the user. 

Other methods of function invocation can be added 
at a future date. 

Because the application I malte use of both 
musical and visual (or non-musical) information, it 
will need a language (both internal and external) for 
describing each. 

Internally, the application will use an 00 approach 
to store data. In the 00 model data and methods 
will be codified into classes. 

A scene will be defined by the class Scene, which 
has as one of its attributes an array of objects called 
ScreenEvents. A ScreenEvent will be defined by its 
start and stop time, level of importance and 
emotional classification. 
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Scvcr:il researchers (I<endall, 1'195; Truas, 1992) have noted that decorrclation occilrs as 3 by- 
~xoduct  o f  granular synthesis (GS). Dccorrelation between grain streams is resprinsible, fur 
instaiice, for tlic unique stereo and panning effects that have been achie\~ed under GS 
irsnsrormation. The correlalion mcau re  itsell: however, is no1 genelnlly explicit or vnri:~blc \\,itliin 
existing synthesis models. Tlie ihllowiiig paper describes a systematic approach to granular 
deco~-rclatio~i, relilting ilidi\rid~tal paratiicters to their effect upon grain-to-grain, cross-channcl 
(stream) and instance (event) signal correlation. 

1 Introduction and Definitions 
Tlie cross-correlation measure o f  two signals is a 
significant predictor of many perceptual 
phenomena includitig spatial imagery [3], 
constructive and dcstt-uctive interference [I],  eclio 
snppression [-I] and esterlializotioti under 
lie~dplione listening [2]. In multi-clianncl 
loudspeakel- reproductiun, inter-clianncl cross- 
correlalioli (ICCC) predicts tlie likelihood tliat a 
given signal \\'ill, all else being eqilnl, suppress at1 
c. CII .I' tcr reflection arriving from a different direction 

(thc pt-ecedence effect) [2]. 

'The cross-correlaiion measure o f  t\vu signals y l  
nnd yZ is: 

F(I) = lim 117 T y l ( t )  li y2(t+t)dt 

To obl;~in ;I useful, single tileasure of cross- 
correlation. \ve take the pcak val~ie of the cross- 
correlntion li~nctioii nornializcd to n range -1.0 to 
1 .o. 
Expressed statistically, tlic cross-col-relati011 
function is the covariance between two signals 
divided by the product of their standard deviations. 
In audio signal processing, it may be more familiar 
io describe cross-correlation as passing an input 
signal y l through a wciglited, moving-average 
tilter, y2. The \ d u e .  I;-, is adjusted for DC offset, 
RMS and group delay. and is [iresumed to provide a 
conacnient measure o f  similarity between two 
sounds. 

Decol~elation is defined hcre as oil). technique tliat 
rcdilces the absolute \,aluc of the cross-correlation 
measure between two signals y 1 and y2 (not only 
allpass lilters designed explicitly for that porpose). 

inversion 17(s) -> y=-x, tlie cross-currelatiori(x,y), is 
al\\'ays -1.0 > 1; < 1.0, so we fill-ilier restrict our 
delinitioti of decorrclation to include only tliose 
tcchniqlles tlint pennit sotne means of influencing 
tlic degree of correlation across tlie eniirc range for 
I<, -1.0 to 1.0. 

2 Importance of Correlation in 
Granular Syntliesis 
Granular synthesis (GS) of sampled sound, ot-. ;IS i t  
is itict-ensingly kno\\,ti, time-scranibling granolation, 
is essentially a statistically-controlled mixing 
scheme tliat reco~iibines thousands of sliort snippeis 
(grains) into ni~tltiple channels of output. In such 
mixing systems, constructi\,e and destructive 
interference is uf paramouni irnport;unce not only in 
dctermininy subjecti\re outcomes, but also in 
controlling overall output signal levels. 

Fllrtherniore, because grain rates usually lie oil tlie 
boundary between aodio and event rates, CS  output 
may be best described as dcpcnding opon emergent 
perceptual properties, wherein correlation measures 
have been sliown to be usef~tl predictors. 
Correlation in GS successfully predicts chorusing 
and echo, volume and diffi~scness, and the 
robustness of spatial effects. 

Most p~lblished granular syntliesis (GS) models 
also allow for stochastic  ariati ti on of colitrol 
parameters, usually as a parameter range 
specification, as docs our ~iiodel. Olie reasoti for 
introducing randotiincss is to disuibutc or 'smear' 
artifacts caused by willdowing and granulation both 
in the time-domain (pulsing, or beating) and the 
frequency-domain (amplitude modulation and 
comb-filtering). 

For practical purposes, given an arbitrary function For example, an amplitude modulation of a 
F(x), and excluding the trivial cases of identity F(x) co~iiplex source signal by a 40 millisecond 

y=x. delay F(s)  -> y[t]=s[t-z] and pliase triangular \\rindow at ;I scanning t-atio of  I:1 





window with a peak equal to grain amplitude, and 
edges set to zero. 

Each delay tap is updated at the end of each grain 
cycle according to a random value whose range is 
controlled by the delay-range parameter. 

At the end of each cycle, the modulation function is 
zero, thus allowing us to move to a new value 
without encountering discontinuities. 

The sum of the grain streams is described by the 
instantaneous impulse response shown below: 

Careful selection of initial delays and phases allows 
for the creation of many traditional effects, such as 
comh-filtering and reverberation, although usually 
with the addition of a "heating" or amplitude 
modulation caused by the grain enveloping. This 
common side-effect of granulation, however, can be 
avoided simply by pairing grain streams such that, 
for each pair, the modulation functions combine to 
a constant amplitude [5]. Under this pairing 
scheme, the total number of taps available is equal 
to the number of grain streams divided by 2, since it 
requires hvo output streams to, in effect, cross-fade 
between successive delay values. 

I f  all delay tap values are constant, then the process 
is time-invariant and determinate. Grain-to-grain 
correlation will depend upon the grain durations 
chosen and the nature of the input signal. Cross- 
correlations between paired grain streams will equal 
1.0, and the cross-correlation between output 
instances will be also he constant at 1.0. The 
subjective impression when using short delays is 
that all streams tend to fuse into a single percept 
and location, and repetitions (instances) of the 
process result in exact duplicates. 

When a stream's grain duration is allowed to 
wander by even a few samples, however, the 
cancellation of amplitude modulation within stream 
pairs quickly breaks down as the modulation phases 
within pairs are randomized. Desynchronizing the 
modulation phases, however, only decorrelates the 
output streams very slightly: amplitude modulation 
by any unipolar function, such as a triangle 
window, combines the input signal with generated 
sidebands and thus results in a highly correlated, if 
non-linearly distorted, output. Another way to look 
at it: as the number of streams approaches infinity, 
the combination of the modulation functions 
approaches a constant. For practical purposes, then, 
23-64 streams is sufficient to distribute AM effects, 
although we note that amplitude variation does not, 
per se, decorrelate a signal (although in practice, 
quantization error can introduce some calculable, if 
not desirable, decorrelation). 

The chief means of co~itrolling decorrelation in the 
described GS implementation is to adjust the 
delay-range parameter in conjunction with the 
stream anxplitudes. Varying a given stream delay by 

a random amount introduces phase-shifting causing 
the value k to vary dynamically from -1.0...1.0. 
The precise amount of decorrelation depends upon 
the relation hehveen grain duration and source 
content, but can, with practice, he tuned by ear to 
the desired result. 

Perceptually, introducing randomness into the delay 
taps creates a chorusing effect hehveen streams. By 
controlling the distribution, amplihde and range of 
these delays, we exercise reasonably effective 
control over both the stream-to-stream and output 
instance correlations. Generally, the rule of thumb 
is that greater delay variation in more prominent 
(louder, earlier) streams increases output instance 
correlation. 

The final parameter considered within our model is 
the advance rate. Advance rate controls the average 
grain hop as the input buffer is scanned. As Jones 
and Park [5] note, transparent (bigh-quality) time- 
compression and -expansion require that grain-to- 
grain correlation be maximized to maintain source 
phase synchronicity and thus to minimize boundary 
and overlap artifacts. 

Because we selectively introduce random variation 
into our stream delays, however, we are in a sense 
forgoing the goal of transparency in our GS model 
in favour of a thickening or chorusing, and thus 
decorrelating effect. Transparent time-expansion 
requires maximizing correlation at all levels, best 
suited to one or two determinate streams, while we 
are interested equally in useful applications of 
decorrelation and multiple streams. 

Generally, we avoid undue artifacts by selecting 
grain durations and envelopes by ear, rather than by 
calculation. As noted earlier, the grain-to-grain 
correlation is more important during the analysis 
than the synthesis phase of GS, which in a real-time 
system where efficiency is a concern. 

Another parameter commonly found in GS 
applications but not considered as part of tlie above 
implementation, is pitch-shift: 

Pitch-shifting is best counted as a form of stream 
pre-processing, for the practical reason that the 
amount of decorrelation is strongly dependent upon 
the choice of algorithm: a simple, non-interpolating 
drop-sample technique, for example, introduces 
highly uncorrelated error into tlie signal, whereas 
more sopllisticated algorithms may produce 
correspondingly less error. As with other 
uncorrelated errors, such as those caused by 
amplitude quantization or jitter, the error may not 
be in fact desirable, and is, in any case. not integral 
to granular synthesis. 
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Abstract 

The relationship between spectral inharmonicity and the perceived timbre naturalness was 
investigated. Quantitative methods are used to establish a measure of this relationship for different 
fundamental frequencies. Qualitative datas are collected to study in depth the perceptual 
dimensions used by the subjects to judge theperceivednaturalness in piano tones. 

1 htroduction 2 Synthesis 

Inhamonicity of piano tones is due to the stiffness The synthesis of the stimuli has been driven by the 
of the strings, which causes the frequency of sinusoidal representation of the signal extracted by 
vibration modes to be higber than the frequency of analysing the notes CI,F2,  C3, C4 and C5, with a 
perfectly harmonic partials. The simulation of the fundamental frequency respectively of 32, 65, 130, 
dispersion of partials by means of physical 261 and 523 Hertz, played with B Schulze-Pollmatm 
modelling could require thc use of h~gh order piano. For the anal;si; wc used the program SMS 
filtcn, so that com~utational r e s o u r c ~ ~  are based on the Deterministic olus Stochastic Model 
excessive for real-time synthesis. As a 
consequence, measurements of the minimum 
amount of inharmonicily required in order to 
preserve a piano timbre judged as natnral or non 
synthetic iue needed. Back in time Fletcher [I] 
pointed out how inharmonicity in piano tones is 
essential in order to preserve naturalness and timbre 
warmth. Rocchesso and Scalcnn 121 found recently 
that the amount of inhatmonicity required to 
preserve a natural piano timbre decreases with 
increasing fundamental frequencies. The general 
purpose of our investigation is to reply the findings 
of the cited studies enlarging thc qualitative 
observations about the perceptual dimensions nsed 
by subjects to discriminate between natural and non 
natural piano timbres. This will follow the 
acquisition of quantitative data by means of 
adequate psychophysical techniques. In analysing 
collected data we will then verify the weight of the 
spectral centroid in determining subjects responses. 
A general finding in timbre perception studies is in 
fact thnt the spectral centroid, a measure of the 
displacement of tlie high energy spectral 
components positively correlated with perceived 
brightness, explains most of the variance of subjects 
responses in timbre discrimination tasks [3,4,5,6, 
71. As this has been found using different sets of 
stimuli, our purpose is to verify the weight of this 
pbysicaUpsychologica1 dimension in discriminating 
between the timbre of synthesised piano tones. 

of Serra 181. All stimuli were synthesised keeping 
the formant shuctnre, the spectral bandwidth and 
the micro-variations in amplitude and frequency of 
the original reference piano tones. Inharmonicity 
has been decreased lowering the average frequency 
of all the partials above a variable cut-off 
frequency. The difference between edjacent partials 
above the cutaff frequency have been kept 
constant and equal to the difference between the 
last two non manipulated partials. As independent 
variable we nsed the percentage of lowered partials 
out of the number of partials found in ma!ysis: we 
wiU refer to this index as PH or percentage of 
hmonised partials. We preferred to use a relative 
variable, as the PH, in order to be able to compare 
the results obtained from stimuli with different 
fundamental frequencies and with a different 
number of partials. We used PH's of 0, 25, 50, 75 
and 100%. So a stimulus with a 0% PH is the 
original reference tone, while in a stimulus with a 
100% PH the partials form an harmonic series, 
being their average frequencies integer multiples of 
the fundamental frequency. 
The elimination of the inharmonicity causes the 
perceived pitch to be lower than the one of the 
original tone. The deviation in the perceived pitch, 
consistent only for low fundamenla1 frequencies 
and for high PHs, isn't however greather than 50 
cents under the best conditions. For this reason we 
didn't equalise the pitch of the stimuli synthesised 
from the same original piano tone, as in previous 
works it was found thnt little pitch differences do 
not affect the timbral relationships among the 





fundamental frequencies we can eliminate aan 
increasing amount of inhmonicity without any 
appreciable effect on the timbre naturalness. The 
general tendency found in data is in fact a relation 
of direct proportionality between the Ulreshold in 
PH and the fundomental frequency. Nevertheless all 
the subjects judged as having a particularly 
unnnatural piano timbre all the stimuli synthesised 
from the notes C3 and C4 ( medimhigh range). 
For this reason thresholds obtained for C3 and C4 
are lower than zero. which is a nonsense. 

Figure 3: Absolute threshold for the perceived 
timbral naturalness in PH for the different notes. 

This measurement artifact reflects a peculiarity of 
the brand Schulze-Pollmum used for the recordings 
of the original piano tones: some of the subjects 
re~ognised the brand used saying that it's timbre i s  
tipically similar to h e  one of the clavichord in the 
middle-high mange. This uniqueness of the piano 
used is an obstacle in the measurement of the 
relationship between the amount of spectral 
inharmonicity and the perceived timbre natu~alness: 
for this reason further measurements with a 
different piano model are required, 
The correlations between the average values of the 
spectrnl centroid of all the stimuli and the relative 
scalar values, measured for all the subsets, are not 
significunt. This indicates that subjects in judging 
the perceived timbre naturalness used different 
perceptual dimensions than the one of tbe speclral 
brightness. 

Table 2: Correlation between the scalar values and 
the mean spectral centroid 

This couclusion is consistent with the analysis of 
the interviews conducted after the experimental 
phase. The two most important indexes used in 
discriminating between natural and non natural 
piano timbre have in fact been the rapidity of the 
attack (mediumhigh notes were judged as having a 
plucked-like timbre, similnr to that of the 
clavichord) and the amount of time-fluctuations of 
the signal (subjects, especially for PHs of 100% 
reported a strong presence of, as they defined them, 
"beats"). Even if difference in perceived brightness 
among the stimuli were clear and present it is 
evident that subjects disregarded them as not being 
fundamental in &scriminating between the timbre 
of the listened stimuli. These latter fidings lead us 
to think, as Bregman himself did [lo], that the 
indexes used by subjects in timbre discrimination or 
timbre scaling tasks are heavily dependent on the 
particular set of stimuli used. 
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Abstract 
This presentation describes the 

nzaizy steps irzvohied in the produc- 
tion of a colnplex orchestra, soli, 
choir and live-electronics con7posi- 
tion (Passio7ze second0 Matteo by 
Adriano Guanzieri) ~lhich calls irz 
its score for layered sound spatiali- 
zatzon and nzotioiz, parallel digital 
processing of nlultiple sozirces, 
design, construction and sound 
reiiforcenzent of special acoustic 
instruments, etc. 

IIZ this case, the tenn 'sympho- 
nic' (fronz avv--por/o~ 'sound 
together', 'play together') is 
applied fo live-electla~zics indica- 
ting a closely-kitit izetwork of inte- 
 actions in a highly heterogeneozis 
Izardware/software environnzent. 
1 Introduction 

After the experiences of many 
significant works in the last four 
decades, live-electronics techniques 
in musical performance can be con- 
sidered to have reached some 
degree of maturity. Several papers 
have been written on the subject 
and may be referred to for general 
techniques and implementations 
(cf. for example[?,] ). 

However, the dramatic size 
increase of current compositions in 
terms of live-electronics require- 
ments, together with the rapidly 
changing world of concert hall 
environments call for new solutions 
towards the interaction of several 
performing environments. 

Alvise Vidolin 
Conservatorio "B.MarcelloU 

Venezia, Italy 
Centro di Sonologia Computazionale 

Padova, Italy 
vidolin@dei.unipd.it 

2 PASSIONE SECONDO MATTEO 
Passione seco~zdo Matteo is 

indeed one such piece: commissio- 
ned by the Teatro alla Scala of 
Milan and composed by Adriano 
Guarnieri in 1999, it is a 40 minu- 
tes long work for soprano, counter- 
tenor, 2 soli (C, alto and bass flute, 
contrabass flute), choir, medium- 
sized orchestra, percussion, ampli- 
fied iron cables and live-electro- 
nics. 
3 Concert premises 

The commission was assigned to 
Guarnieri as the central work of the 
Easter concert of the Jubilee year 
2000, and was expressely concei- 
ved for the Basilica of San Marco 
in Milan. The Basilica of San 
Marco is a large rectangular church 
which measures approximately 28 
meters wide and 70 meters long. 
The size and importance of the con- 
cert premises along with its particu- 
lar acoustic properties have implied 
a number of additional difficulties, 
such as: 

the placement of the acoustic 
instruments 

* the number of diffusion sources 
the remote positioning of the 
live-electronics equipment, 
which in turn implies 
a reduced-size remote control 
system from the center of the 
hall 

Here's a plan of the hall that shows 
the displacement of instruments, 
speakers and live-electronic con- 
trol: 





softer) direct one. In this way, the 
precedence effect (also called Haas 
effect, cf.[3] ) will produce the illu- 
sion that the amplified signal coin- 
cides in its position with the origi- 
nal source: the acoustical signal 
will sound louder without a noti- 
ceable contribution of the speakers. 
4.2 Spatialization 

The score of Passione secondo 
Matteo calls for a variety of diffe- 
rent spatialization techniques accor- 
ding to the function ascribed to the 
movement of a given source. What 
follows is a schematic layout of the 
spatialization path of some instru- 
mentlvoices: 

with a fixed periodic rate - the metallic percussions whose 
sound move randomly in the hall 
with different transition timings 
in the two choral passages of 
Passione secondo Matteo, the 
sound of the two choirs is sent 
around in the hall with slow cir- 
cular movements 
the pizzicato strings sound is 
moved randomly in the haLl with 
swift transition times 

* the trumpet section sound and 
the iron cables sound get moved 
longitudinally in the hall calcula- 
ting their position upon their 
instantaneous amplitude 

(the pizzicato strings and the trum- 
petliron cable spatialization paths 
are missing from the above picture 
for the sake of clarity). 

Since most of the techniques 
used here for sound spatialization 
have been described elsewhere 
(cf.[4] ) we will describe here only 
the last technique (the dynamic 
sound spatialization based on the 
amplitude of the trumpet section 
and of the iron cables). 

Here's a schematic description of 
its functionality: 

Figure 2. Spatializiation path Figure 3. Dynamic sound 
We have: movement 
* the soprano and countertenor The amplitude of the trumpet sec- 

which step down from the stage tion and of the iron cables get 
and move into the public; the extracted and routed - properly 
reinforced sound is supposed to filtered - to a multi-speaker front- 
move with them, so their posi- rear controller, 
tion is hand-followed by a live- 4.3 Live sound processing 
electronics performer by means Here's a short description of 
of two x-y cursors some of the real-time processing of 
the two sol0 flutes in the hall acoustical sounds. 
whose sound moves up and The amplitude envelope of the 
down the hall (longitudinally) orchestral flutes is detected at two 
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Abstract 

The computer has become an increasingly important device in music. It can not only generate 
sound (audio synthesis) but is also able to perform time consuming and repetitive tasks, such as 
hansposition and part extraction, with speed and accuracy. However, a score must be represented 
in a machine-readable format before any operation can be carried out. Current input methods, such 
as using an electronic keyboard, are laborious and require human intervention. Optical Music 
Recognition ( O m )  provides an efficient and automatic method to transform paper-based music 
scores into a machine representation. In this paper, we outline the low-level pre-processing 
techniques and discuss the high-level musical rules, focusing on me@ic analysis, which may be 
applied to enhance recognition. 

1 Introduction the binary (black and white) image, the skew can be 
automatically detected by reference to the music- 

The potential benefits of an Optical Music 
Recognition system were recognised over thim typographical feature of the roughly parallel stave 

years ago [I]. A robust OMR system can provide a lines, and the image deskewed by rotation. Stave 

convenient and time-saving input method to lines form a grid system for musical symbols, most 

transform paper-based music scores into a machine- of which are related to the geometry of the staves: 

readable format [lo] for widely available music for example, the height of a note head must 

software, in the same way as Optical Character approximate the distance between two stave lines 

Recognition (OCR) is useful for text processing plus the thickness of the two stave lines. The sum 
applications [2,3,4,5,8,1 I]. As with other forms of of average distance between two stave lines and the 
optical document analysis, such as OCR, average stave-lie thickness form the fundamental 
imperfections introduced during the printing and unit used by the classification process [7]. 
digitising process that are normally tolerable to the 
human eye can often complicated the recognition 3 Music Primitives 
process. Musical symbols are highly 
interconnected: they may connect horizontally (for After segmentation using an image-labelling 

example in beams), vertically (for example in method, a rule-based classifier recognises primitive 

chords) or be overlaid (for example, in slurs cutting musical symbols that are isolated (e.g. dots and bar 

through stems or bar lines). Furthermore, when lines), and symbols that are normally located at 

symbols are grouped (beamed), they may vary in certain positions with respect to their staff (e.g. 

shape and size, for example, consider the shape of clefs and rests). To deal with the problem of the 

isolated semi-quavers and the many possible inter-connected and overlapping features of musical 

appearances of four-semiquaver groups. symbols, we propose a sub-segmentation method to 
decompose them into lower-level graphical 
primitives, such as dots, note heads, vertical-bars 

2 Low-level Approach and others, before recognition [8]. Figure 1 

We propose a phased approach which divides and illushates the process of sub-segmentation, where 

conquers complex notation by sub-segmenting the one beamed two-quaver group, one beamed four- 

symbols into primitives before recognition and semiquaver group, three chords and two overlaid 

applying syntactical rules during reconstruction. 
curves, are sub-segmented into fourteen noteheads, 
nine stems, three beams, two curves, and isolated 

After low-level processing and classification, we symbols (a crotchet resf two bar lines and a sharp) 
attempt to detect global information such as time which remain unbroken since they were classified 
and key signatures, and use this higher-level during the initial pass. A basic graphically- 
information to reconfm earlier results. The reconstructed result is also illustrated. Each musical 
prototype takes a digitised music-score grey image feature is passed to an iterative loop of sub- 
(300 d.p.i. with 256 grey) as input. An iterative segmentation and recognition which repeats until 
thresholding method [6] is used to obtain a classification, or termination by one of a set of 
threshold value, and the image is binarised. Using other criteria. Details on the sub-segmentation 





second and third quavers (C,) and the fourth and 
fifth quavers (Cn). The ratio of Cc + 1 : Cm + Cn + 
1 is computed (1 is included to avoid division by 0). 
A high ratio (> 2) indicates a simple time, a low 
ratio (< 0.5) indicates a compound time. In case of 
no clear ratio (0.5 to Z), further clues may be 
obtained using the notational conventions discussed 
below. If a time signature cannot be detected, a 
highest mean count of semiquavers per bar is taken 
as the most likely bar duration and used to make 
necessary correction only in the event of 
unclassified note- and rest-type; sub-bar level 
corrections are not possible. 

A semiquaver tied to a quaver has exactly the same 
duration as a dotted quaver, and the notation 
differentiates the metric organisation of simple and 
compound time such that white space is preserved 
between beats in a compound time (see Figure 2). A 
final test based upon this observation looks for 
individual notes that shaddle the white-space 
border between the thud and fourth quavers. Untied 
notes of duration longer than a quaver beginning at 
the third quaver are not often found in sections in 
compound time. Their presence can be regarded as 
a strong but not invariable indicator of a simple 
time signature (314). 

a composer has deliberately inhoduced ambiguities. 
The second movement of Ravel's Shing Quartet is 
prefaced with the time signature 618 (314), and 
throughout the movement the composer 
superimposes the characteristics of the two metres 
(see Figure 3). The second movement of 
Beethoven's Piano Sonata Op. 10 No. 2 has several 
passages in which the left hand plays in a clear 314 
rhythm while the right hand plays in what could be 
interpreted as a 618 metre (see Figure 4). 
Composers sometimes rely on conventions such as 
the omission of the hiplet sign; this can lead to 
confusion, and crotchets may be mistakenly 
converted to dotted crotchels. Figure 5 
demonstrates an example from Beethoven's Piano 
Sonata Op. 7 (second movement) which may he 
interpreted as 918 by the algorithm. 

- Z  > 
Figure 3: First two bars of Ravel's String Quartet, 
second movement, with double time signatures. 

Figure 2.  Notational convelilions for the depiction 
o f3  d o ~ ~ r d  quaver i n  i on ip~und  and siniplc rilncs. 

Similar criteria to those discussed above apply Figure 4: Apparently conflicting 314 and 618 meters 
when dealing 12-quaver counts. An initial test for in the second movement of Beethoven's Piano 
4-quaver groups starting on the fifth quaver is Sonata Op. 10 No. 2. 

performed - if this grouping structure is found, the 
mehe is almost certainly 312. To distinn~~ish 614 anrl 

1218, the bars are subdivided into hvo~equal halves 
and the tests described above to demarcate 714 and 
618 applied. The correct mehe will he 

( denominator of resolved meter ) 0;. 7 (2"%0vement) with the omission of hiplet 
signs. 

For example, if the resolved numerator is 6 and the 
resolved denominator is 8, the time signature is 
1218. The ratio thresholds chosen work by overall 
domination of beam and note type. Typically the 
algorithm needs at least half a page (A4) of music 
to work. It is not sensitive to possible errors 
inhoduced by early classification processes. 

5 Problems and Ambiguities 
Although the rules outlined above can accurately 
resolve most time signatures, there are cases where 

6 Resolution of Ambiguously-notated 
groupings 

Where the triplet sign is omitted, grouping may be 
similar to that found in compound times: for 
instance, two groups of hiplet quavers notated in 
214 will produce a pattern identical to that found in 
618. See Table 2 for a comprehensive list of 
ambiguous groupings. Resolution of such 
incompletely notated groups may he clarified by: 

(a)The presence of two-quaver or 'whole-beat' 
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Abstract 
The use of rule systems for studying expressive deviations in musical performances is complicated by the 
absence of an objective method for their tuning to emulate a particular human performance. In this work 
will be presented a solution of the problem that also allows a comparison between the synthesis produced 
by different rule systems. To achieve best fit the theory of Hilbert space is used, by representing a 
performance or a rule as a vector in a "performance space", in which distances are defined according to 
the perceptive characteristics of the human ear and the fitting is obtained with an orthogonal projection. 
The results confirm this methodology, and give a numerical idea of how near the selected rule system can 
approach to a human performance. 

1 Introduction 
The studies of analysis of performances made in the 
last few decades, often use the word "expressiveness" 
to indicate, and somehow also to justify, the systematic 
presence of infractions to the prescription of the 
musical notation: these infractions would in fact be 
justified by "expressive reasons". However behind the 
term "expressiveness", lies a great part of a world 
which is still to explore; therefore it happens that a 
single word must summarise in a generic way the 
causes that go from the physiological necessities of the 
movements to the emotions of the performer, leading 
them all to the contrast with the notation, which for 
reasons of graphical economy, neglects them [I]. The 
analysis of the infractions has led to the formulation of 
some models that describe their structures, with the 
aim to be able to automatically synthesise what the 
interpreter makes unconsciously on the score. 

Several models of expressive deviations in musical 
performance has been developed (e.g. [2], [3], [4], [5], 
[61) with different characteristics and various degrees 
of flexibility, but all of them have the purpose of 
covering a range of "expressive" variations as wide as 
possible. However, if on one band of the scale the 
elasticity allows a more and more kaleidoscopic and 
human synthesis, on the other the complexity of the 
models costs in terms of proliferation of parameters 
that make it difficult to use the models themselves. In 
other words it's very hard to tune the system in order 
to emulate a given human performance. 

2 Methodology 
In h i s  work will be presented a method for evaluate 
the parameters of a system rule in an optimal sense, 
beginning from an interpretation of a given score by a 
professional pianist. Of course the meaning of "optimal 
evaluation" lies in the perceptive characteristics of the 
human ear. 
The methodology can be applied to every rule systems 
which introduce variations in an additive way, but in 
this study, the model of the KTH [2] has been selected 
for its modularity and the existence of a good software 
(Director Musices) that allows to easily generate a 
different synthetic performance for each rule. 
As indicated in Fig. 1, rule systems start from the score 
, called nominal performance (i.e. a literal or mechanic 
interpretation of the pentagram), and add some 
variations producing syntl~etic performances according 
to the specified parameters. In the fust step a unitarj 
set of parameters is provided to generate different 
synthetic perfonnances in each of that only one rule 
with a unitary coefficient is applied per time. This 
whole of synthetic performances is called set of rule 
pelformances. 
A program called "~nterpretazioni"' has been 
developed to compare the rule performances with the 
sample performance, which is provided by a 
professional pianist, and generates the turted 
parameters, used to spawn the final synthetic 

- - 

' This software has been written in "Visual Basic for 
Application" provided with Microsoft Excel and can 
he obtained via email contacting the authors. 





The Euclidean norm must talce in account 
characteristics of the human ear, so  several 
psychoacoustic principles were used. The main one is 
that variations of volume must be expressed in dB and 
variations of duration in percentage. At this point a 
criterion about how considering volume variations and 
time variations together must be selected. There are 
many possibilities and, after some attempts, it has been 
preferred to weight this different kind of variations so 
as to balance the effects of the just noticeable 
variations for human ear (we used 0.5 dB on average 
for sound levels and 5% approximately for the 
durations): 

where  as^, e+,, and alol are the weights. 
By providing the vector space W' with the inner 
product that induces the above-mentioned norm, a pre- 
hilbertian space is obtained, in which the terminology 
and the result of linear algebra can btused: 

Under these conditions the rules constitute in W' a 
base (in general not orthonormal) of a vector subspace 
S' that represents the totality of the possible variations 
that the model in analysis can bring to the nominal 
performance. 
In order to find the performance, produced by this 
model, as similar as possible to the sample 
performance, the theorem of the best approximation is 
used: this means that the solution is simply the 
orthogonal projection of the sample vector onto S'. 
The multiplicative coefficients (or the tuned 
parameters, represented by the vector k, see below) are 
the components of AHP (see Fig. 3) according to the 
base of the rules (ARl and ARZ), and can be easily 
obtained with a rotation with dilatations and shears 
from the components of the orthonormal base (B1 and 
B2), which is the result of the procedure of Gram- 
Schmidt. 
More precisely, let be j the vector of the components of 
AHP affording to the orthonormal base B = ( B i  ... BN],  
and let A the upper triangular matrix, whose columns 
are the vectors a;, representing the components of Ri, 
then 

where k is the vector of the components of AHP 
according to the base of the rules R={ARl ... ARN], 
that is to say the tuned parameters. 

S U ~ P ~ S ,  

m,sP /&T 
NP bR1 

nr 

Fig. 3: interpretation in the performance space, with 
the best approximation in norm, that is an orthogonal 
projection 

The introduction of the inner product to evaluate the 
parameters, allows also some geome@ic considerations 
on the performances in W', that is the possibility of 
measuring the angle between them (e.g. to verify if two 
different performances of the same score are more or 
less close in the performance space). 

4 Results 
After the tuning of the rule system, it is possible to 
evaluate how near the model can approach to sample 
performance. The use of a Hilhert space allows this, 
simply measuring the "size" of the vector E, 
representing the error in ihe best approximation in 
norm. One can also objectively compare different rule 
systems, relating the norm of each vector E after every 
projection. 

The method has been tested with different human 
interpretations of the "Sonatina in sol maggiore" of 
Ludwig Van Beethoven. 
The fust group of performances are 5 neutral ones, in 
wich the pianist .was asked to play without any 
expressive intention and interpreting the score in an as 
similar as possible way. As illustrated in Fig. 4 the 
parameters are rather stable among the 5 performances 
and this means that the performances are very close in 
the performance space, how we should have known. 
The second group of performances have been recorded 
asking the pianist to play with 6 different expressive 
intentions, inspired by six affective adjectives. As 
reported in Fig. 5 ,  in this case some parameters vary 
considerable among the performances, suggesting that 
the rule system and the estimated parameters are 
suitable to represent different the expressive 
characteristics in musical performances inspired by 
different expressive intentions. For example, the 
estimated k values show that the rule named Melodic 
charge can differentiate the performances inspired by 
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Abstract 

In the folIo1~~i17g we present ~'orlc in progress consisting 
in the con~g~rrotion of a i~~orlisfotion for the prodrrction 
of sound and nzusicfor educationnl purposes: the 144- 
Zone (Tfirhral hlusic Zone). 
The aim of the project is lo malie easier and rnore 
inhriti~re the approach to some i~nportonf aspects of sozcnd 
and mtrsic prodzrction and control in an educational 
project. 
The goal mnv be aclrielfed by  setting up a proper space 
where sludent.~ ma], interact in aplysical u~qv uith sozrnd 
and narsic. Sensors and ilarioas kinds of controrollers allow 
then1 JirN control of the sozrnd/nrzrsic production by 
cor?zp~rter, with the aim of gaining for them deep 
Ii17owledge o f  the nreaning of reler~anf paranlelers of 
sozrnd and nrrrsic. The realized systenl the VM-zone is 
intended to be used in public schools at both elenrentaiy 
and internzediate lel~els 

1 Introduction 

As a matter of fact one of the well known limitations in 
the production and execution of music by computer is the 
lack of naturalness and full interactivity with timbres and 
compositional slnlclures. as well as the complcte lack of 
geshual performance. This is true even if exqxriences in 
this direction opens up completeb new and unexpected 
horizons[2][3]. 
This is especially true in the educational case, where 
pupils may greaUy benefit from a 'physical' interaction 
with sound and music. In fact poshual and geshual 
aspects are si@icant in any musical performance, both 
in the production and control of sound. 
Another problem experienced while teaching sound and 
music is Uie complex manuality and skills required to the 
student by an acoustical instrument. This may create a 
deep barrier against largely experiencing music. sounds 
and noises: as required in order to promote interest in 
music and sounds. 
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may also help in this same directionl_ just casing flie 
approach to music and sounds; as a first step towards full 
disclosure of the creative and amusing world of music 
performance. 
Finally we have to consider that movement as well as 
singing and making music all of them are connected and 
integrating activities which deliver a11 high degree of 
creativity. The possibility to create sound-scapes, music; 
rhythm by means just of presence in a space and 
movements in it, probably coordinated in a group 
activity. may definitely render amusing the experience of 
sound and music at school. 

2. The VM-zone 

The systcm we have set up. called \iM-zone 
Virtual Music Zone, is built around a personal computcr 
properly equipped, with enough speed for real-time 
synthesis and enough disk space. The computcr is 
equipped with different sound synthesis boards. We have 
used for sound production a powerful synthesis board 
the PULSAR I by Creamware, with 4 DSP Shark by 
AMD. The system is equipped with a special midi 
Interface the I-Cube by Infusion Systems which will be 

Fig. 1 The VMzone: the computer and peripherals 

We may refer. for these aspects,to the instrumentarium by described later. This interface is in charge of collecting 
Carl OB. which in fact is aimed at filling this gap. In our information from the sensors and sending it to the 
case a vi~lml space as an integration to real instruments computer by means of a standard MIDI interface. 





The sensors are allocated in a space of apoximately 20 
square meters, with the topology in fig. 5, forming a 2000 
matrix, in order to control the whole space. 
Any other topology may be as well adopted, also in 
consideration of the use of different sensors. 

5. The director program 

What is relevant in the overall organizition is the 
connections between data collected from the 
classroom/ambient/stage regarding what happens in the 
controlled space and the synthesized sonncUmusic. The 
connection is readily made by use of the continuous 
controllers provided by the MID1 protocol or also NOTE 
ON/NOTE OFF in case of onloff triggers from the stage. 
The instrument built in this way embadying the virtual 
interconnection between peoples in the controlled space 
and music describes the sound/music experiment. 
In the case of use of Direct Csound [1][7l,the new MIDI 
controller module, MTDIC7, reveals quite efficient for 
the purpose. 

ictlno imin imax 
I I I 

Fig. 6 The midic7 module by Maldonado 

This opcode in fact makes it possible to assign data 
coming from the sensors @roperly mapped to insbuments 
by means of the I-CUBE solhare) to various Direct 
Csound modules. This allows driving in real time the 
different fimctions of the module. For example we may 
control amplitude and frequency of a virtual oscillator, 
such oucili, using a couple of midic7 modules, connected 
to different sensors. For example a sensor may control the 
amplitude while another controls the center frequency. 
Syntax for the inshction is: 

idest midic7 ictlno, imiq imax [, ifn] 
kdest midic7 ictlno. hmiq k m  [; ifn] 
where: 
ictlno = continuous controller number (1-127) 
imin = minimum output number (real number defined by 
the user) 
imaa = maximum output value (real number) 
ifn (opionale) - table to be read when indexing is 
requested. Values in the table must be normalized: output 
data are scaled to fit the range imin, imas. 
In the midic7 opcode minimum and mmimum values 
may be updated at K-speed. 

Following we give an example of the use of sensors to 

Fig 7 A virtual Csound instrument using the midic7 
opcode of Direct Csound . 

control via the I-CUBE interface a simple virtual Csound 
inshument realized in Direct Csound (see fig.7) 

instr 1 

ifreq cpsmidi 

iamp ampmidi 2000 

kfreq midic7 8,1,4 

krand midic7 9,O.l 

ksigl ran& krand,lO 

a1 oscili iamp,ifreq * kfreq * 
(1 + ksigl) ,l 
asig = a1 

out asig 
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Abs t rac t  
EyesWeb is a research project aiming at providing models 
and tools for integrating movement, music and visual 
lanwaces in a multimodal oers~ective. The oroiect includes . . . - 
a hardware and software platform to support the user (i) in 
the develo~ment and ex~erimentine of comnutational models 
of expressive content communication and of gesture mapping 
strategies, and (ii) in fast development and experiment cycles 
of interactive performance setups. An intuitive visual 
programming language allows to map - at different levels - 
gestural components with integrated music, visual, and 
mobile scenery. System original features, such as its real- 
time patch scheduler supporting active nladules and user- 
defined datatypes, are shortly described in the paper. The 
EyesWeb platform consists of a sene of integrated hardware 
and software modules which can be easily interconnected 
and extended by users. 

1. In t roduc t ion  
Several system and applications are currently used for 
interactive performance, e.g., the seven1 applications using 
Max and Supercollider, or a few special-purpose systems 
based on videocameras mapping low-level image data to 
MIDI. Several conceptual basic issues remain currently open. 
Typical state of the art applications concern quite simple 
cause-effect mapping of (low-level) movement into MIDI 
parameters, in many cases characterised by weak control 
strategies, no memory, poor interaction metaphors, and low- 
level interaction design. The problem of gesture mapping as 
well as the individuation of effective gestunl integration in a 
multimodal perspective is an important goal of current 
research. 
In (Camurri 1995; Camum and Leman, 1997) we proposed 
new interaction metaphors as an attempt to go beyond the 
"musical inshument" metaphor: from orchestra direction, to 
metaphors like artificial potential fields and   map^'^ (Camum 
et a1 1994), to dialogue based on agent models embedding 
models of comunication of artificial emotions (Camum and 
Coglio 1998; Camum and Ferrentino 1999) and KANSEI 
(Camurri, Hashimoto et al. 1998,2000). 
In this paper we propose a flexible and powerful platform to 
support research in these directions, from both an artistic and 
scientific perspective. 
The motivation for designing an original platform derives 
from the requirements we collected from several artistic 
projects involving real-time interaction we participated in the 
last years, and from previous research projects (Camuni et a1 
1986) including HARP (Cammi et al 1994, 1995). For 
example, as for real-time movement analysis, a main focus is 
on the extraction of parameters on expressive content in the 
performance (Cnmurri and Trocca, 2000). Existing systems 

are rather limited from this point of view. Ideally, we want a 
system able to distinguish the different expressive content 
from two performances of the same dance fragment or the 
same expressive content from two different dance fragments. 
The system is designed to support this and other research 
issues. 

2. T h e  EyesWeh software 
The EyesWeb platform consists of a number of integrated 
hardware and software modules which can he easily 
interconnected and extended. The EyesWeb software 
consists of a development environments and a set of libraries 
of reusable software components which can be assembled by 
the user in a visual language to build patches as in common 
computer music languages inspired to analog synthesizers. A 
patch can be used as a module in a higher-level patch. The 
software runs on Win32 and is based on the Microsofl COM 
standard. An example of a simple EyesWeb patch is shown 
in fig. I .  The patch shows a typical application on movement 
analysis based on videocameras. Let us shortly examine the 
patch modules of fig. 1 (from lefl to right). A frame grabber 
module sends its output to a splitter module: it takes the 
input signal and separate the odd and even lines from each 
h e  (this because this patch uses the EyesWeb Mpx 
hardware to use two cameras in a single video input - see 
below). The output from Mpx goes to two identical sub- 
patches: in figure 1 only one is shown. Then a simple 
mechanism based on background subtraction is used, 
followed by a "binarizer". The output of the two-level 
"silhouette" is sent to feature extraction modules trying to 
extract batycenters. In the upper part of Fig.] user interface 
widgets available also at run time are shown. Fig. 2 shows 
the dialog window for the barycenters module. In fig. 3, the 
outputs from two test modules show the results of the real- 
time analysis from this patch. MIDI output modules end the 
chain of this patch. Besides the "silhouette" model, further 
graphical representations of movement parameters have been 
developed (3d models and in general visual metaphors). 
EyesWeb is a multi-thread application based on the 
Microsofl COM standard. At run-time, an original real-time 
patch scheduler supports active modules and user-defined 
datatypes for link types of data streams among modules. A 
patch is automatically splined by the scheduler into several 
threads according to the topology and the presence of active 
modules. Active modules are software modules used in 
patches characterised by a special behavior: they have an 
internal dynamics, i.e., they receive inputs as any other kind 
of modules but their outputs are asynchronous with respect to 
their inputs. For example, an "emotional resonator" able to 
react to the perceived expressive content of a dance 
performance, embedding an internal dynamics, may have a 
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needed to use the software. This because we are planning to 
start distributing the system to a selected g o u p  of users. 
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Abstract 

The s o h a r e  'SDP - Sonorous Drawing Plane' (S. Lanzalone), is developed in order to manage live electronics, 
allowing the real-time performance by computer in a more versatile way, that is to say using the computer as an 
'instrument'. SDP reads and converts computer mouse data as the operator creates lines corresponding to 
performance gestures thus creating both visible and audible output. This software allows a single gesture to 
control more than one parameter thus creating complex changes in the audio program output. 
The article will deal with a description of 'The Sonic Draw', a didactic laboratory for computer music that S. 
Lanzalone, F. Sebastiani, S. Fomna, have experienced using SDP. 

1 Introduction 

The relationship between man and machine, seen 
from the point of view of live electronics, can be 
seen as a search for freer, more versatile ways in 
which to use a computer as an actual 'inshument' in 
the classic sense of the word. In this relationship 
the computer would use the operator's actions (or 
gestures) to create sounds in real time. The concept 
of 'instrumental performance' includes the concept 
of 'gesture', a concept that electronic music, be it 
analog or digital, has ignored for some time. It is 
now possible to re-introduce the concept of gesture 
through the use of real-time electronics. In order to 
extemporaneously explore through gesture one 
needs an effective, efficient environment that 
allows control of as many independent sound 
parameters as possible while presenting the user 
with an uncomplicated interface. There is also need 
to allow for the interaction of gestures (giving the 
operator feedback generated by the actual acoustic 
events) allowing there to be alteration and 
interaction at even the most detailed levels. 

2 'SDP - SONOROUS DRAWING PLANE': a 
program for real-time performance by 
computer 

The software 'SDP - Sonorous Drawing Plane' (S. 
Lanzalone), is developed in order to better manage 
live electronics, referring to the area of philosophy 
of 'complex thinlcing'. It allows the creation of 
computer music in real-time thus enabling the 
computer operatoriperformer to react to and 
influence the worlc as it is unfolding. This allows 

interpretation to become an integral part of the 
electronic composition. 
The program, written in Visual Basic, interfaces 
with the Fly30 (CRM)' and Mars ( ~ ~ I S ) % ~ s t e m s  
by calling up external procedures contained in DDL 
(Dynamic Link Library), files created by CRM and 
IRIS. These files extend the functionality of the 
system allowing, for example, the assignment of 
data to a certain algorithm. This assignment of data 
is controlled by mouse as it operates within the 
white background that delimits the user interface. 
The mouse movements (or gestures) are seen by the 
system as excursions along the x (horizontal) and y 
(vertical) axes. The coordinates of every point 
correspond to different values of the sound 
parameters: they can be assigned to x andlor to y 
axe and then vary coherently with the variation of 
the mouse position. As it moves, the mouse creates 
a graphic representation of it's path giving the user 
visual feedback. Before passing this data to the 
algorithms, the software translates the single xly 
coordinates into numerical values that the chosen 
algorithms can understand. It interacts with the 
parameters according to three conditions pre- 
selected by the user: 
- the axis associated with each parameter; 
- relationship between the length of the axis and 

the variation supplied by the data itself within a 
predefined minimum and maximum range; 

' The Fly30 is a system operating in real time, designed 
and realized at CRM of Rome. It is based on the floating 
point processor TMS320c30 by Texas Instruments. 

The Musical Audio Research Station (Mars) is a system 
designed and constructed at IRIS of Frosinone. Sound 
processing is realized with the processor X20, designed 
by Giuseppe Di Giugno. 





learning to use the mouse. In addition, some 
program modifications had been made so as to 
make the use of SDP easier and more pleasant 
for the children, for instance: 
- use of  the mouse does not require pressing the 
buttons but only shifting the mouse on the flat 
surface of  the table; 
- the drawing reproducing the mouse movement 
can be realized with lines of various sizes and 
various colours. 
The three principal objectives of the laboratory 
were: 
1. to discover the possible relationship between 

gesture, graphics and tirnbric variation; 
2 . t o  emphasize and make clear the 

synaesthesic perceptions linked to the 
perception of  timbre so as to define this 
parameter through attributes connected with 
other sensorial fields, whicli are not only 
auditory (visual, thermic, pressure, spatial, 
tactile, etc.)'; 

3. to identify and experiment codes on the basis 
of which the sound event is connected to the 
sequence of images and to their relative 
significance. 

The children were encouraged to create a 
composition by making an abstract work of art. The 
goal was to expose the children to the language of 
contemporary music by exploring the relationship 
behveen gesture, design and sound. As one uses the 
system, this relationship is easily understandable, 
often intuitive. The setting up of the system and 
creating the different configurations is not so 
intuitive. For this reason the children were 
presented with a choice of pre-programmed 
sounds6. They could then use the mouse to change 
selected sound parameters. The children were asked 
to create a composition based on a drawing or the 
'sonic background' for a cartoon7. The games were 
called as Sonic Draw and Sonic Cartoon. 
For the Sonic Draw the children were inshucted in 
three stages, the first two of which were aimed at 
helping the children to achieve an intuitive 
understanding of the way the system acted on the 
sounds and the effect that different gestures would 
have on these sounds. In the third phase the child 
was left free to experiment on his own. 
1. The operator invites the children to make 

graphic designs on the screen while noting how 
the sound changes in relation to these designs. 
The next step was to take the children through 
each sound parameter one by one enabling 

them to understand in more detail the effects 
their designs had on the sound. In this way the 
children discover which types of gestures they 
must create in order to achieve the results they 
want. Some gestures change pitch level while 
others effect intensity, density and timbre. 

2. Once they have understood the effect of 
various gestures, the children are invited to 
'explore' the video screen and try out different 
graphic and musical gestures. 

3. In this final phase the children were asked to 
create a composition using the techniques they 
had learned. In this way they created 
compositions that had both a visual and 
musical dimension. 

Cart0011 Sound was influenced by the audio tracks 
heard everyday on cartoon programs. Once the 
children had learned the possibilities available to 
him he was able to create a sonic background to 
cartoons that were played for him on the computer 
monitor. Given the wide range of ages of the 
children, a wide range of cartoons and sounds were 
provided. Each child chose three sounds which he 
used in the creation of his musical accompaniment 
guided by the emotional reaction to the images to 
which he was exposed. Given the wide range of 
ages of the children, a wide range of cartoons and 
sounds were provided. For children from 5 to 8 
years old, we suggest nvo short stories of six 
pictures each, extracted from Donald Duck's 
comics. Each child can choose one of the two 
following sequences: a swarm of moths in feasting 
the city of Paperopoli and Paperinik chasing a 
gangster during the night. The child can choose, 
among the sounds previously 'exsplored', the most 
adequate one to add a sound track; moreover he can 
try to create the right sound-track for each picture 
elaborating at the moment the chosen sound so as to 
follow the development of the story. The pictures 
arranged for children from 9 to 15 years old have 
been extracted from comics of 'Corto Maltese'. 
They offer, for contents and graphic, a more 
complex elaboration on the soundtrack: the main 
subject of the first sequence is a man followed by 
his own shadow, the second is a whirling fight 
hehveen two figures. Also in this case, children can 
choose among the sounds previously known and 
can elaborate a sound sequence to associate with 
the chosen pictures; obviously the sound 
elaboration will he prevalently leaded by the 
simbolical and emotional suggestions that the child 
receives looking over the pictures. In this second 
game timbric exnloration was enriched bv - 
musical sessions based on the use of the voice 

'A timbre can be qualified as hot, cold, rough, soft, dark, and by the children creating sounds using light, luminous, opaque, dry, etc. The explanation of 
these synaesthetic perceptions constitute a premise for didactic instruments and everyday objects, as 

subsequent correlation between the sensorial sensations well as by narrative interludes on the part of an 
produced by the sound and those evoked by the images. operator. In this way it was possible to realize a 

Sounds configurations were excevts from the dramatization of the cartoon foreseeing more 
composition "Contropasso" by Michelangelo Lupone. areas of  intervention: narration, sonorisation 
' Compositions were based on improvisation techniques. 
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ABSTRACT 
We describe a new compositional tool for drawing control curves and function tables for use in soirware synthesis 
languages and compositional environments. The program, curvepainter, allows users to create and graphically modify 
curves using a variety of techniques. Furthermore, curvepainter can generate curves from spectral features of sound files for 
use with other programs. This paper first presents historical motivation for the program and then describes its features. 
Finally, brief examples of didactic uses of curvepainter for sound processing and stochastic composition are presented. 

BACI<GILOUND 
With the advent of software synthesis languages came the 
notion of co17troljitnctio17s or control curves-a paradigm 
that enabled composing within a continuum. Iannis 
Xenakis' seminal book Formalized Mtrsic (1971) [I] and 
other writings (e .g. ,  [2]), the UPIC system (1977), tlie 
work of Julio Estrada (e.g., [3]), and the gel7 functions of 
Music-N-style languages all illustrate applications of 
composing with control curves in continuous spaces. 
Recent programs like Cecelia [4], CurveControl [51, and 
StochGran [6] supplement the notion of graphical 
generation of control functions with robust interfaces to a 
target software synthesis environment. 

MOTIVATION AND OVERVIEW 
curvepainter is a new graphical music composition tool 
that generates control functions and score files for use 
with software synthesis languages and composition 
programs. The motivating force behind curvepainter was 
to create such a program that is not bound to any 
particular language, method, or platform. Additionally, 
curve~ainter is well suited to introduce students to basic 
concepts of software synthesis languages and computer- 
mediated composition. 

The program does not produce sound itself; it 
creates ASCll files of numbers for use in environments 
like Supercollider, MaxIMSP, Cmix, OpenMusic, and 
Csound. It allows the user to create and view up to 
twenty-four independent vectors of floating-point 
numbers-"curves"-using a variety of techniques. 
Additionally, curves may be  extracted from various 
characteristics of sound files, such as the spectral centroid, 
pitch, amplitude envelope, and spectral peaks. Graphical 
interfaces to the legacy gel1 functions are also provided. 

Many processing functions are supplied for 
shaping individual curves, includine filters. a compander. 

be used to warp the shape of other curves. For example, 
one curve may "morph" into another to create a third 
curve, or several curves may be averaged over time to 
create another curve. 

Because the program makes no assumptions 
about the target environment, files generated with 
curvepainter can be used to control any parameter in any 
kind of synthesis model or to control compositional 
parameters in a score. Curves might be used to control the 
time-varying amplitudes of harmonics in an additive 
synthesis instrument; the density, duration, and frequency 
of grains in a granular synthesis instrument; the 
trajectories of point sources in a spatialization instrument; 
or the breath pressure, embouchure, pitch, and vibrato of a 
flute physical model. The curves may also be used to 
create score files. 

Figure 1 illustrates the Curve Palette. The 
program draws each of up to 24 curves in separate colors. 

- 
and a phase shifter. Furthermore, individdal curvks mar Figure 1 .  Tl~e Curve Palette. 





ANOTHER EXAMPLE: STOCHASTIC COMPOSITION 
curvepainter is particularly applicable to stochastic 
composition. For example, if a student composer is 
writing for string quartet, he or she may identify several 
parameters to change throughout the piece: density of 
events, pitch dispersion, tessitura, dynamics for each 
instrument, and overall acoustical consonance derived 
from some given measure, for instance. 

Then student simply creates the desired curves 
for these parameters within curvepainter. Once in 
curvepainter, the curves can even interact: the tessitura 
curve might slowly change into the shape of the pitch 
dispersion curve, and vice-versa. The student can then 
export the curves to a file for processing in another 
language or notation program. 

STATUS AND FUTURE WORK 
curvepainter was developed in TcliTk and C and uses 
1Gre Sjolander's Snack sound extellsion [7] and the 
TcliTk BLT extension 181. It runs under Linux and can 
also run under lrix and Windows 98MT. A version for 
MacOS X is planned. Future work might also include a 
World Wide Web-based version. 

A freehand drawing tool should be added to 
allow users to intuitively create arbitrarily shaped curves. 
Currently, users are bound to the built-in curve generation 
and transformation techniques, although it is 
straightfonvard to write plug-ins in TCL or C that provide 
new functinnality. 

A final area of improvement relates to the 
program's ability to calculate statistics of curves. 
Currently, curvepainter provides a "Show Statistics" 
feature, available under the Edit menu, that calculates the 
average deviation, skew, kurtosis, maximum value, 
minimum value, mean, median, standard deviation, and 
variance of the selected curve. The window is shown in 
Figure 3. 

Average Deviation: 1.273783956 

Skew: 1 .I 983721 604 

Maximum Wue: 3.999997691 5 

Minimum Value: 2.641 7599581 e-06 

Mean: 2.001 81 85949 

Median Value: 2.003144731 9 

Standard Deviation: 1.41 5382382 

Variance: 2.0033072872 

A helpful feature of the program would be the 
ability to warp curves so  that they exhibit specified 
statistical values. For example, the user might want to 
increase the standard deviation of a curve's values aver 
time. Although there is of course no single method of 
uniquely changing a curve's statistics, selected options 
might be computed and displayed. 
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Figure 3: The Statistics window 





2. Recognized events 4. Consonants 

Several models for speech animation have been 
proposed so far and each one has different complexity 
levels. One of the first Madsen's studies in 1969 
showed that a number of parameters smaller than 10 
should be considered as the starting point of every 
serious speech animation project [I]: 

Recognition of the vowels a, e ,  i which are 
pronounced with open lips 
Recognition of the consonants p, b, m which are 
pronounced with closed lips 
Recognition of ir,  o, w which are pronounced with 
round-shape mouth 
Recognition oif, v in which the lower lip touches 
the frontal teeth 

a Possibility of interpolation between these positions 
so that any abrupt changes in movements should 
be avoided. 

This very simple model is sufficient for cartoons 
production. Yet. some other more sophisticated models 
were proposed by Di Paola, Pearce. Cohen and many 
others. 

The events recognized by LipSl?lorcT" are the following: 

1. Volume 
2. No-speech frames 
3. Vowels 

Volume is continuously tracked and can be used to 
control mouth opening strength and some facial 
movements. 
By executing simple experiments using loud intensity 
voice, you can observe that: 

Facial muscles become stretched proportionally to 
speech amplitude 
Eyebrows tend to frown 
Forehead tends to wrinkle 
Nostrils tend to extend 

You can use speech amplitude data to produce facial 
movements embedding this control in your model. 
It should be also noted that a correct use of energy, 
continuously produces modulated lips shapes, resulting 
in more natural mouth movements. In fact, modulation 
always produces different instances of the same lips 
position so the mouth shape corresponding to different 
occurrences of the same phoneme will always be 
different, according with what happens in real-life 
mouth movements. 

Vowels are individually recognized: a, e, i, o, u 

Consonants are grouped in 5 classes corresponding to 
similar lips positions: 
[(I, n, r). (b, m, PI, (v, 0, (d. t), (c, s, z, g)]. 

Fig. 2: LipSvncTU 1.0 Main Panel 





Contrarily to what normally happens with devices 
based on the use of different technologies, either 
magnetic or laser sensors or based on optic approaches, 
all initial operations of calibration and marlcers 
positioning on the face, are unnecessary. 
Furthermore, LipSi,nclM is based on lechnologies which 
permit a spealer-independent approach so that also the 
phases of initial neural net training on the speaker's 
voice. which are sometimes present, can be eliminated. 
Thanks to all these characteristics it is possible to 
reduce the time of preparation and use of the system. 

6. Future directions 

Currently the costs for virmal characters animation are 
so higli that only a few industries, working with the 
animation pictures industry or the advertisement sector, 
can afford them. 
These high costs are also due to the lack of 
technologies that could make facial animation systems 
automatic while some remarkable progress has been 
made for body movements motion-capture. To fill this 
gap it is necessaly to reach a good feature-extraction 
level for continuous speech flows so that it is possible 
to control not only lips movements bul also facial 
modeling. 
The recognition of prosodic characteristics, for 
instance, or the identification of question and positive 
sentences as well as o f  the speaker's feelings (anger, 
peace of mind and so on) could make the whole facial 
modeling process automatic and it could drastically 
reduce production costs. 
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possible to use the provided hardware features 

I added to DirectCsound an 



obstraction (the b hen omen on that occurs when useful when an application must compensate for t l~e  
source and listener are in the same room, but difference in absolute volume levels of different 
there is an object placed directly between sounds. For example, though a jet engine is much 
them). louder than a bee, for practical reasons these sounds 

must be recorded at similar absolute volumes. An 
3 The DirectSound3D model a~~ l i ca t i on  might use a minimum distance of 100 . . - 

meters for the jet engine and 2 centimeters for the 
DirectSound3D MI introduces two classes of aural 

bee. With these settings, the jet engine would be at 
objects: the Listerrer and the Sorrrrd Sources. Even if half volume when the listener was 200 meters away, 
many sound sources are possible in the same sonic but the bee would be at half when the 
field, only one listener can be possible at a time. listener was 4 centimeters away. This concept is 
The Listerrer, as well as every Sorrrrd Sorrrce, has a shown in the 
positiorr i.e, their location in three-dimensional 
space. 
Listener experiences an identical sonic effect when 
an object moves in a 90-degree arc around them or if rn - 
they move their heads 90 degrees relative to the 
object. However, when several sound sources are rn 
present, it is much sinipler to change the position or 
orientation of the listener than to change to positions 
of every other object in a scene. For this reason 

*,,plsnl * 
listener bas apositiorz and an orierrtation. mn.,mum 61.1a.1c~ 

I ~ O O h ,  A Sorrrrd Sorrrce is purzctijoorm, and normally ornni- 
directional; the farther the listener is from the sound, 
in any direction, the quieter the sound. However 
there are many kind of sources which don't send the 
same level of sound to all directions equally (for 
example spealters). In this case we need a sound 
source with a position and an orientation (named 
sorrrrd corre). 

3.1 Sound Cones 

In DirectSound3D, sound cones include an irrside 
corre and an orrtside corze. Within the inside cone, 
the volume is at the maximum level for that sound 
source. For example, by setting the outside volume 
lo -10000,the sound source will be inaudible outside 
the outside cone. Between the outside and inside 
cones, the volume changes gradually from one level 
to the other. 
Every sound source is a sound cone, but normally 
these sound cones behave like onzni-directional 
sound sources. For example, the default value for the 
volume outside the sound cone is zero; unless user 
changes this value, the volume will be the same 
inside and outside the cone, and sound will not have 
any apparent orientation. Additionally, you could 
malce the sound-cone angles as wide as you want, 
effectively making the sound cone a sphere. 

3.2 Minimum and Maximum Distanecs 

As a listener approaches a sound source, the sound 
gets louder. Past a certain point, however, it isn't 
reasonable for the volume to continue to increase; 
either the maximum (zero) has been reached, or the 
nature of the sound source imposes a logical limit. 
This is the minimum distance for the sound source. 
Similarly, tlie maximum distance for a sound source 
is the distance beyond which the sound does not gel 
any quieter. The minimum distance is especially 

The default values for the 3D sound effects mimic 
the natural world. User could choose to change these 
values, however, to make the effects more dramatic. 
DirectSound3D API uses meters as the default unit 
of distance measurements hut this unit can be 
changed by the user. 

4 The EAX model 

EAX implements a set of three groups of features: 

1. Reverberation control 
2. Occlusion and Obstruction 
3. Source directivity 

4.1 Environmental Rcvcrberation Control 

EAX offers a complete set of reverberation 
pararrreters that allow the user to control the 
intensity and delay .of reflections, to continuously 
adjust the c~vkol~ment size, and to set the direct path 
and reverberation filters for each sound source. 
These direct controls allow to tweak environmental 
reverberation to get precisely the aural surroundmgs. 
The reverberation response is defined by the 
following parameters: 

0 the energy in each of the three sections Direct, 
Reflections, and Reverb at low frequencies: 

the Reflections Delaj, and the Reverb Delay; 

the "Directfilter", a low-pass filter that affects 
the Direct component by reducing its energy at 
high fsequencies; 

the "Room filfer", a low-pass filter that affects 
the Reflections and Reverb components 
identically by reducing their energy at high 
frequencies; 





6 Conclusion 

5 Csound opcodes 

DirectSound3D and EAX APIs have been embedded 
in DirectCsound, in the form of opcodes. A list of 
opocde names follows: 

Irririnlhnliorr orrd ouipnis: 
IniUdAudio, 
LnitEAX, 
Out3d 

0 DirectSorrrrfl3D Lisie~rerproperiies: 
DsListenerPosition, 
DsListenerOrientation, 
DsLislenerRolloftFactor, 
DsListenerDistanceFactor, 
DsListenerSetAll 

DireclSortrrd3D Sorrrrd Sorrrceproperties: 
DsMode, 
DsPosition, 
DsMinDistance, 
DsMasDistance, 
DsConeAngles, 
DsConeOrienration, 
DsConeOutsideVolune, 
DsSetAll 

0 EAXZ.0 Lisierrerproperiies: 
EasListenerEnviroun~ent, 
EaxListenerEnvSize, 
EasListenerEnvDiffirsion, 
EasListenerRoom, 
EaxListenerRoomHF, 
EasListenerDecayTime, 
EasListenerDecayTimeHiRatio. 
EaxListenerReflections, 
EadistenerReflectionsDelay, 
EaxListenerReverb, 
EasListenerReverbDelay, 
EasListenerRoo~llRolloff. 
EadistenerAirAbso~-ption, 
EaxListenerAll 

E f l Z . 0  Sorrrrd Sorrrceproperties: 
E,axSourceDireci, 
EaxSourceDirectHF, 
E.xxSourceRoom, 
EaxSourceRootnFIF. EaxSourceObstruction, 
EaxSourceObsmctionRatio, 
EaxSourceOcclusion, 
EaxSourceOcclusionRatio, 
EaxSourceOcclusionRoon~Ratio, 
EaxSourceRoon~RollofF, 
EaxSourceAirAbsorption, 
EaxSourceOutsideVolun~eHF, 
EaxSourceFlags, 
EaxsourceAU 

For more information about these Csound opcodes 
see the manual. 

Though these opcodes are far from supporting a 
complete implelnentation of 3D sound spatialization, 
they allow to the user a convincing realtime 
performance and, when used with some specially 
designed cards (for example Sound-Blaster Live!), 
audio quality is very good. The main advantage is 
that using these opcodes only subtracts a minimal 
amount of CPU time to the other realtime synthesis 
processes, because almost all the calculation is done 
by card hardware. Unfortunately, at present time 
DirectCsound3D and EAX M I S  are only available 
under Windows-based platforms. I-lowever other 
similar APls will be available soon even under Linux 
(Open AL). Adapting DirectCsound 3D opcodes to 
the new APIs will probably be a trivial task. 

At last, remember that DirectCsuund is an Open 
Source project: so it is fieely downloadable at the 
following URL: 









ACOUSMATIC MUSIC 

Mathew Adkins 
Mapping (1997 rev. 1999) 

Mapping is a piece that depicts the slow evolution of a landscape: it leads the listener through unknown 
territory, arriving at landing points from time to time by means of transformed sounds from the real world. The 
work unfolds structurally as material emerges and is incorporated into the musical fabric. Some of the 
material is slowly transformed throughout the work, while other parts remain unchanged, serving as points of 
reference. More generally the work deals with the notion of 'beginning' and the perception of objects over 
time. The work was awarded 1'' Prize at the EAR 95 Competition (Hungary) and in its revised version was a 
Laureate at the 5Ih Prix International Noroit. 

Mapping e un pezzo che descrive la lenta evoluzione di un paesaggio. Esso guida I'ascoltatore attraverso un 
territorio sconosciuto, arrivando di tanto in tanto a punti di approdo per mezzo di suoni trasformati che 
provengono dal mondo reale.11 lavoro s i  sviluppa strutturelmente come del materiale che emerge ed e 
incorporato nella struttura musicale. Parte del materiale viene lehtamente trasformato attraverso il lavoro, 
mentre altre parti rimangono invariate, sewendo come punti di riferimento. Piu generalniente il lavoro ha a 
che fare con la nozione di '7nizio"e la percezione degli oggetti nel tempo. I1 lavoro ha meritato il I"  premio a1 
EAR 95 Competition (Unglleria) e la sua versione rivisitata e stata premiata a1 5" Premio lnternazionale di 
Noroit. 

Michele Brugnaro 
Migrazion (1998-1999) 

The basic materials have been mostly drawn from a series of recordings of vocal and percussive sounds. 
The manifold transformation to which these materials have been subjected manifest themselves, in the last 
analysis, in the action of some compositional strategies, that may be singled out, in symbolic terms, as 
belonging to a conceptual sphere, eventually linked to the phenomenon of 'migratory streams'. The very 
concept of 'migration' must be understood here as an evocation of an existential path, which requires firstly 
an eradication - i.e. the loss of an initial identity, a traumatic event which usually occurs when one is 
confronted with the inevitability of a change, of an internal process of transformations directed toward the 
other-from self - and, secondly, a gradual adjustment to the new and unfamiliar situation. This adaptation 
may exhibit some features denoting irreversibility, or may oscillate, more or less cyclically, between refusal 
and acceptance of any change. These different approaches have many related consequences, relevant 
specifically for the organization of one's own horizon of thought. Under such conditions, this horizon is 
obliged, so to speak, to recontextualize itself and at the same time to extend its 'boundary limits', often 
experiencing a development following different (and sometimes completely unexpected) directions. 
In such a way it becomes possible to see in an appropriate perspective the complex set of mutations of the 
basic materials, according to a formal logic founded on two principles: i) from one side, the progressive 
surfacing of unexpressed affinities between groups of sound events which usually are associated with well 
distinct and differentiated timbral-sonorial categories: starting from the oppositional pair voice-percussion - 
whose opposition is more seeming than substantial - , other infinite ramifications are easily obtained, which 
constitute the working background by means of which the first opposition may be intensified, specified and, 
at the same time, dissolved. These further conceptual dyads may either describe some relationships, internal 
to the single categories - e.g. voice (vowel/consonant, sunglspoken intonation, sololchoral effects); 
percussion (metallwoodlmembrane, presencelabsence of resonance, tunedluntuned instruments, 
individuallcomposite events) - or may conversely establish some intersections or connections between the 
two regions, in order to, for example, give a 'vocal' allure to percussive instruments, or extrapolate the 
'percussive' articulations enclosed in a vocal gesture. 
ii) This first group of transformations - comparable with the phase of 'eradication' and consequently 
becoming a potential source of concealed (afterwards, more and more explicit) tensions - has been brought 
to extremes by employing specific techniques of electroacoustical treatment (which assume, in particular 
circumstances, a prevailing role), namely convolution and granulation. This process of elaboration may lead 
to the creation of a variegated universe, crowded with 'chimerical' sonic images, which ultimately reveal, 
through their ephemeral appearance in the temporal scenario, not only all the perceptual and structural 
ambiguities which derive from their living presence in a sort of 'no man's land', but also show, in some cases, 
a kind of osmotic equilibrium, interpretable as a utopian realization of that intimate fusion toward which a 
truly integrated 'society' is directed. 



fondata su due principi: i) da un lato, la progressiva emersione di affinita inespresse tra gruppi di event; 
sonori che normalrnente sono associati con categorie timbiche-sonore ben chiare e differenziate: partendo 
dalla coppia opposta voce/percussioni - la cui opposizione e piu apparente che sostanziale - , si offengono 
facilmente altre infinite ramificazioni. Queste coppie possono anche rappresentare alcune relazioni, interne 
alle singole categorie - ad es. voce (vocale/consonante, cantato/parlato, assolo/effetti corali); percussioni 
(metallo/legno/membrane, presenza/assenza di risonanza, strumenti accordati/non accordati, eventi 
individual~/compositivi ) - o possono, a1 contrario, determinare alcune intersezioni o connessioni tra i due 
campi, in mod0 da dare, ad esempio, un andarnento 'vocale' agll strumenti di percussione, o estrapolare le 
articoiazioni di percussione' incluse in una gestura vocale. 
;I) Questo primo gruppo di trasformazioni - paragonabile alla fase di 'sradicamento' e di conseguenza 
diventando una potenziale fonte di tensioni celate (dopo, sempre pic esplicite) - e stato portato agli estremi 
dall'impieqo di specifiche tecniche di traffamento eleffroacustico (che assumono, in circostanze particolari, 
un ruolo dominante), cioe avvolgimento e granuiazione. Questo process0 dl elaborazione puo condurre alla 
creazione di un universo variegalo, popolato da 'chimeriche' immagini soniche, che in definhiva rivelano. 
affraverso la loro effimera apparenza nello scenario temporale, non solo tutte le ambiguifa percettive e 
strulturali che derivano dalla loro viva presenza in una specie di 'lerra di nessuno: ma mostrano anche, in 
alcuni casi, un tipo di equilibrio osmorico, interprelabile come realizzazione utopistica di quella fusione intirna 
verso cui una societa veramente integrata 2. direff 



Spazi possibili? Luoghi invisibili? La narrazione di memorie concrete o I'occultamento surreale in una 
'Yoresta di simboli"?. 
"....l'incontro casuale su un tavolo anatomico, di una macchina da cucire e di un ombrello"? I1 lavoro e stalo 
commissionato dal CRMperi l  Festival Musica e Scienza 1999. 

Riccardo Dapelo 
I suoni che distilli (1996) 

The work is derived from the poetry of Eugenio Montale "Resta lontano ...". The text of the poetry was initially 
read (only few significant words were sung) by the soprano Daniela Aimale. Like the title "I suoni che distilli" 
(the sounds that you distill) explains, the attempt of this composition is to extract the essence, the pure 
sound of poetic language. This was made with different techniques of processing the human voice (spectral 
and dynamic granulations, vocoder). Together with this processes mimetic and synthetic sounds variously 
interpolated with voice grains (some original csound instruments for morphing and granular synthesis - see 
papers enclosed) have been used. To obtain a sensation of movement between foreground/background the 
piece is developed in different levels (each with its own dynamic grade of reverberation andlor volume) laid 
one upon the other. The piece is dedicated to Alvise Vidolin. 
The piece should be played over at least 4 loudspeakers with spatialization (usually midi-controlled by MAX 
patches). 

I1 lavoro e tratto da una poesia di Eugenio Montale "Resta Lonfano ...': I1 testo di questa poesia e stafo 
inizialmente letto (solo poche parole significative venivano cantafe) dal soprano Daniela Aimale. Come 
spiega il titolo ''I suoni che distilli': il tentative di questa composizione e di estrarre I'essenza, il suono puro 
del linguaggio poetico. Cio e stato fatto con diverse tecniche di elaborazione della voce umana (granulazioni 
spettrali e dinamiche, vocoder). lnsieme con questo process0 sono stati usati suoni mimetici e sintetici 
diversamente interpolati con granelli di voce (alcuni strumenti originali Csound per la sintesi granulare). Per 
ottenere una sensazione di movimento tra primo piano e sfondo il pezzo e sviluppato in vari livelli (ognuno 
con il suo proprio grado di risonanza e/o volume) posti uno dopo I'altro. I1 pezzo e dedicato ad Alvise Vidolin. 
I1 pezzo dovrebbe essere eseguito con almeno 4 altoparlanti con spazializzazione. 

Thomas DeLio 
Decker (1998) 

P. lnman has been described as "a high modernist's high modernist". He is the author of some of the most 
beautiful, stimulating poetry written over the past twenty years. In his work language is decontextualized to a 
point where each word and sound becomes concrete and palpable, each line becomes a force reaching out 
to embrace a multiplicity of meanings, and language itself becomes fluid and unfixed. The present 
composition "Decker" is based on a text by P. lnman of the same time. it is based on the poet's own reading 
of his text. I am indebted to P. lnman for his permission to use his poem for the sake of my nlusical musings 
and hope that, if nothing else, this sonic rendition will introduce his marvelous poem to a larger audience. 
It seems clear that the page has superseded the line as the most important structural unit in the design of 
much recent poetry. This is certainly true of lnman's work (see ocher, "waver': 'hnnette': 'kmaller': and ply). 
As lnman himself has stated: "The general organizational push to my poetry has become page-specific. I 
tend to write in pages...". In "Decker" he seems to play with the very notion of what constitutes a page in a 
written text. The poem is constructed from two types of pages; yet, it also consists of fifteen "virtual" pages - 
fifteen sections which, within the text itself, are labeled "pages". These fifteen virtual pages tend to make the 
reader quite conscious of the presence and function of the seven physical pages, creating a counterpoint of 
different page types, each type imposing a different order on the text. In my setting of "Decker" I basically 
add a third type of page which I superimpose upon the original two. The musical composition is in seven 
sections (or "sonic" pages) reflecting the original seven physical pages of the text. Each of these sonic pages 
consists of transformations of the one or more virtual pages while two of them (the third and the seventh) 
also contain some very clear, unaltered and identifiable statements of several physical pages. 
Certainly this emphasis on the page is only one aspect of lnman' s remarkably rich poetry. It seems to me 
that in this poetry we become aware of. language in two different ways. At times words and phrases seem to 
move from opaque to transparent - to be caught in the process of taking on referential associations to 
objects and ideas ("speak in from black knock" or "man immense off clough") and thus caught on the verge 
of losing their alternate identity as concrete sounds and black lines on a pieces of white paper. At other times 
Inman's words and phrases seem to move in the opposite direction; they seem to become so opaque that 
they lose any such associations ("meig crag"). At these times his words seem to achieve the state of pure 
sound; a bird call, a drum roll, the buzz of a lawnmower (music). In my musical setting I try to heighten the 





Within this formal context and the preliminary choices made with this software, I have, as always, left myself 
some room for improvised "jeux-sequences"; I'm referring to my relationship with the machines that I t& to 
treat as musical instruments or resonating bodies that the hand brings to life; playing with parameters in real- 
time, with the mouse, fader, using gestures instead of programmed sequences, using my hands to control 
dynamics, etc. Nevertheless, these moments of pure intuition do not carry the same irreparable risks that are 
found in real improvisations, for the choice of which material to keep will follow the performance, and only 
those "magical" moments will remain. Half-way between chance and will, this is an attempt to reconcile 
Pascal's "spirit of fineness and spirit of geometry". 

Ad Arturo Parra 
Commissionato dal chitarrista Colombiano Arturo Parra, En Cuerdas e la versione acusmatica - non 
contiene la parte strumentaie che e suonata dai vivo - di un pezzo per chitarra e nastro scritto in 
collaborazione da A. Parra e F. Dhomont. Completamente indipendente dalla versione per chitarra e nastro, 
questo pezzo viene indirizzato ad un'orchestra di altoparlanti ed e un lavoro autonomo. Tuttavia il suo 
ambiente sonico rimane quello di corde che vengono pizzicate, stropicciate e colpite, rese viriuali e 
trasformate dai processi del computer e dilatate dall'uso di 'kcrittura elettroacustica". La loro forma 
riconoscibile e cornbinata con il suono di oggetti che possono, in alcuni casi, essere collegati nel timbro, 
tono, ecc., in modo da creare ambiguita sonore. 
En Cuerdas non e ispirato da un'idea esterna ma prova invece a unire suoni eterogenei di oggetti. Durante 
la prima parte, viene presentafa la maggior parte dell'intero materiale sonoro. Queste sono variazioni 
morfologiche che sono state realizzate attraverso I'uso di una varieta di 'ktrumenti" di elaborazione 
(software) trovati nel sistema digitale di tempo-reale SYTER ail'lNA-GRM, a Parigi, Francia. 
In questo contest0 formale e nelle scelte preliminari fatte con il software ho lasciato alcuni spazi per 
"sequenze-di gioco" improvvisate; cio si riferisce aila relazione di Dhomont con le macchine che egli prova a 
trattare come strumenti musicali o corpi risonanti che le man; portano in vita; suonando con parametri in 
tempo-reale, con il mouse, usando i gesti invece di sequenze programmate, usando le mani per controllare 
le dinamiche ecc. 
Tuttavia, quest; moment; di pura intuizione non comportano gli stessi irreparabili rischi che si trovano nella 
improvvisazione reale, e solo quei "rnagici"momenti rimarranno. A meta via tra il caso e la volonta, questo e 
un tentative di riconciliare lo 'kpirito di raffinatezza e lo spirit0 di geometria" di Pascal. 

Roberto Doati 
Forma di nebbia (1995) 

the past must be Invented 
the future Must be 

revlsed 
doing boTh 

mAkes 
whaT 

the present Is 
discovery 

Never stops 
John Cage 

The strong and geometric form used comes from the chosen poem metre here represented: 

The above structure is presented 15 times - one for each strophe. Each time superposing to the proceeding 
one which is time stretched. So the first presentation starts at the beginning and lasts until the end, the 
second one starts at 70" and lasts to the end too, and so on every 70". 
I covered this form with mist to break the poem tale. The purpose is to experience difficulty in understanding 
the form built up by 15 different ancient vocal styles. One style for each strophe, from the Jewish Salmody to 
Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli. Most of the models used come from the Western sacred vocality, above all 



musiche, vocali e non 

idealmente per quante volte la protagonista della poesia incrocia la propria imrnagine, fino a rendere quasi 
un incubo per la cantante, il continuo emergere deNa propria voce con particolari enormemente amplificati. 
Tra le maglie di questa polifonia vocale si insinua il trattamento di suoni legati ai divers; modelli storici: arpa, 
viola, percussioni, iiuto, organo, archi, ottoni, rumore e voci di mercato, artigiani ... 

Denis Dufour 
Terra Incognita (1998) 

here, prov~ded that we have not 



Solfege des Objets Sonores - which inaugurates an era where music, on the contrary, takes up the option of 
including all sorts of things ... Schaeffer is the first to take offence at this saucepan that he has hung up at the 
tail of the music ... He attempts to make it disappear by substituting - in the discourse - a descriptive abstract 
with worldly references; and by recommending the avoidance of sounds which - in  order to make music - he 
calls "anecdotic" ... Waste of time and effort, or almost. His neat Etude aux Casseroles - which happens to be 
quite sublime'- has opened Pandora's box: what will appeal is just to make concrete music to the ultimate. A 
paradoxal music which vaporizes - undoubtedly by the mystery of the sense of hearing, at once disembodied 
and carnal -the most real world. 
Jean-Christophe Thomas (1999) 

Divisa in quaffro fasi (considerando le quaffro fasi del nostro sviluppo: scoperta, esplorazione, conquista e 
setvit~i) Terra Incognita si sviluppa (trattando attentamente piccole avventure, precipitando afiernativamente 
nelle rapide, nei canyon e in strade senza fine che talvolta conducono a piacevoli valli). Come se 
provenissero da una biblioteca in orbita, alcune eco maestose arrivano senza corda "sulle tue labbra" e il loro 
quintessenziale attacco di tosse. Attraversando gli spazi non abitabili deNe nostre citfa e delle nostre menti, 
seguiamo le tracce di un uomo primitive, proiettato nel fufuro, come tutti noi. Solo l'istinto ci guida qui, a 
condizione che non lo segreghiamo nel compartimento linguistico del nostro ceivello. In breve, parlano i gesti. 
Poiche '"crediamo sia straordinario che, una radicale revisione delle idee che sono generalmente accetfate, 
non sia ma; stata intrapresa in modo cosi spensierato': si ha necessita, come i mostri sanno, di tutte le risorse 
dell'ingegnosita , di tuffa l'energia dell'innocenza in mod0 da ridare movimento a questi tormentati e seducenti 
mondi. Riprendendo I'ascetismo di Descartes, come Schaeffer suggeriva nella prefazione a1 suo Traite, "per 
spogliarsi di tutte le opinion; e credenze ricevute e per iniziare da capo con basi completamente nuove': 
I )  'kur tes levres ...' : uno dei frammenti delle frasi "forgiate" da Schaeffer, utilizzate in una delle sue prime 
composizioni di musica concreta Etude pathetique (Etudes de bruit, 1948). 
Tom Aconito (1998) 

'Contingenfe e fondamentale"- e tutto qui e qui sta la dificolta: nella doppia natura della musica acusmatica, 
che e contemporaneamente angelica e terrestre. " I1 nostro regno non e di questo mondo", cosi i musicisti 
erano abituati a pensare, fino all'era nostra e di Schaeffer. Schaeffer cita questa ossen/azione da Hoffmann 
all'inizio del suo Solfege des Objets Sonores - che inaugura un'era in cui la musica, a1 contrario, si prende la 
liberfa d'includere ogni tipo di cosa.. Schaeffer e il primo ad offendersiper questo calderone che "ha affaccato 
alla coda della musica" ... Cerca di farlo sparire sostituendo - nel discorso - un riassunto descriffivo con 
riferimenti temporali; e consigliando lo sfuggire dei suoni che - per fare musica - chiama 
"aneddotico" ... spreco di tempo e di forze, o quasi. I1 suo accurato "Etude aux Casserolesn- che si da il caso 
sia quasi sublime - ha aperio il vaso di Pandora: creare musica concreta all'estremo. Una musica 
paradossale che fa evaporare - indubbiamente tramite il mister0 del senso dell'udito, disincarnato e carnale 
a110 stesso tempo - il mondo piu reale. 
Jean- Christophe Thomas 

Michael Edward Edgerton 
Wassermann (1 999) 

The piece is an attempt to present a warmth of spirit within an explorative expression. 
Technically, the piece asked of its environment to do things it was not designed to do, such that I attempted 
to manipulate source material in such a way as to often disguise its original property if it would lend to the 
overreaching formal and expressive properties imagined. 
Emotionally, the piece was to pay homage to the gifts of the featured voice. The homage was designed as a 
vehicle in which her instruments would prompt technology into dramatic, crucial and vivid responses. In this 
way the work suggests certain relationships between our increasingly controlling "information age" and the 
citizens who willingly are being blindly led into a corner of decreased control and freedom. 

I1 pezzo costituisce un tenfativo dipresentare un ardore di spirit0 in un'espressione esplorativa. 
Tecnicamente, il pezzo chiede a1 suo ambiente di fare case per cui non e designato, tanto che io ho tentato 
di manipolare del materiale originale in modo tale da camuffare spesso le sue proprieta se si fosse adeguato 
alle proprieta formali ed espressive immaginate. 
Emozionalmente, il pezzo doveva rendere omaggio alle doti della voce narrante. L'omaggio era progettato 
come un veicolo in cui i suoi strumenti avrebbero indotto la tecnologia a risposte drammatiche: cruciali e 
vivide. In tal modo il lavoro suggerisce alcune relazioni tra la nostra crescente "eta dell'informazione" che si 
controlla e i ciffadini che spontaneamente sono condotti ciecamente ad un angolo di liberfa e controllo ridotti. 



intensa, sentita in modo imperfelto, una no tempo fa, in un sogno tropicale lat~no-americano. 

Doctrine of Chances. the title of which is taken from an obscure 18Ih century mathematical treatise on 
probaoility, re-examines the relation between statist;cal distribution and form in music in tne latter pan of the 
twenteth cent~ry. The so-called chance composers of the fifties and sixties, represented by Cage. Wolff, 
Brown, and others, used probaoil'stic procedures lo create souna worlds that were free from wnat they would 
regard as doctrina're approaches to formal organization, as represented oy Babbitt and the east coast 
acaoemlc composers. From our vantage point at the end of tne century, these d:fferences between these 
two approaches appear to be not so great as once imagined. Serialists, it nas often been argued, somelimes 
too casua.ly applied nigher marhemalical processes without a clear understanoing of their structural 
implicat:ons in order to create expressive patrerns of richness and complexity. At the same time, chance 
composers came to incorporate increasingly elaborate sets of rules and conditions governng how chance 
operations would be employed in their music. Both approaches to creating pattern and complexity are 
:ntegrated in Doctrine of Chances, which combines the struct~ra clarity of d;gta ly-generated sound w:lh me 
richness of digitally-processed musical instr~menls. 

Technical realization 
Two types of sounds are used :n 1h:s p:ece: synthesize0 and processed. Tne synthesized sounds were 
a,gorilhm:cally generated by a Kyma system and C-So~nd  on SGI and Machintosh computers. The 
processed sounds originated as recordings I had made of a dozen wind and brass :nsiruments in [he 
Un'versity of Iowa Anechoic Chamber. These sounds were mixed, cross-faded, convo.ved, cross- 
syntnes:zed, and morphed using a Kima system, C-So-nd, and other Rlachintosn an0 SGI appl:cat:ons. 
Certain features of these sounds, such as lransents ano harmonic spectra, were extracted, processed. then 
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placed into a stereo mix with other components of the sounds. The final work was edited and mixed in Pro 
Tools. 

Doctrine of Chances, il cui titolo e preso da un vago trattato matematico suNe probabilita del 18" secolo, 
riesamina la relazione tra la distribuzione statistica e la forma nella musica nell'ultima pade del20" secolo. I 
cosiddeffi compositori delle probabilita degli anni cinquanta e sessanta, rappresentati da Cage, WolR Brown 
ed altri, utilizzarono delle procedure probabilistiche per creare mondi del suono che erano liberi da cio che 
essi consideravano approcci dottrinari all'organizzazione formale, cosi come rappresentati da Babbitt e dai 
compositori accademici della costa est. Alla fine del secolo, le differenze tra questi due approcci appawero 
non essere cosi grand; come si immaginava. I compositori di musica dodecafonica, e stato spesso 
sostenuto, a volte troppo casualmente applicavano processi matematici pilj alti senza una chiara 
comprensione delle loro implicazioni strutturali in modo da creare modelli espressivi di ricchezza e 
complessita. Allo stesso tempo, i compositori delle probabilita incorporavano in modo crescente un gruppo di 
regole e condizioni che riguardavano il mod0 in cui le operazioni del caso sarebbero state impiegate nella 
loro musica. Entrambi gli approcci per creare modelli e complessita sono integrafi in Doctrine of Chances, 
che combina la chiarezza del suono digitale con la ricchezza degli strumenti musicali elaborati dal digitale. 

Realizzazione tecnica 
Due tipi di suono vengono utilizzati in questo pezzo: sintetizzati ed elaborati. I suoni sintetizzati sono stati 
generati in modo algoritmico da un sistema Kyma e computer C-Sound su SGI e Machintosh. I suoni 
elaborati sono stati mixati, avvolti e sintetizzati usando un sistema Kyma, C-Sound, e altre applicazioni di 
Machintosh e SGI. Alcuni di questi suoni sono stati estratti, elaborati, e post; in uno stereo con altri 
componenti del suono. I1 lavoro finale e stato edito e mixato in Pro Tools. 

Diego Garro 
Six dreaming jewels (1999) 

Bright sounds, crisp resonance, sharp sonorities. Meta-materials as honed as diamonds; glowing like 
crystals. The Dreaming Jewels, in Theodore Sturgeon's novel, have the magic power of synthesizing and 
duplicating living beings as by-products of their mysterious vagaries and nightmares. They are material. They 
are alive. They feel pain and go their own inscrutable way, leaving behind completed men and animals, 
along with unfinished jobs, maimed cats, blind mutants, freaks that society will always despise. 
I decided to compose six sketches of tape music while reading this fairytale. I was struck by the sort of 
'mysticism of things' which does not need a supernatural creator to transcend reality and explore what lies 
beyond it. Each object can be a riddle. Every instant can carry an enigma. Each being is a puzzle, for itself 
and for its fellow beings. And every sound is a conundrum when we sculpt it with our own hands ... 
Each of these abstracts miniatures can be considered as self-contained electroacoustic chiseling. They can 
be played separately or in a different order, even though they work together as part of a whole, punctuated 
by cross-references, glimpses of call and echoes of response. 

Technical Notes: 
As in host pieces of mine, the materials were sculpted using different techniques: computer-synthesis, FM 
timbre-design, processed voice and 'close-microphoned' events taking place in the recording room. 
A rig comprising MIDI-sequencing software running on a PC driving a set of MIDI-synthesizers and samplers 
was used to create some motives, subsequently processed and re-arranged. 
The sound processing of most materials was carried using the 'Composition-Development-Performance' 
(CDP), a command-line bundle of music-software tools developed as an international cooperative effort by a 
group of sound artists based in the U K .  Further timbre design, along with the final montage, were realized 
using a ProToolsB system running on a Machintosh platform. 

Suoni brillanti, vivace risonanza, sonorita acute. Semi-materiali levigati come diamanti, splendenti come 
cristalli. I Gioielli dei sogni, nel romanzo di Theodore Sturgeon, hanno il potere magico di sintetizzare e 
duplicare gli esseri viventi come se fossero prodotti dalle loro misteriose stravaganze e incubi. Sono 
materiali Sono vivi. Sentono il dolore e vanno per la loro imperscrutabile via, lasciando dietro uomini e 
animal;, procedendo con lavori incompiuti, gatti mutilati, mutanti ciechi, bizzarrie che la societa disprezzera 
sempre. Ho deciso dl comporre sei pezzi di musica per nastro mentre leggeva questo racconto. Sono stato 
colpito dal tipo di 'misticismo delle cose' che non hanno bisogno di un creatore soprannaturale per 
trascendere la realta ed esplorare cio che c'e dietro. Ogni oggetto puo essere un mistero. Ogni istante puo 
essere un enigma. Ogni essere e un enigma, per se stesso e per i suoi compagni Ed ogni suono e un 
enigma quando lo scolpiamo con le nostre man;. .. 



sound synthksis program called MlDlMNOSlM developed by Mr; Werner Kaegi at the Institute of Sonology 
in Utrecht, the Netherlands. In these years a very strict aesthetic was adhered to, namely, that all sound 
material had to originate by means of sound synthesis, that is built solely within the boundaries of the 
MlDlMNOSiM system. A basic set of material was operated upon to create families of related sounds and 
then structured. Since 1989 it is, for various reasons, no longer possible to work with MlDlMNOSlM 
therefore I have opted for an eclectic approach. Now sound material comes from anywhere, regardless of its 
origins as long as it is expressive and its quality is acceptable. Sound Synthesis is still used but not to the 
exclusion of other means of sound production or reproduction. Whereas previously one worked wlth 
synthetic sounds which had to be made to sound non-artificial it is now necessary when working with a 
'concrete' sound to make it sound not too mundane. The challenge was formerly to bring sounds into the 
world while at the present it is to take them out of the world so to speak. From the beginning the term 
'associative' was applied to describe the music. The sounds were conceived of as 'magnetic fields' (in the 
sense in which ~ n d r e  Breton and Phi.ippe Soupablt dsed it) which he.d aural and visual associations. The 
sound fields overlap each other and therefore by operating rlpon the one we c0u.d lead it in the direction of 
other sound fields creating associative complexes. For example if I take the sound of a cat as my basic 
material and apply a series of operations to it I not only transform the sound ~tself but the associations (aural 
and visual) called up in the listener. The sounds also serve as image-generators. The tape entirled 'Mirror 
Images' was created for an open project at the Bourges Fesrival 1999 and was given its premiere there. 

Werner Kaegi all'lnstitute of Sonology ad Utrecht, Paesi Bassi. In questi anni un'esafta estetica consisteva 
net sostenere tuffo quel materiale sonoro che si doveva originare dai mezzi di sintesi sonora, che viene 
creata esclusivamente nei limit; del sistema MIDIMNOSIM. Un gruppo fondamentale di materiale ha influito 
a creare famigiie di suonl collegati e strutturati. Dal 1989, per vari motivi, non e pilS possibile lavorare con il 
MIDIM/VOSIM e per questo ho oplato per un approccio eleltrico. Ora il maleriale sonoro proviene da 
qualunque parie, senza cura deNa sua origine per tutto 11 tempo che e espressiva e la sua qualita tecnica 
acceffabile. La Sintesi del Suono e ancora utilizzala ma non fino all'esclusione di altri mezzi di produzione o 
riproduzione del suono. Laddove in precedenza si lavorava con suoni sintelizzati che dovevano essere 
suonali in modo non-ariiliciale, e: ora necessario, menfre s i  lavora con un suono 'concreto: farlo suonare in 
modo non troppo comune. La sfida un tempo era d; far entrare il suono nel mondo menlre oggi e di cacciarlo 
dal mondo per farlo parlare. Dall'inizio 11 termine 'associalivo' era usalo per descrivere la musica. I suoni 
erano concepili come 'camp; magnetic;' (nel senso in cut Andre Breton e Philippe Soupault lo usavano) che 
contengono rapporii auricolari e visivi. I campi del suono, sovrapposti I'uno all'altro, influiscono su di uno che 
noi possiamo guidare nella direzione degli alfri campi del suono creando complessi associativi. Ad esernpio, 
se s i  prende 11 verso di un gatto come materiale fondamentale e si appl~ca ad esso una serie di operazioni 
non solo si lrasforma il suono stesso, ma i rapporii (auricolare e visivo) richiamano I'ascoltalore. I suoni 
servono anche come generalori di immagine. I1 naslro intilolato Mirror Images e stalo crealo per un progetto 
del Bourges Feslival 1999 e li fu eseguito per la prima volta. 

Michael Hamman 
DiscourselCurrent (2000) 

This piece concerns a framework for making time through the deployment off minimally articulated acoust;cal 
events. These events are structured around four elemental materials: spoken voice, sine tone, broadband 
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noise, and silence. Three short excerpts are taken from a recorded performance by poet Chris Mann of his 
poems in representing. These excerpts are processed through filtration, compression, and very slight 
stretching, so that only very brief fragments - in some cases, little more than erasures - are left. 
These fragments are interleaved with other material elements according to matrix operations through which 
minimal musical materials are shaped. The combination of elemental materials is executed through simple 
logical operations: logical-and (selection by like elements only); logical-or (overlapping of elements); and 
logical-xor (cancellation of one element by another). 
The resulting musical fragments are presented over the course of a series of ten segments. Each segment in 
the series presents a barely structured unfolding; each is announced by the sounding of a single DTMF 
signal. At a higher temporal level, there are four longer partitions. Each such partition projects a slightly 
directed movement from broadband to narrowband sounds. 
As is the case on various structural levels within the piece, most sounds are characteristically flat in 
structure: flat envelopes, extremely low amplitude (some sounds bordering on the barely audible), sudden 
onsets and cut-offs, spectrally simple sounds with narrow bandwidth, and long silences. The intent is for an 
overall musical coherence that articulates simple surfaces rather than fully developed morphologies. 

Questo pezzo riguarda una composizione di marcatura del tempo attraverso lo spiegamento di eventi 
acustici minimamente articolati. Tali eventi sono strutturati intorno a quattro elementi materiali: voce parlata, 
tono sinusoidale, rumore a banda larga, e silenzio. Tre brevi estratti sono presi da un'esecuzione registrata 
del poeta Chris Mann della sua composizione In representing. Questi estratti sono elaborati attraverso 
filtrazione, compressione, e stiramento molto leggero, cosicche solo dei brevi frammenti - in alcuni casi, 
poco piu che cancellature - rimangono. 
Questi frammenti sono interposti con altri elementi material; secondo operazioni matrici attraverso le quali i 
minimi materiali musicali vengono adattati. La combinazione di materiali fondamentali viene eseguita 
attraverso semplici operazioni logiche: logica-e (selezione elementi solo); logica-o (sovrapposizione di 
elementi); e logica-xor (cancellazione di un elemento da parte di un altro). 
I frammenti musicali risultanti sono presentati attraverso il corso di una serie di dieci segmenti. Ogni 
segment0 nella serie presenta uno spiegamento appena strutturato; ognuno viene annunciato dal suono di 
un singolo segnale DTMF. Ad un live110 temporale piu alto, ci sono quattro partizioni piu lunghe. Ognuna di 
queste partizioni progetta un movimento lievemente diretto dai suoni della banda larga a quelli della banda 
stretta. Come nel caso dei vari livelli strutturali nel pezzo, la maggior parte dei suoni sono caratteristicamente 
piatti nella struttura: involucri piatti, estensione estremamente bassa (alcuni suoni che rasentano a malapena 
I'udibile), immediati attacchi ed esclusioni, semplici suoni con strette larghezze di banda, e lunghi silenzi. 
L'intento e per una totale coerenza musicale che articola semplici superfici piuttosto che morfologie 
pienamente sviluppate. 

Hideko Kawamoto 
Night Ascends from the Ear like a Butterfly (1 999) 

Night ascends from the Ear lilce a Butterfly, composed in 1999 and dedicated to my grandmother. Tami, was 
inspired from Haruo Shibuya's poem, Coliseum in the Desert. The words Shibuya uses in this poem such as 
'night', 'a  time of music', 'rain', 'black fountain', 'piano string'. 'useless choir' and 'butterfly' gave me 
compositional ideas. These images were developed in my imagination separately from Shibuya's poem, and 
they were transformed into music. T o  me it is very interesting that once one finishes a piece, it leaves the 
creator, and it grows inside somebody on its own, maybe not as same as the creator's mind. The piece has 
its own life. I hope my piece has lefl me. .. 
These are two types of visual images; visual images do not possess the sounds and others do possess the 
sounds. For instance, 'night', 'buttemy' and 'a  time of music' belong to the former type, and 'rain', 'black 
fountain', 'useless choir' and 'piano string' belong to the latter type. To realize the sound of which the visual 
image does not possess was challenging during the compositional process. The intention of the buttemy 
sound is to depict the surrealistic vision of a butteffly flying away from the ear. To me the sound had to be 
shimmering and transparent. To create the buttemy sound, a tremolo passage from Maurice Ravel's piano 
piece NoctueNes (Night Moths) from Miroirs was sampled and processed in the computer using variations 
techniques including filtering, reververation and pitch shift. On the contrary to the pitched tremolo sound, I 
also used the sound of small pieces of aluminum foil shaking up and down in a metallic bowl, which is non- 
pitched, to create the surrealistic vision of butterfly staying at one place, not flying, but moving its wings 
delicately as it breathes. 

Night ascends from the Ear like a Butterfly e stata composta nel 1999 ed e stata ispirata dal componimento 
di Haruo Shibuya Coliseum in the Desert Le parole che usa Shibuya, come 'notte: 'un tempo di musica' 
'pioggia', 'fontana nera, 'corda del piano', 'coro inutile' e 'farialla' hanno dato all'autrice le idee per la 
composizione. Ci sono due tipi di immagini visive: quelle che hanno il suono e quelle che non lo hanno. Ad 



Arturo were engineered by Michael Thompson at the CEMl (Center for Experimental Music and Intermedia) 
studios at The University of North Texas, Denton, Texas, in August 1997. 



Mitani Norikazu 
Piece for Mukkuli (2000) 

"Mukltuli" is one of the Japanese traditional instruments. I recorded one sampling sound from mukkuli. And I 
try to rebuild sampling sound by some digital signal processing language. 
I take some processing parameter from database of tidle. 1 choice some interesting movement of tidle from 
over 13,000 record by perl language. 

"Mukkuli" e uno strumento tradizionale giapponese. L'autore ha registrato una campionatura del suono 
proveniente dal mukkuli, ed ha provato a ricostruirla con alcuni segnali digital; di elaborazione del linguaggio. 
L'autore ha preso alcuni parametri di elaborazione da un database di tidle. Ha scelto alcuni movimenti 
interessanti del tidle da oltre 13.000 registrati dal linguaggio perl. 

Francesco Scagliola 
Clause mates. El mar del tempo (2000) 

The project "Clause Mates. El Mar del Tiempo" is contemporary to another I'm thinking of doing for a long 
time: writing a Requiem. A Requiem can't be written on commission, neither one's nor someone else's 
commission, because writing it has nothing to do with musical composition; you write a Requiem because 
you miss someone or something. I think everybody has his own Requiem to tell. "Clause Mates" isn't the 
piece I would have written, but it's born in that context. 

I1 progetto "Clause Mates. El Mar del Tiempo" e contemporaneo ad un altro sul quale intendo lavorare: 
scrivere un requiem. Un requiem non puo essere scriffo su commissione, poiche lo scrivere non ha niente a 
che fare con la composizione musicale; si puo scrivere un requiem perche si perde qualcuno o qualcosa. 
Penso che ognuno ha un suo proprio requiem da dire. "Clause Mates" non e il pezzo che Scagliola avrebbe 
voluto scrivere, ma e nato in questo contesto. 

Michael Thompson 
Miniatures (2000) 

Miniatures is a piece for solo stereo tape (CD). The piece is comprised of smaller pieces intended for 
performance as a complete work. Miniatures was composed in the composers home studio, the University of 
Birmingham in Birmingham England and the University of North Texas Center for Experimental Music and 
lntermedia in Denton, Texas. 

Technical details: 
Miniatures can be performed on a basic stereo sound system and it can also be performed over a sound 
diffusion system with 8 or more speakers. The only technical needs are a sound system and a CD player. 

Miniatures e un pezzo per nastro stereo solo (CD). Esso e costituito da pezzi piu piccoli da eseguire come 
un lavoro complete. Miniatures e stato composto negli home studio della University of Birmingham a 
Birmingham, Inghilterra, e nel Center for Experimental Music and lntermedia della University of North Texas 
a Denton, Texas. 

Dettagli tecnici: 
Miniatures puo essere eseguito su un sistema stereo e put, essere eseguito con un sistema di diffusione del 
suono con 8 o piu altoparlanti. Le uniche esigenze tecniche sono un sistema del suono e un lettore CD. 



constructed with a combination of compositionai timbrical materials are transformed to become "arotesaue". 
The s o ~ n d  mixture in this work derives from the transformation of instrumental sounds a n i  from' the 
dialectics of recorded and direct sounds. There is no underlying text; the narrative trail is constructed entirely 
by the istener. The sound materials evolve accordingly to a metamorphos's which, in some cases, makes it 
impossible to recognize their oriq:nal characteristics. The sounds are moved through the acousrc space 
defined by the 10ud;~eak f movement or localization.  he piece was produced 
usinq techniques for sound synthesis and processing in real time. At this occasion the two compositions Ein 
~ c h k s  Maerchen. Die ~ t i m m e  will be pre 

lavoro puo essere eseguito integralmente oppure in 
Una fiaba puo essere narrata, rappresentata; la s i  puo narrare con parole o con gesti o con una 

grazie anche all'uso di figurazioni ritmiche che ne evidenziano Ie modal 
e alla caratterizzazione dello spazio acustico. 

composed as'lhe introductory section to the com~oser's interactive &sic theatre work SOJND 8 FURY. 
Through the Shakespeare fragments, this work speaks of noise and solitude. Noise, however, is considered 
here as the opposite to the negative attitude it is usually attached: it means the richness and complexity of 
life, it means the overwhelming intricacy of human perception before the understanding of its own 
environment, its own ambience. Solitude, on the other hand, means not only separation and loneliness, but 
also self-appropriation, self-observation and understanding. An epislemological metaphor. These two 
conceptual elements are rendered in sounds, not descriptively, not as narration. Quite the opposite. Each 
sound, each sonic event in this m~s ic ,  is a un:que phenomenon emerging from a hidden, chaotic, pre- 
linguistic universe. Timbre is musical form. Musical gestures and the rhythms and pace of the piece emerge 
from an underworld which constitutes an entirely synthetic, but dynamically rich and veritable, soundscape. 
The 8-track digital tape was generated with Functional Iteration Synthesis, used here to create an 
environment or ambience, which - though utterly synthetic in nature - is heard as animated by small 
agencies causing all sorts of acoustic turbolences, intermittence noises, etc.. Two voices are also featured in 
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the tape (thanks are due to Simon Emmerson and Peppe Servillo for lending voice, speaking the 
Shakespeare fragments. 
The number of percussionists being involved in the performance is not fixed. Two should be the minimum. 
Required instruments include: woodblocks, tin drums and rorotoms, all played with jazz-brushes. There is 
one only musical part, and all of the percussionists play from that, each with hislher own timing and 
interpretative variations. This arrangements results into a kind of micro-time polyphony, letting the details of 
macroscopical gestures emerge from the performers' interaction more than the notation itself. Also, the 
percussionists play only for 2 minutes, right in the middle of the piece. The percussion sound is processed in 
real time with granular processing algorithms and diffused over 8 loudspeakers. The processing parameters 
are computed in real time as a function of the percussion sounds, as well of the sounds travelling across the 
concert hall. Therefore, the particular sonic details in the processed sounds bear traces of the material and 
historical enironment where performance takes place. 
Texts 

[English speaker, loud:] 
hang you, 
hang you whoreson, 
insolent noise-maker ... 

[English speaker, whispering:] 
there they hoist us 
to cry to th' sea that roar'd to us ... to sigh 
to th' winds, whose pity, sighing back again, 
did us but loving wrong 

[Italian speaker, whispering:] 
e qui ci lasciamo, a gridare 
al mare che ci ruggiva contro, 
al sospirar dei venti, la cui pieta, ricambiando i sospiri, 
ci faceva soffrire per troppo amore 

Natura a110 specchio e basata su due frammenti tratti da 'La Tempesta" di Shakespeare e fu inizialmente 
composta come introduzione allbpera dell'autore stesso Sound & Fury, unbpera musicale teatrale 
interattiva. 
Attraverso i frammenti di Shakespeare, quest'opera parla di rumore e solitudine. 11 rumore, tuttavia, e qui 
considerato come I'opposto dell'attitudine negativa che normalmente gli viene attribuita: significa la 
ricchezza e complessita della vita, la complessita opprimente deNa percezione umana prima della 
conoscenza del proprio ambiente, della propria atmosfera. La solitudine, dall'altro lato, significa non solo 
separazione e solitudine, ma anche auto-appropriazione, auto-ossewazione e discernimento. Una metafora 
epistemologica. Questi due elementi concettuali vengono resi nel suono, non in mod0 descrittivo, non come 
narrazione. Del tutto opposti. Ogni suono, ogni evento sonico in questa musica, e un unico fenomeno che 
emerge da un universo nascosto, caotico, pre-linguistico. 11 timbro e forma musicale. I gesti musicali, i ritmi e 
I'andatura del pezzo emergono da un inferno che costituisce una scappatoia del tutto artificiale, ricco e 
veritiero in modo dinamico. 
I1 nastro digitale e stato generato con Sintesi Funzionali di lterazione, usati qui per creare un ambiente o 
atmosfera che - benche totalmente sintetica in natura - e sentita come animata da piccole forze che 
provocano ogni sorta di turbolenze acustiche, rumor; intermittenti, ecc. Anche due voci compaiono nel nastro 
(ringraziamenti sono dovuti a Simon Emmerson e Peppe Sewilio per aver prestato le lor0 voci), cantando i 
frammenti di Shakespeare. 
11 numero di percussionisti coinvolti nell'esecuzione non e fissato. Dovrebbero essere minimo due. Gli 
strumenti richiesti includono: blocchetti di legno, bidoni di latta, tutti suonati con spazzole da jazz. C'e solo 
una parte musicale, e tutti i percussionisti suonano da questa, ognuno con le proprie sincronizzazioni e 
variazioni interpretative. Questo arrangiamento risulta in una specie di polifonia micro-tempo, lasciando che i 
dettagli di gesti macroscopici emergano dall'interazione dell'esecutore piu che dalla notazione stessa. 
Inoltre, i percussionisti suonano solo per due minuti, giusto a meta del pezzo. I1 suono delle percussioni e 
elaborato in tempo reale con algoritmi di elaborazione granulari e diffusi da 8 altoparlanti. I parametri di 
elaborazione sono computerizzati in tempo reale come funzione del suono di percussioni, cosi come i suoni 
viaggiano attraverso la sala del concerto. Pertanto, i paricolari dettagli sonic; nei suoni elaborati portano 
traccia dell'ambiente materiale e storico dove ha luogo I'esecuzione. 



the ~nterpretative freedom given to the performers. They interact freely, 
amplified as the percussionist carries on his interaction with the live electron 

Tracciab e un lavoro ispirato a1 libro "Le crtta invisrb~li" di ltalo Calvrno. I1 percus 
electronrcs sono protagonist; dl un process0 di esplorazione all'interno dl citta immaginarie, attraverso 
percors~ sonorr che mettono in relazione mondi t~mbricr divers;, secondo cnteri di opposrzione, scambio, 
corrispondenza, fuslone, realrzzando un progresavo d~ven~re L'organ~co delle percussion; e sudd~viso in tre 
sezion~ che sono d~sposte in tre punt/ d~fferenfi della sala e raggruppate secondo I materiali di cui sono 
composti g11 strumenb - legno, rnetallo, membrana -, ln corrispondenza con I matenali dei planofoni. I 
planofoni, pannelli v~branti progettati da Michelangelo Lupone e realizzati presso 11 CRM di Roma, 
trasformano il segnale sonoro lor0 inviato coerentemente a le  caratteristiche vibratorie del materiale di cui 
sono composti. I1 legno, 11 metallo e la plastica dei pannelli impongono le lor0 formanti timbriche a1 materiale 
sonoro che le mette in vibrazione; lo scambio dei material, consente di ottenere molteplici mescolanze: il 
legno-mefallo, 11 metallo-plastics, la plastics-legno, e cosi via. I1 percussionisfa ragg~unge ed esplora le 
d~verse postazion~ strumentali e la possibilita dl variare 1)tinerario dei fracciati, in mod0 differente per 
ciascuna esecuzione, consente di realizzare un percorso formale di volta in volta nuovo. La partitura 8 
composta di 9 pagine non numerate. Ciascuna pagina ha un titolo che fa esplicito rlferimenfo a; material; 
utilizzafi e di conseguenza alle sonorita ricercate. Gli esecutori possono scegliere di eseguire in concerto da 
3 a 9 pagine, disponendole nell'ordine che rrtengono opportuno. I criteri che devono seguire per operare la 
selezione devo~lo tenere conto, oltre che della durata complessiva, soprattutto di un tipo di percorso formale 
che metta in un oa~ticolare relazione le oaoine scelte (es.: opposizione, evoluzione, ecc.). I1 suono delle 



play on these four instruments together, the resulting vibrations will harmonize earth and heaven into one 
universe. 
Sounds for this piece originate from recordings of skin and metal instruments used in the performance of 
Samul nori. Sounds for the I"' movement records of stones, metal instruments, ceramic bowels, and insect, 
etc.. The recording sounds are used of sound editing program such as Sound Editor and Granular Synthesis. 
The piece will from the first part of a four-movement composition entitled Chuk-won which roughly translates 
as "invocation". 

Questo pezzo e basato sul "Samul nor;': che e tradizionale della rnusica a percussione coreana. 'Samuel' 
significa 'Quattro cose" e 'nori' significa " rappresentazione': L'insieme degli elernenti consiste in due pelli e 
due metalii. 
Gli strumenti simboleggiano cuore (pellij e cieli (metallo). Essi sono identificati con un mondo naturale in 
continuo cambiamento. Gli strumenti in metallo rappresentano (1) Primavera/illuminazione/tuono e (2) 
Estate/vento. Gli strumenti in pelle rappresenfano (1) Autunno/pioggia e (2) Inverno/nuvole. Si dice che se si 
suonano questi quattro strumenti insieme, le vibrazioni risultanti armonizzeranno terra e cielo in un unico 
universo. I suoni per questo pezzo traggono origine da registrazioni di strumenti di pelle e di metallo. I suoni 
per il primo movirnento registrano sass;, strumenti di metallo, ciotole di ceramica, insetti ecc.. I suoni 
registrat; vengono usati in programmi di elaborazione del suono come Direttore del Suono e Sintesi 
Granulare. 
Questo pezzo verra fuori dalla prima parte di una composizione in quattro-movimenti intitolata Chuk-won, 
tradotto approssimativamenfe come "invocazione': 

ZIatko Tanodi 
Air (1997) 
For bass clarinet and tape 

My inspiration was the polysemy of the word air (air, atmosphere, area, aria, song with accompaniment. The 
motto of the whole work is a paraphrase: "air you were, air you are and into you shall return" treating sound 
as a special physical condition of the air needed for acoustic perception, as well as for starting of the 
resonance of the bass clarinet's body. While a naked instrument loolts for its own expression, offering 
building material heartlessly exploited by sampling machines, a cause-effect of man and machine appears: it 
is not possible to distinguish who is who. The acoustic instrument would like to sound like an electronic one, 
and electronic instruments more faithfully imitate acoustic ones. However, at the end, all these are just 
vibrations in the air, all is but air. 
Other association lines are also possible (e.g. building, history, money ways, etc.). 
Composition has four movements: ResplRAtion, PrepARatlon, Aria and Gone with the Wind. The electronic 
part recorded on the DAT tape (or CD) is made by electronic transformations of the bass-clarinet sound 
(except well-known rhythmic quotation). I tried to make virtual interaction with soloist: listener is not sure if 
soloist goes after tape or, on the contrary, tape goes after soloist. Consequently, listener is not quite sure 
about the origin of the sound: is it recorded or is it alive? For that reason it is necessary to have quality 
amplification (stereo). In the case of live performance, a microphone for soloist is needed only in big concert 
hall. Once started, tape is running till the end of piece. The relation of loudness between performer and tape 
is defined by the first sound on the tape: it must sound equally as a soloist. 

L'ispirazione e stata la polisemia della parola aria (aria, atmosfera, area, aria, canzone con 
accompagnamento). I1 motto del mondo intero e una parafrasi: 'aria eri, aria sei e nell'aria tornerai", trattando 
il suono come una speciale condizione fisica dell'aria necessaria per la percezione acustica, cosi come per 
I'inizio della risonanza del corpo del clarinetto basso. Mentre uno strumento spoglio cerca la sua propria 
espressione, offrendo materiale per la creazione insensibilmenfe sfruttato da campionature di macchine, 
appare una causa-effetto di uomo e macchina: non e possibile distinguere chi e chi. 
Lo sfrumento acustico suonerebbe come uno strumento elettronico, e gli strumenti elettronici piu fedelmente 
imiiano quell; acustici. Juttavia, alla fine, tutti questi sono vibrazioni nell'aria, tutto tranne aria. 
Sono possibili altre linee di associazioni (ad es. costruzioni, storia, sold;, ecc.) 
La composizione ha quattro movimenti: ResplRAzione, PrepARAzlone e Via col Vento. La parte elettronica 
registrata su nastro DAT (o CD) e prodotta da trasforniazioni elettroniche del suono del clarinetto basso. Ho 
cercato di produrre un'interazione viriuale con il solista: I'ascoltatore non e sicuro se il solista segua il nastro 
0, a1 contrario, se il nastro segua il solista. Di conseguenza, I'ascoltatore non e abbastanza sicuro circa 
I'origine del suono: e registrato o e dal vivo? Per questo motivo e necessario avere un'amplificazior~e di 
qualita (stereo). In caso di esecuzione dal vivo, solo nelle grand; sale da concerto e richiesto un microfono 
peri l  solista. Una volta partifo, il nastro scorre fino alla fine del pezzo. La relazione di sonorita tra I'esecutore 
e il nastro e determinata dalprimo suo~ io  sul nastro: deve sembrare come un solista. 





MUSIC FROM PERFORMER 

Antongirolami Gianpaolo, saxsophones 
Michael Edwards 
Flung me, foot trod 

Gianpaolo Antongirolami has received a first-class degree at the Conservatory of Fermo under the direction 
of Federico Mondelci, later specializing with Jean-Marie Londeix. Immediately launched his brilliant musical 
style in various concerts all around ltaly and abroad with various groups and has also made several 
recordings. 
Being particularly interested in contemporary music and experimentation, he has played many world 
premieres such as "Voliera" of Sylvano Bussotti. His fascination for new technologies has led him to combine 
contemporary music and electronics applied to electroacoustic music. In 1999 he received a diploma in 
Electronic Music at the Conservatory of Pesaro under the direction of Eugenio Giordani with whom in 1998 
he created a new saxophone real-time digital system version oi Karlheinz Stockhausen's "Solo". 
Parallely, he has been working as a professor since 1987, running specialization courses and seminars in 
electronic music and saxophone. He has co-operated for many years with the flautist Roberto Fabbriciani, 
teaching 20th-century chamber music in his courses in ltaly and Greek. He has been also invited to teach in 
worltshop in the Musilthochshule in Freiburg im B. where he will return the next year. 

Gianpaolo Antongirolami ha studiato sassofono presso il Consewatorio "G. Rossini" di Fermo con Enzo 
Veddovi e Federico Mondelci: sotto la guida di quesf'ultimo si e diplomato nel 1987 con il massimo dei voti; 
ha seguito corsi di pelfezionamento con Jean-Marie Londeix. Ha intrapreso una brillante attivita conceriistica 
con varie formazioni in tutta ltalia e all'estero, suonando anche da solista con /'Orchestra "Ukraina" di Kiev; 
ha effettuato varie registrazioni radiofoniche e discografiche. Particolarmenfe interessato alla musica 
contemporanea e alla sperimenfazione, ha eseguito numerose prime esecuzioni, come quella della 
composizione "Voliera" di Sylvano Bussotti - per flauto sax e piano - realizzata nell'ambito del X World 
Saxophone Congress. Nel suo repertorio figurano, oltre ad opere a lui dedicate, le composizioni dei p i ~ i  
importanti autori del noslro secolo: Berio, Bennett, Bryars, Cage, Carter, Donatoni, Gentilucci, Grisey, Kolb, 
Manzoni, Nyman, Nono, Pousseur, Sciarrino, Stockhausen, Torlte, Xenakis. Rilevanie e inoltre il suo 
impegno nel campo della musica elettronica. Nel 1999 ha conseguito il diploma presso il Consewatorio di 
Pesaro sotto la guida di Eugenio Giordani. Ha seguito corsi periezionamento con Di Scipio, Lupone, Risset. 
Ha tenuto seniinari presso i consewatori di Ban', Pesaro, Foggia, e un carso di formazione professionale 
sull'audio digitale; affianca all'attivita di ricerca quella di interprefe. Nel 1997 e stato selezionato, tra 
seftecento varie proposte, ad esibirsi nell'ambito di ISEA-97, a Chicago. Nel 1998 ha realizzato insieme ad 
Eugenio Giordani, nell'ambito delle attivita del Laboratorio Elettronico per la Musica Sperimentale del 
Consewatorio di Pesaro, una nuova versione per sassofono contralto e sistema digitale di elaborazione in 
tempo reale (Kyma/Capybara) di "Solo" di Karlheinz Stocl(hausen; questa versione e stata presentata nel 
corso del 1998, in occasione del 70" compleanno di Stockhausen, durante l'incontro "La Terra Fertile" 
(L'Aquila), nell'ambito del convegno internazionale "/I sassofono, slrumenlo inevitabile peri l  2000" svoltosi a1 
Consen/atorio di Milano, e nell'ambito del "Progetlo TecnoArte 2000" presso il Consewatorio di Pesaro. 
Sempre nel 1998 ha partecipato a1 XI1 Cim (Colloquia di lnformatica Musicale), tenufosi a Gorizia. 
Suona in prevalenza da solisfa e collabora con varie forniazioni cameristiche. Nel 1993 e stato invitato a 
tenere una worl(shop presso la prestigiosa Musilthoschule di Freiburg dove ha anche eseguito un 
apprezzafo concerto. 
Parallelamente all'atfivita concertistica svolge dal 1987 quella didatiica; ha collaborate per vari anni ai corsi 
tenuti dal flautists Roberto Fabbriciani in'ltalia e in Grecia insegnando musica da camera del '900; fiene corsi 
di peffezionamento per vari enti quali I'ASI. E titolare della caitedra di sassofono a1 Consewatorio di Foggia. 

Michael Edwards 
Flung me, foot trod (1994) 
For sax alto and tape 

Flung me, ioot trod takes its title from the Gerard Manley Hopkins sonnet, Carrion Comfort. This is urgent, 
violent, exciting poetry, but it was not until I read some of Hopkins' own notes to the verse that I felt 
particularly drawn to pilfering a title from him. He writes of one word, "rude," that must be enunciated with 
force, "in an uncouth, violent, barbarous manner." This, if anything, summarizes the articulation necessary to 
interpret my piece. In preparing the tape, I sampled selected portions of the solo part. In particular I 
concentrated on some of the more unorthodox sounds an alto saxophone can malte, key clicks, breath 
noise, growling etc. For demonstrating these sounds, I am very grateful to Gary Scavone who gave freely of 



qualitd timbhche convenzionali del sassofono. ~ut tavia la parie del nastro presenta qualche volta suoni 
ch~aramente riconoscib~li, propri del suo regno sonoro, che a sposano con la parie a solo. Non e stata mia 
rntenzione creare un effetto tip0 'orchestra di sass of on^' o do avere 11 sassofonista che suona con una sua 

esecuzione e stata realizzata a Stanford dal sassofon~sta Gary 

Susanna Borscn was born in Hamb~rg n 1974 and iii 1983, began recorder lessons w th Siker XLhner. She 
fol.owed master-classes with the eadng recoroer players of E~rope ,  incl-d:ng ICees Boeke, the members of 
rhe ALSO, Maron Verbr~ggen, Han To., Peter Hollslag, Gerd L ineno~rger  a.0. aher many years of taking 
part wilh great s-ccess 'n Germany's "J-qend musiziert' - compet'tion, she fo-ndeo n 1993 the recorder trio 
"Les Doux S f f le~rs '  whcn in 1995 won top pr'zes at both The German M ~ s i c  Competition in Bonn and the 
Internat'ona recorder sympos~m in Calw. Three years aler, she won th'rd prize n the solo compet'tion at 
the same event. 
n ado tlon, she was a fo-nd'ng niember of tne recorder quartet 'Malle Symen" and in 1998, too6 a ma:or 

part boln as soloisl and ensemb e member in the 2"" Internatonal Recorder week' at "de IJsbreker", the 
internatonally renowned modern music venJe in Amsterdam. 
n the sJmmer of 1994, she began sludyng at tne Amsterdam Sweelinck Conservatori~m witn Water van 
H a ~ w e ,  fnshng ner teachng oiploma in 1998. The same year, saw her begin post grad-are st-oies, 
speca'zing n tne comb'naton of the recorder and 've e ectronics. Ths project will cdmuate n the year 
2000, with her final solo examination, fealur:ng new works written especia1.y for her and rnis combinal'on. 
Her teaching experience includes g.v'ng master-classes in many European co~n1r;es. 
In 1999, she oecame a member of ''The Interval Chamber", a larger ensemble of oiverse m~sicans,  
specializing :n micro-lonal m,sic. She conlr:b-tea to their recent proo~ction of ' Wo1f.i" a m-11:-med'a opera 
wrtten by Rafael Re:na. Also .n 1999, she oep~tized a l  very short not'ce, n the celeorated "Amsterdam 
Loeki Staroust Q,arter. 

Susanna Borscn e nata ad Amburgo nel 1974 e nel 1983 ha cominciato a seguire lezioni d i  flauto dolce con 
S~lker Kuliner. Ha seguilo master con i principal; musicistr d i  flaulo dolce d'Europa, incluso Kees Boeke, i 
membri dell' ALSO, Marion Verbruggen, Han Tol, Peler Holtslag, Gerd Lunenburger. Dopo aver preso pane 
per molfi anni con grande success0 alla compelizione ';lugend Musizieri"in Germania, nel 1993 ha fondato ;I 
lrio "Les Doux Siftleurs" che nel 1995 ha vinto 11 primo premio sia a "The German Music Competilion" a Bonn 
che all' "International Recorder Symposium" a Calw. Tre annl dopo, ha vinto 11 leno  premio neNa gara per 
solisli nella stessa manifestazione. In piu. e stala membro fondatore del quanetlo di flauto dolce Malle 
Symen" e nel 1990, ha preso parie sia come solisla che come membro di  un gruppo alla I1 lnlernalional 
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